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Abstract
Formal verification of temporal properties is necessary in many real applications. We
can find in the literature many case studies which show us how formal verification
techniques allowed scientists to find errors in systems that were thought to be correct.
Model checking is an automatic formal verification technique that, given a model
of a system and a temporal formula determines if the model satisfies the formula. The
main drawback of model checking is the state explosion problem.
In this thesis we consider the Concurrent Constraint (cc) paradigm to specify
reactive and hybrid systems. Then, we provide the necessary formalism to verify such
kind of systems. In particular, we handle three of the extended languages defined
from the cc paradigm: the tcc, tccp and hcc languages. The first two languages have
a discrete notion of time allowing the programmer to model reactive systems. The last
one introduces a continuous notion of time which allows us to model hybrid systems.
It is well known that an appropriate denotational semantics allows us to perform
very interesting analysis over languages in a simple way. In that sense, in this thesis
we show that although both denotational and operational semantics were given when
tcc was defined, they do not always coincide. We define a fully abstract denotational
semantics (w.r.t. the operational semantics) for the tcc model. We also describe an
application of our new semantics to the analysis of the expressivity power of the new
construct introduced in tcc to model the timeout or preemption behaviors. We show
that the new construct makes the tcc language a more powerful language than the cc
model.
The main result of this thesis is the definition of a model checking algorithm for
tccp programs. The idea is to exploit the good features of the cc paradigm to solve
the state explosion problem of model checking. We take advantage of the constraint
notion in order to redefine the three phases of the model checking technique. First of
all we use constraints to define what a state is in the model of the system. A state
of the model can be seen as a conjunction of constraints. This means that a state of
our model represents a set of states of a classical Kripke Structure.
Furthermore, constraints are directly used in the logic that we consider, thus it is
not necessary to transform our model into a Kripke Structure. For classical temporal
logics, this transformation would be necessary since they could not handle our model
directly. Note that we have only partial information while classical logics need full
information about values of variables.
We also define a method to verify hcc programs. We show that the hcc language
allows the programmer to specify hybrid systems in general and linear hybrid systems
in particular. The key idea in this case is also to take advantage of the nature of the
cc paradigm. The approach presented in this thesis is the first attempt to apply the
model checking technique to the hcc language.

Resumen
En muchas aplicaciones reales la verificación formal de propiedades temporales es
imprescindible. En la bibliografı́a podemos encontrar muchos casos de estudio en los
que se muestra cómo las técnicas de verificación formal han permitido detectar errores
en sistemas que parecı́an correctos.
El model checking es una técnica automática de verificación formal que, dado
un modelo del sistema y una fórmula temporal, comprueba si el modelo satisface la
fórmula. El problema más importante del model checking es la explosión de estados.
El punto de partida de esta tesis es el paradigma Concurrent Constraint (cc) con
el que es posible modelar tanto sistemas reactivos como sistemas hı́bridos. A partir
del paradigma cc hemos definido las herramientas necesarias para la verificación formal de sistemas. En particular, hemos trabajado con tres extensiones temporales del
modelo cc: el lenguaje tcc, el tccp y el hcc. Los dos primeros lenguajes pueden modelar sistemas reactivos, mientras que el tercer lenguaje es capaz de modelar sistemas
hı́bridos gracias a que está definido sobre una noción de tiempo continuo.
Sabemos que una adecuada semántica denotacional permite realizar análisis muy
interesantes de lenguajes y programas. Originalmente se dieron las semánticas operacional y denotacional, sin embargo estas dos semánticas no siempre son equivalentes.
En esta tesis se ha definido una semántica denotacional fully abstract (con respecto
a la semántica operacional) para el modelo de programación tcc. Además mostramos
un ejemplo de cómo se puede usar esta nueva semántica denotacional para analizar la
expresividad del operador de tcc que modela los conceptos de timeout y preemption.
En particular, se demuestra que la introducción de dicho constructor hace al lenguaje
tcc más potente que el paradigma cc.
El resultado más importante de esta tesis es la definición del algoritmo de model
checking para el lenguaje tccp. La idea principal consiste en explotar las caracterı́sticas del paradigma cc para resolver (en parte) el problema de la explosión de
estados. Se ha usado la noción de constraint (restricción) para redefinir las tres fases principales de las que consta el model checking. Por un lado se han definido los
estados del modelo en base al concepto de restricción. De este modo, un estado de
nuestro modelo representa un conjunto de estados de una estructura de Kripke tradicional. Por otro lado, la lógica que se usa para especificar la propiedad está definida
con respecto al concepto de restricción directamente permitiéndonos poder manejar
directamente nuestro modelo sin necesidad de transformarlo en un modelo tradicional.
En la parte final de la tesis, se ha definido un método para verificar programas
especificados en el lenguaje hcc. Con hcc se pueden modelar sistemas hı́bridos en
general e hı́bridos lineales en particular. Se ha introducido un método que construye
un autómata hı́brido lineal a partir de la especificación hcc, el cual puede ser dado
como entrada a uno de los más famosos model checkers del sector.

Sommario
La verifica formale di proprietà temporali è diventata essenziale per tante applicazioni
reali. Si possono trovare molti esempi che ci mostrano come le tecniche di verifica
formale sono riuscite a trovare errori in sistemi che si pensavano essere corretti.
Model checking è una tecnica automatica di verifica che, dato il modello del sistema
e una formula temporale, verifica se il modello soddisfa la formula. Il problema più
importante di questa tecnica è la esplosione del numero di stati.
Il punto di partenza di questa tesi è il paradigma Concurrent Constraint (cc) con
il quale è possibile specificare sia sistemi reattivi che sistemi ibridi. Partendo questa
base, abbiamo definito dei formalismi necessari per la verifica formale dei sistemi. Si
sono considerati tre delle estensioni temporali del modello cc, ovvero i linguaggi tcc,
tccp e hcc. I primi due linguaggi riescono a modellare sistemi reattivi poiché sono
definiti sopra una nozione discreta di tempo, mentre il terzo linguaggio viene usato
per specificare sistemi ibridi poiché usa una nozione di tempo continuo.
È ben noto che una semantica denotazionale ben definita è la base per fare delle
analisi molto interessanti sui linguaggi di programmazione. Il linguaggio tcc fu definito
insieme alla sua semantica operazionale e denotazionale, però queste due semantiche
non coincidono sempre. In questa tesi si è definita una semantica denotazionale che è
fully abstract rispetto alla semantica operazionale per il modello di programmazione
tcc. In più si mostra un esempio di utilizzo di questa nuova semantica per analizzare il
potere espressivo del costruttore di tcc che modella le nozioni di timeout e preemption.
In particolare, si è dimostrato che questo operatore fa diventare il linguaggio tcc più
espressivo del paradigma cc.
Il risultato più importante di questa tesi è la definizione di un algoritmo di model
checking per i programmi specificati in tccp. Si sono utilizzate le caratteristiche del
paradigma cc per dare una soluzione (parziale) al problema della esplosione degli stati.
In pratica si è usata la nozione di constraint (vincolo) per ridefinire le tre fasi principali
del model checking. Per prima cosa, si è definito uno stato del modello partendo del
concetto di vincolo. Intuitivamente uno stato del nostro modello rappresenta un
insieme di stati di una struttura di Kripke tradizionale. D’altra parte, la logica che si
usa per specificare la proprietà che si vuole verificare è definita rispetto alla nozione
di vincolo. Questo ci permette di non dovere trasformare il nostro modello in un
modello tradizionale.
Come terzo risultato principale si è definito un metodo per la verifica di programmi
specificati nel linguaggio hcc. hcc permette di modellare sistemi ibridi in generale e
ibridi lineari in particolare. Si è introdotto un metodo che costruisce un’automata
ibrido lineare a partire della specifica in hcc, il quale può essere dato come input a
uno del più famosi model checkers della comunità.

Resum
En moltes aplicacions reals, la verificació formal de les propietats temporals és imprescindible. A la biografia podem trobar molts casos d’estudi en els quals es mostren
com les tècniques de verificació formal han permés detectar errors als sistemes que
semblaven correctes.
El model checking és una tècnica de verificació automàtica que, donat un model
del sistema i una fórmula temporal, comproba si el model ha satistet la formula. El
problema principal del model checking és l’explosió d’estats.
En aquesta tesi es fa servir el paradigma Concurrent Constraint (cc) per especificar
sistemes reactius i sistemes hı́brids. Es consideren tres dels llenguatges temporals que
han estat definits a partir del paradigma cc: el llenguatge tcc, el llenguatge tccp i el
llenguatge hcc. Els dos primers poden modelar sistemes reactius gràcies a que han
estat definits sobre una noció de temps discret, mentre que el tercer llenguatge pot
modelar sistemes hı́brids, ja que fa servir una noció de temps continu.
Sabem que una adequada semàntica denotacional permet realitzar anàlisis molt
interessants de llenguatges. Quan va ser introduı̈t el llenguatge tcc es va definir
la seva semàntica operacional i la seva semàntica denotacional, però aquestes dues
semàntiques a voltes no coincideixen. En aquesta tesi s’ha definit una semàntica denotacional fully abstract respecte de la semàntica operacional per el llenguatge tcc.
A més mostrem un exemple de com es pot fer servir aquesta nova semàntica denotacional per analitzar el poder expressiu del constructor de tcc que modela els conceptes
de timeout i preemption. S’ha demostrat que la introducció d’aquest constructor fa
al llenguatge tcc més potent que el paradigma cc.
El resultat més important d’aquesta tesi és la definició d’un algorisme de model
checking per al llenguatge tccp. La idea és explotar les caracterı́stiques del paradigma
cc per a resoldre (en part) el problema de l’explosió d’estats. S’ha emprat la noció
de constraint per a redefinir dues de les tres fases principals del model checking. Per
una banda s’ha definit un estat del model sobre la base del concepte de constraint.
D’un mode intuı̈tiu, un estat del nostre model representa un conjunt d’estats d’una
estructura de Kripke tradicional. Per l’altra banda, la lògica que s’utilitza per especificar la propietat està definida respecte al concepte de constraint directament. Això
ens permet no haver de transformar el nostre model en un model tradicional.
Per últim, es defineix un mètode per a verificar programes especificats en el llenguatge hcc. Amb hcc es poden modelar sistemes hı́brids en general, i hı́brids linials
en particular. En aquesta tesi s’introdueix un mètode que construeix un autòmata
hı́brid linial a partir de l’especificació, el qual pot ser donat com a entrada a un dels
més famosos model checkers del sector.
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Introduction
Computer Science can help in the design and realization of the algorithmic solution
to an application problem. This consideration has led to the field of specification
and verification of programs. The idea is to have mechanisms to check that systems
satisfy all requirements of the user. Thus, such mechanisms must be able to translate
specifications in high-level programming languages into low-level algorithms, and also
be able to check that the result of this transformation is correct.
Formal verification can prove that some properties are satisfied. In many industrial applications it is not enough to approximate the correctness of the system, but
some timing and properties must absolutely be guaranteed. This importance is well
remarked in the literature. In [CGP99] and [MP95] we can find some significant examples of error cases. Such practical examples show how formal verification techniques
allows one to find errors in systems that were thought to be correct.
Model checking is a fully automatic technique that, given a model of a system and
a temporal formula determines if the model satisfies the formula. This technique was
defined for finite-state systems. However, we show in this thesis how in the last years
many researchers have studied how to extend this technique to infinite-state systems.
In this thesis we tackle the problem of applying model checking to real languages,
i.e., languages that were previously defined to specify reactive and hybrid systems.
This is a first difference from the classical approaches. Usually, for each approach,
the language for the specification of the system is defined ad hoc for a very specific
class of systems. In our case it is possible to specify finite and infinite-state systems,
thus if we do not want to impose a restriction on the expressiveness of the language,
we have to consider the problem of model checking for infinite-state systems as well.
In particular, the three languages that we consider belong to the concurrent constraint paradigm (cc). Languages of this paradigm are parametric w.r.t. a notion of
constraint system and the computational model works by asking and telling information to a shared store.
Timed concurrent constraint language (tccp) and timed concurrent constraint (tcc)
paradigm extend the cc paradigm with a notion of discrete time which allows one to
model reactive systems. The hybrid cc language (hcc) is defined over a notion of
continuous (or dense) time, thus it is able to model hybrid systems.
Analysis of programming languages or programs is another important technique,
which allows one to compare languages or check if a program satisfies some general
property (termination, confluence, etc.). One of the most important features of the
declarative paradigm is the fact that it is always possible to define appropriate semantics for the analysis of programs. Often it is easier to handle such semantics than
those defined for imperative languages. Therefore, it is crucial to have semantics
which represent the exact observable behavior of programs
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A Model for Concurrency

Concurrent systems are systems consisting of multiple computing agents (also called
processes) that interact among each other. Some examples of these systems are
communication systems based on message-passing, communication systems based on
shared-variables, synchronous systems, reactive systems, timed systems, mobile systems or secure systems.
There are many models for concurrent systems. Some examples of synchronous
models are the process calculi of Milner’s CCS [Mil89], Hoare’s CSP [Hoa85] or the
ACP of Bergstra and Klop [BK85]. The model which we consider in this thesis is the
model for concurrency that was defined in [Sar89].
The Concurrent Constraint programming paradigm (cc) was defined by Saraswat
and Rinard in [Sar89, Sar93, SR90] as a simple and powerful model of concurrent
computation. In such computational model the notion of store-as-valuation from von
Neumann was replaced with the notion of store-as-constraint. Basically, the model
evolves monotonically by accumulating information in the store.
The cc paradigm is parametric w.r.t. a constraint system. A constraint system
can be seen as a partial information system (see [SRP91]). Thus, whereas in the von
Neumann model we have always the specific value of variables, in this computational
model we have partial information about the value of variables of the system.
A few years later Saraswat, Jagadeesan and Gupta defined an extension over time
of the cc paradigm. This new language, called temporal concurrent constraint (tcc)
language ([SJG94a, SJG94b]) was inspired by synchronous languages such as Esterel
[Ber00], Lustre [HCRP91] or Signal [GGBM91]. The key idea was to introduce a
notion of discrete time and some constructs which allow us to model notions such as
timeout or weak preemption.
Therefore, tcc is able to specify reactive systems that can be defined as those systems which evolve along the time by interacting with their environment. In particular
tcc is suitable to model embedded systems (a subclass of reactive systems).
Other extensions over time were presented to improve the expressiveness of the
model. For example, the Timed Default Concurrent Constraint Programming was defined in [SJG96]. This language allows one to model also strong preemptions. Moreover, in 1998 Gupta, Jagadeesan and Saraswat presented a language which incorporates a notion of continuous (or dense) time to the cc model: the hybrid cc (hcc)
language.
The hcc language is able to model hybrid systems which can be defined as those
systems that have a continuous behavior controlled by a discrete component. For
example, a thermostat can be seen as an hybrid system. It has a continuous variable
modelling the temperature, and a discrete control that turn-on or turn-off the system
depending on the limits established for the temperature value. [GSS95] shows some
applicative examples for both the timed default concurrent constraint programming
language and the hcc language.
In [BGM00], Frank de Boer, Gabbrielli and Meo presented a different approach to
extend the cc paradigm with a notion of discrete time. Temporal concurrent constraint
language (tccp) was inspired by the process algebra model. As a major property, the
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language is non deterministic and monotone, thus it is possible to model more complex
(reactive) systems.
As we have said before, reactive systems are programs that interact with their environment along the time, thus the concept of termination loses significance. Reactive
systems are essentially different from the functional systems whose behavior is simply
described as a transformation of the input into the output. Moreover, in reactive
systems it is important to capture when events or stimuli are presented whereas in
functional systems it does not matter when the input is given.
Reactive systems usually are specified as concurrent systems where the environment is modelled as a concurrent process. Therefore, concurrency is a very important
notion for such systems. Moreover, due to the progress of new technologies such as
internet or mobile systems, concurrency has become more and more important.
The most recent defined model in the cc family is the ntcc language [PV01].
Palamidessi and Valencia defined this language essentially as an extension of the tcc.
They introduced the notion of non-determinism into the tcc model of Saraswat et al..
In the following chapters we explain more in detail some of the cited cc languages.
In particular we describe the tcc language of Saraswat et al., the tccp language defined
by de Boer et al. and the hcc language of Gupta et al..

I.2

Formal Verification

Program verification consists in formally proving that a program satisfies some logical
specification. Formal verification can be applied to hardware or software systems. In
this thesis we are interested in software verification. There are many techniques
which can be applied to solve the problem of software verification. However there is
no general method which is able to verify any software system.
Historically, theorem proving was the first formal verification method studied in
the literature (see [Flo67, Hoa69]). This is a deductive method which is guided by
the user and must be performed essentially by hand. The success of deductive proofs
depends a lot on the capability of the user, thus theorem proving must be applied by
expert people.
Another method which is widely used by the research community is the testing
technique. This technique cannot be considered a formal verification method since
it is based on the analysis of only some of the executions of programs. Therefore,
using this technique it is not possible to ensure the total absence of errors in the
program. Testing is a very simple technique which can be used by non expert people
in mathematics or logic. This is the reason why it has been widely used to improve
the quality of software. In Chapter 5 we explain the features of these two techniques
giving more details.
The third and most important verification method in this thesis is the model
checking technique. This technique allows us to check if a system satisfies a specific
property in an automatic way. Model checking is based on a very simple idea: to check
that the execution sequences of the system are a model of the formula representing
the property. Model checking was originally defined for finite-state systems since it is
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based in an exhaustive analysis of the state-space. However, in the last years many
researches have tried to extend the technique to infinite-state systems. We introduce
the background of the model checking technique in Chapter 5.

I.3

Verification and Constraints

In this thesis we are very interested in two important concepts: verification and
constraints. There are several verification methods which combine these two notions.
These approaches define methodologies or algorithms that allow us to apply the model
checking technique to concurrent, reactive or even hybrid systems. It is also possible
to verify some subclasses of infinite-state systems.
In [DP99, DP01], Delzanno and Podelski presented a method that allows us to
verify a communication protocol with an infinite number of states. In particular, they
proved that a client-server protocol is correct for an arbitrary number of processes
(clients). Classical approaches could prove the same properties but only for a specific
number of clients or processes.
The notion of constraint plays a very important role in the approach of Delzanno
and Podelski. The idea is to translate concurrent systems into CLP programs and
verify safety and liveness properties over such CLP programs.
Another interesting approach which combines verification and constraints can be
found in [EM97]. Here a semidecision algorithm that uses constraint programming
in order to verify 1-safe Petri nets is introduced. Actually, while in [DP01, DP99],
constraints are used as an abstract representation of the set of system states, in [EM97]
constraint programming is used to solve linear constraints in the implementation of
the algorithm.
In [FPV00a, FPV00b], the authors presented a framework that allowed us to
apply the model checking technique to tcc programs. Actually, in these works it is
only presented in detail how to construct automatically a model of a timed concurrent
constraint program.
We have seen that constraints can be used in any level or phase of the formal
verification process. In [DP99, DP01] constraints were used to model the problem, in
[FPV00a, FPV00b] the specification language is defined over an underlying constraint
systems while in [EM97] constraints are used for the implementation of the model
checking algorithm.

I.4

The Thesis Approach

In this thesis we intend to take advantage of some features of cc languages, i.e.,
languages defined within the concurrent constraint paradigm. Our final goal is to
define a formal verification method for reactive and hybrid systems. We develop in
detail the model checking algorithm for the tccp language. Then, we sketch a first
approach to the verification of hybrid systems specified in hybrid cc. The key idea
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in both methods is to take advantage of the constraint nature underlying the cc
paradigm.
The declarative nature of tccp and hcc, and the notion of time introduced directly
into their semantics allows us to reduce the number of states of the system which is
the main problem of model checking algorithms.
In particular, the introduction of a built-in notion of time makes it reasonable to
restrict the verification to a finite interval of time, i.e., the interval of time that we
want to analyze. A precondition for this approach is, clearly, that the user should
know and provide the interval on which the verification should be carried out. This
seems a reasonable assumption since usually is the specifier who wants to verify the
correctness of his software.
tccp Model Checking
The tccp model checking problem consists in developing the model checking techniques
for tccp programs. In this thesis we describe an automatic verification method to verify
tccp programs based on the classical model checking algorithm for LTL. We use the
notion of constraint in the different phases of the verification process.
First of all, we use constraints in the automatic construction of the model. Constraints can represent in a compact way a set of possible variable values (i.e., a set of
states if we use the classical notion of state).
Then, in the second phase we take advantage of constraints for specifying the
property by using a logic that is defined to handle constraints. Such logic is presented
in [BGM01] and is able to work over constraints in a very intuitive way.
The last phase of the model checking technique consists in defining an algorithm
that determines if the system satisfies the property. We use the two outputs of the
previous phases in order to adapt the classical algorithm defined for LTL to our
framework.
This new algorithm can be defined thanks to the fact that we use a logic that
works over constraints. This logic allows us to check properties directly over the
tccp Structure that we define. Since this structure is formed by states that contain
constraints and can be seen as sets of classical states, it would not be possible to use
a classical temporal logic directly. To the best of our knowledge this is the first model
checking approach for systems specified with cc languages.
Our approach is not able to verify all infinite-state systems, but only a subclass of
such systems. Actually we can verify a very similar subclass of infinite-state systems
as [DP99, DP01]. For the other systems, we are able to verify an over-approximation
of the system.
hcc Model Checking
The second contribution regarding model checking presented in this thesis is the first
attempt to apply the model checking technique to the hybrid cc language. We show
how some natural characteristics of the language allow us to define a method to verify
linear hybrid systems.
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In particular, we have defined a graph structure which represents the behavior
of systems specified in hcc. Then we have transformed this graph structure into a
linear hybrid automaton which can be given as input to the HyTech model checker.
HyTech is one of the most popular model checkers for linear hybrid systems in
the literature. Actually, although we could model any hcc program using the hcc
Structure, in this thesis we have limited ourselves to linear hybrid systems since
HyTech is able to handle only such subclass of hybrid systems.
Semantics for tcc
The third problema that we tackle in this thesis regards the tcc language. Although
we have mentioned it at this last point if the section, it is presented in the first part
of this dissertation.
In the classical literature it is well known the importance to have a denotational
semantics of programming languages which is fully abstract w.r.t. the operational
semantics. This is especially crucial for languages such as tcc where more than one
transition relation is necessary to describe the operational semantics.
In general it is easier to analyze and to compare the characteristics of languages by
using the denotational semantics. However, if the denotational semantics is not fully
abstract w.r.t. the operational behavior, then we can only express over-approximations
of the properties of the analyzed languages.
The tcc language was defined by Saraswat et al. as an extension over time of
the cc paradigm. A notion of discrete time was introduced in the semantics of the
language. However, in [NPV02b] was shown that the denotational semantics given in
[SJG94a] corresponds to the operational behavior only for a subclass of tcc programs.
In particular, we have different semantics when we try to derive negative information
from a local variable. Negative information can be seen as the capability to execute
some process when some event does not occur.
In this thesis we define a new denotational semantics which is fully abstract w.r.t.
the operational semantics given in [SJG94a]. In particular we redefine the semantics
for the construct which models the existential quantification over variables (i.e., it
makes a variable local in a process) and we prove the correctness and completeness
of the new semantics w.r.t. the operational behaviour.
As a first application of this new semantics, we also analyze the expressiveness of
the construct that is able to capture the negative information of systems in tcc.

I.5

The Thesis Overview

The thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 1 we introduce informally the basic concepts and terminologies used in
this thesis. We present in a unique chapter all the needed terminologies and notations
used for both the definition of the model checking techniques and the definition of
the new semantics.
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In Chapter 2 the tcc language is presented in detail giving both the operational and
the denotational semantics. The operational semantics is given following a different
notation from the one presented in [SJG94a]. Finally, we show which kind of problems
we intend to solve by introducing the new denotational semantics.
In Chapter 3 the new denotational semantics for tcc is introduced. Moreover,
we show the correctness and completeness of the semantics w.r.t. the operational
behavior. In the last part of this chapter we show a first application of the new
denotational semantics in order to analyze the expressive power of the agent which is
able to capture the negative information of the system.
In Chapter 4 we introduce the tccp language defined in [BGM00]. We discuss the
main characteristics of the language and present the original operational semantics.
Moreover, we show an example of an application that can be modelled using this
language.
In Chapter 5 the model checking technique is described. Actually, we describe the
classical approaches and we discuss the different research lines that are presented in
the literature. Moreover, in the last part of the chapter we describe our approach for
tccp and hcc.
Chapter 6 presents the first main task of the model checking technique. It is
described how we can construct a model of the system behavior (similar to the Kripke
Structure used in the classical approaches) from the specification of the system written
in tccp.
Chapter 7 describes the logic that we use in our framework. Moreover a comparison
with classical logics is done and some examples showing the expressiveness of the logic
are presented.
In Chapter 8 the algorithm that corresponds to the last task of the model checking
technique is defined. Actually, this algorithm is a version of the classical model
checking algorithm for linear time logic but adapted to our framework which presents
some additional difficulties. In particular we must pay attention to agents and logic
operators which existential quantify constraints. Proofs of the correctness of the
algorithm are given in the last part of the chapter and an example is presented.
Chapter 9 describes the last considered language, the hcc language which is able
to model hybrid systems.
In Chapter 10 a first approach to the problem of model checking for hcc programs
is presented. An automatic transformation from hcc specifications to linear hybrid
automata is showed.
Finally, in Chapter 11 some conclusions are drawn.
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Preliminaries
In this chapter we introduce the notations that we use in this thesis. Essentially we
present the informal, logical and set-theoretic notations and concepts that we use to
write down and reason about our ideas. The chapter is simply presented by using an
informal extension of our everyday language to talk about mathematical objects like
sets. For the terminology not explicitly shown and algebraic notation, the reader can
consult [Man74, BM65, Bir67].

1.1

Basic Set Theory

To define the basic notions that we use the standard (meta) logical notation to denote
conjunction, disjunction, quantification and so on (and, or, for each, . . . ). We will
use some informal logical notation in order to stop our mathematical statements
getting out of hand. For statements (or assertions) A and B, we will commonly use
abbreviations like:
A, B for (A and B), the conjunction of A and B,
A =⇒ B for (A implies B), which means (if A then B),
A ⇐⇒ B for (A if and only if B), which expresses the logical equivalence of A and B.
We will also make statements by forming disjunctions (A or B), with the self-evident
meaning, and negations (not A), sometimes written ¬A, which is true if and only if
A is false. It is a tradition to write x <
6 y instead of ¬(x < y).
A statement like P(x, y), which involves variables x, y, is called a predicate (or
property, or relation, or condition) and it only becomes true or false when the pair
x, y stands for particular things. We use logical quantifiers ∃ (read “there exists”)
and ∀ (read “for all”) to write assertions like ∃x. P(x) as abbreviating “for some
x, P(x)” or “there exists x such that P(x)”, and ∀x. P(x) as abbreviating “for all
x, P(x)” or “for any x, P(x)”. The statement ∃x, y, . . . , z. P(x, y, . . . , z) abbreviates
∃x.∃y. · · · ∃z. P(x, y, . . . , z), whereas the statement ∀x, y, . . . , z. P(x, y, . . . , z) abbreviates ∀x.∀y. · · · ∀z. P(x, y, . . . , z). In order to specify a set S over which a quantifier
ranges, we write ∀x ∈ S. P(x) instead of ∀x. x ∈ S =⇒ P(x), and ∃x ∈ S. P(x) instead
of ∃x. x ∈ S, P(x).
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Sets

Intuitively, a set is an (unordered) collection of objects, which are elements (or members) of it. We write a ∈ S when a is an element of the set S. Moreover, we write
{a, b, c, . . .} for the set of elements a, b, c, . . ..
A set S is said to be a subset of a set S 0 , written S ⊆ S 0 , if and only if every
element of S is an element of S 0 , i.e., S ⊆ S 0 ⇐⇒ ∀z ∈ S. z ∈ S 0 . A set S is said to
be a finite subset of a set S 0 , written S ⊆f S 0 , if S is a subset of S 0 and S has a finite
number of elements. A set is determined solely by its elements in the sense that two
sets are equal if and only if they have the same elements. So, sets S and S 0 are equal,
written S = S 0 , if and only if every element of S is an element of S 0 and vice versa.
Sets and Properties
A set can be determined by a property P. We write S := {x | P(x)}, meaning that
the set S has as elements precisely all those x for which P(x) is true. We will not be
formal about it, but we will avoid trouble like Russell’s paradox and will have at the
same time a world of sets rich enough to support most mathematics. This will be
achieved by assuming that certain given sets exist right from the start and by using
safe methods for constructing new sets.
We write ∅ for the null or empty set and N for the set of natural numbers 0, 1, 2, . . ..
The cardinality of a set S is denoted by |S|. A set S is called denumerable if |S| = |N|
and countable if |S| ≤ |N|.
Constructions on Sets
Let S be a set and P(x) be a property. By {x ∈ S | P(x)} we denote the set {x |
x ∈ S, P(x)}. Sometimes, we will use a further abbreviation. Suppose E(x1 , . . . , xn ) is
some expression which for particular elements x1 ∈ S1 , . . . , xn ∈ Sn yields a particular
element and P(x1 , . . . , xn ) is a property of such x1 , . . . , xn . We use {E(x1 , . . . , xn ) |
x1 ∈ S1 , . . . , xn ∈ Sn , P(x1 , . . . , xn )} to abbreviate {y | ∃x1 ∈ S1 , . . . , xn ∈ Sn . y =
E(x1 , . . . , xn ), P(x1 , . . . , xn )}.
The powerset of a set S, {S 0 | S 0 ⊆ S}, is denoted by ℘(S). The set of all finite
subsets of S is denoted by ℘f (S).
Let I be a set. By {xi }i∈I (or {xi | i ∈ I}) we denote the set of (unique) objects xi ,
for any i ∈ I. The elements xi are said to be indexed by the elements i ∈ I.
0
0
S The union of two sets is S ∪ S := {a | a ∈ S or a ∈ S }. Let S be a set of sets,
S
SS= {a | ∃S ∈ S. a ∈ S}. When S = {Si }i∈I , for some indexing set I, we write S
as i∈I Si . The intersection Tof two sets is S ∩ S 0 := {a | a ∈ S, a ∈ S 0 }. Let S be a
nonempty
T set of sets. Then S := {a | ∀S ∈ S. a ∈ S}. When S = {Si }i∈I we write
T
S as i∈I Si .
The cartesian product of S and S 0 is the set S × S 0 := {(a, b) | a ∈ S, b ∈ S 0 }, the
set of ordered pairs of elements with the first from S and the second from S 0 . More
generally S1 × S2 × · · · × Sn consists of the set of n-tuples (x1 , . . . , xn ) with xi ∈ Si
and Sn denotes the set of n-tuples of elements in S.
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S \ S 0 denotes the set where all the elements from S which are also in S 0 have been
removed, i.e., S \ S 0 := {x | x ∈ S, x 6∈ S 0 }.

1.1.2

Multisets

Intuitively, a multiset is a set which can contain identical elements a finite number
of times [Knu80]. A multiset can be specified by listing all the occurrences of its
elements. In order to distinguish multisets from sets, we will write multisets within
double braces. For instance,
{{a, a, b, b, b, c}}
denotes the multiset containing two occurrences of a, three of b and one occurrence
of c. The order in which the occurrences are listed is immaterial. However, the
multiplicity of occurrences is relevant. The empty multiset is denoted by ø.
If A and B are multisets, so are A ] B and C. An element occurring n times in A
and m times in B occurs exactly n + m times in A ] B and exactly min(n, m) times
in C. ] and C are commutative and associative, moreover ] distributes over C and
C is idempotent. The absorption law A C (A ] B) = A is satisfied; ø is an identity for
], whereas it is a zero for C.
The cardinality of a multiset M is the number of its elements’ occurrences and is
denoted by k M k, thus
k {{a, a, b, b, b, c}} k= 6

1.1.3

Relations and Functions

A binary relation between S and S 0 (R : S × S 0 ) is an element of ℘(S × S 0 ). We write
x R y for (x, y) ∈ R.
A partial function from S to S 0 is a relation f : S × S 0 for which ∀x, y, y 0 . (x, y) ∈
f, (x, y 0 ) ∈ f =⇒ y = y 0 . By f : S  S 0 we denote a partial function of the set S (the
domain) into the set S 0 (the range). The set of all partial functions from S to S 0 is
denoted by [S  S 0 ]. Moreover, we use the notation f(x) = y when there is a y such
that (x, y) ∈ f and we say f(x) is defined, otherwise f(x) is undefined. Sometimes,
when f(x) is undefined, we write f(x) = ℵ, where ℵ denotes the undefined element.
For each set S we assume that ℵ ⊆ S, ℵ ∪ S = S and ∅ 6⊆ ℵ. This will be formally
motivated in Section 1.2.1.
Given a partial function f : S  S 0 , the sets supp(f) := {x ∈ S | f(x) is defined}
and img(f) := {f(x) ∈ S 0 | ∃x ∈ S. f(x) is defined} are, respectively, the support and
the image of f. A partial function is said to be finite-support if supp(f) is finite.
Moreover, it is said to be finite if both supp(f) and img(f) are finite. In the following,
we will often use finite-support partial functions. Hence, to simplify the notation, by


v1 7→ r1

.
f :=
..



vn 7→ rn
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we will denote (by cases) any function f which assumes on input values v1 , . . . , vn
output values r1 , . . . , rn and is otherwise undefined. Furthermore, if the support of f
is just the singleton {v}, we will denote it by f := v →
7 r.
A (total) function f from S to S 0 is a partial function from S to S 0 such that, for
all x ∈ S, there is some y ∈ S 0 such that f(x) = y. That is equivalent as saying that f
is total if supp(f) = S. Although total functions are a special kind of partial function,
it is a tradition to understand something described as simply a function to be a total
function. So we will always say explicitly when a function is partial. To indicate that
a function f from S to S 0 is total, we write f : S → S 0 . Moreover, the set of all (total)
functions from S to S 0 is denoted by [S → S 0 ].
A function f : S → S 0 is injective if and only if for each x, y ∈ S if f(x) = f(y)
then x = y. f is surjective if and only if for each x 0 ∈ S 0 there exists x ∈ S such that
f(x) = x 0 .
We denote by f = g the extensional equality, i.e., for each x ∈ S, f(x) = g(x).
Furthermore, g := f[ v/x ] denotes the function g which differs from f only for the
assignment of v to x, i.e., g(x) = v and, for each y 6= x, g(y) = f(y).
Lambda Notation
It is sometimes useful to use the lambda notation to describe functions. It provides
a way of referring to functions without having to name them. Suppose f : S → S 0 is
a function which, for any element x ∈ S, gives a value f(x) which is exactly described
by expression E, probably involving x. Then we can write λx ∈ S. E for the function
f. Thus, (λx ∈ S. E) := {(x, E[x]) | x ∈ S} and so λx ∈ S. E is just an abbreviation for
the set of input-output values determined by the expression E[x].
Composing Relations and Functions
We compose relations, and so partial and total functions, R : S × S 0 and Q : S 0 × S 00 by
defining their composition (a relation between S and S 00 ) by Q ◦ R := {(x, z) ∈ S × S 00 |
y ∈ S 0 , (x, y) ∈ R, (y, z) ∈ Q}. Rn is the relation
· · ◦ R},
|R ◦ ·{z
n

i.e., R1 := R and (assuming Rn is defined) Rn+1 := R ◦ Rn . Each set S is associated
with an identity function Id S := {(x, x) | x ∈ S}, which is the neutral element of ◦.
Thus we define R0 := Id S .
S
The transitive and reflexive closure R∗ of a relation R on S is R∗ := i∈N Ri .
The function composition of g : S  S 0 and f : S 0  S 00 is the partial function
f◦g : S  S 00 , where (f◦g)(x) := f(g(x)), if g(x) (first) and f(g(x)) (then) are defined,
and it is otherwise undefined. When it is clear from the context ◦ will be omitted.
A function f : S → S 0 is bijective if it has an inverse g : S 0 → S, i.e., if and only if
there exists a function g such that g ◦ f = Id S and f ◦ g = Id S 0 . Then the sets S and
S 0 are said to be in 1-1 correspondence. Any set in 1-1 correspondence with a subset
of natural numbers N is said to be countable. Note that a function f is bijective if
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and only if it is injective and surjective. A function is called a homomorphism on an
algebra Q in symbols h ∈ Q if dom(h) = A and for any x, x 0 , y, y 0 ∈ A, the formulas
h(x) = h(x 0 ) and h(y) = h(y 0 ) imply h(x + y) = h(x 0 + y 0 ).
Direct and Inverse Image of a Relation
We extend relations, and thus partial and total functions, R : S × S 0 to functions on
subsets by taking R(X) := {y ∈ S 0 | ∃x ∈ X. (x, y) ∈ R} for X ⊆ S. The set R(X) is
called the direct image of X under R. We define R−1 (Y) := {x ∈ S | ∃y ∈ Y. (x, y) ∈ R}
for Y ⊆ S 0 . The set R−1 (Y) is called the inverse image of Y under R. Thus, if
f : S  S 0 is a partial function, X ⊆ S and X 0 ⊆ S 0 , we denote by f(X) the image of
X under f, i.e., f(X) := {f(x) | x ∈ X} and by f−1 (X 0 ) the inverse image of X 0 under f,
i.e., f−1 (X 0 ) := {x | f(x) ∈ X 0 }.
Equivalence Relations and Congruences
An equivalence relation ≈ on a set S is a binary relation on S (≈: S × S) such that,
for each x, y, z ∈ S,
xRx

(reflexivity)

x R y =⇒ y R x
x R y, y R z =⇒ x R z

(symmetry)
(transitivity)

The equivalence class of an element x ∈ S, with respect to ≈, is the subset [x]≈ :=
{y | x ≈ y}. When clear from the context we abbreviate [x]≈ by [x] and often
abuse notation by letting the
 elements of a set denote their correspondent equivalence
classes. The quotient set S ≈ of S modulo ≈ is the set of equivalence classes of elements
in S (w.r.t. ≈).
An equivalence relation ≈ on S is a congruence w.r.t. a partial function f : Sn  S
if and only if, for each pair of elements ai , bi ∈ S such that ai ≈ bi , (if f(a1 , . . . , an )
is defined then also f(b1 , . . . , bn ) is defined and)
f(a1 , . . . , an ) ≈ f(b1 , . . . , bn ).
Then, we can define the partial function f≈ : (S


≈

)n  S


≈

as

f≈ ([a1 ]≈ , . . . , [an ]≈ ) := [f(a1 , . . . , an )]≈ ,
since, given [a1 ]≈ , . . . , [an ]≈ , the class [f(a1 , . . . , an )]≈ is uniquely determined independently of the choice of the representatives a1 , . . . , an .

1.2

Domain Theory

We will present here the (abstract) concepts of complete lattices, continuous functions
and fixpoint theory, which are the standard tools of denotational semantics.
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1.2.1

1. Preliminaries

Complete Lattices and Continuous Functions

A binary relation ≤ on S (≤: S × S) is a partial order if, for each x, y, z ∈ S,
x≤x
x ≤ y, y ≤ x =⇒ x = y
x ≤ y, y ≤ z =⇒ x ≤ z

(reflexivity)
(antisymmetry)
(transitivity)

A partially ordered set (poset) (S, ≤) is a set S equipped with a partial order ≤. A
set S is totally ordered if it is partially ordered and, for each x, y ∈ S, x ≤ y or y ≤ x.
A chain is a (possibly empty) totally ordered subset of S.
A preorder is a binary relation which is reflexive and transitive. A preorder ≤ on
a set S induces on S an equivalence relation ≈ defined as follows: for each x, y ∈ S,
x ≈ y ⇐⇒ x ≤ y, y ≤ x.
Moreover, ≤ induces on S


≈

the partial order ≤≈ such that, for each [x]≈ , [y]≈ ∈ S


≈

,

[x]≈ ≤≈ [y]≈ ⇐⇒ x ≤ y.
A binary relation < is strict if and only if it is anti-reflexive (i.e., not x < x) and
transitive.
Given a poset (S, ≤) and X ⊆ S, y ∈ S is an upper bound for X if and only if, for
each x ∈ X, x ≤ y. Moreover, y ∈ S is the least upper bound (called also join) of X, if
y is an upper bound of X and, for every upperFbound y 0 of X, y ≤ F
y 0 . A least upper
bound of X is often denoted by lubS X or by S X. We also write S {d1 , . . . , dn } as
d1 tS · · · tS dn . Dually an element y ∈ S is a lower bound for X if and only if, for each
x ∈ X, y ≤ x. Moreover, y ∈ S is the greatest lower bound (called also meet) of X, if
y is a lower bound of X and for every lower bound
y 0 of X, y 0 ≤ y.dA greatest lower
d
bound of X is often denoted by glbS X or by S X. We also write S {d1 , . . . , dn } as
d1 uS · · · uFS dn . When it
S will be omitted.
F subscript d
d is clear from the context, the
Moreover {Di }i∈I and {Di }i∈I can be denoted by i∈I Di and i∈I Di . It is easy
to check that if lub and glb exist, then they are unique.
Complete Partial Orders and Lattices
A direct set is a poset in which any subset of two elements (and hence any finite
subset) has an upper bound in the set. A complete partial order (CPO)
F S is a poset
such that every chain D has the least upper bound (i.e., there exists D). Notice
that any set ordered by the identity relation forms a CPO, of course without a bottom
element. Such CPOs are called discrete. We can add a bottom element to any poset
(S, ≤) which does not have one (even to a poset which already has one). The new
poset S⊥ is obtained by adding a new element ⊥ to S and by extending the ordering
≤ as ∀x ∈ S. ⊥ ≤ x. If S is a discrete CPO, then S⊥ is a CPO with bottom element,
which is called flat.
lattice is a poset (S, ≤) such that
d
F for every
d subset X of S there exists
F A complete
S = ∅ and ⊥ denote the bottom
X and X. Let > denote the top element
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d
F
S = ∅ of S. The elements of a complete lattice can be thought of as
element
points of information and the ordering as an approximation relation between them.
Thus, x ≤ y means x approximates y (or, x has less or the same information as y)
and so ⊥ is the point of least information. It is easy to check that, for any set S, ℘(S)
under the subset ordering ⊆ is a complete lattice, where t is union, u is intersection,
the top element is S and the bottom element is ∅. Also (℘(S))⊥ is a complete lattice.
Given a complete lattice (L, ≤), the set of all partial functions F = [S  L]
inherits the complete lattice structure of L. Let us define f  g := ∀x ∈ S. f(x) ≤
g(x), (f t g)(x) := f(x) t g(x), (f u g)(x) := f(x) u g(x), ⊥F := λx ∈ S. ⊥L and
>F := λx ∈ S. >L . In the following f + g will be used to denote f t g.
Continuous and Additive Functions
Let (L, ≤) and (M, v) be (complete) lattices. A function f : L → M is monotonic if
and only if
∀x, y ∈ L. x ≤ y =⇒ f(x) v f(y).
Moreover, f is continuous if and only if, for each non-empty chain D ⊆ L,
f(

G
L

D) =

G

f(D).

M

F
Every
F continuous function is also monotonic, since x ≤ y =⇒ M {f(x), f(y)} =
f( L {x, y}) = f(y) =⇒ f(x) v f(y).
Complete partial orders correspond to types of data (data that can be used as input
or output to a computation) and computable functions are modelled as continuous
functions between them.
A partial function f : S  S 0 is additive if and only if the previous continuity
condition is satisfied for each non-empty set. Hence, every additive function is also
continuous. Dually, we define co-continuity and co-additivity, by using u instead of
t.
It can be proved that the composition of monotonic, continuous or additive functions is, respectively, monotonic, continuous or additive.
The mathematical way of expressing that structures are “essentially the same” is
through the concept of isomorphism which establishes when structures are isomorphic.
A continuous function f : D → E between CPOs D and E is said to be an isomorphism
if there is a continuous function g : E → D such that g ◦ f = Id D and f ◦ g = Id E .
Thus f and g are mutual inverses. This is actually an instance of a general definition
which applies to a class of objects and functions between them (CPOs and continuous
functions in this case). It follows from the definition that isomorphic CPOs are
essentially the same but for a renaming of elements. It can be proved that a function
f : D → E is an isomorphism if and only if f is bijective and, for all x, y ∈ D,
x ≤D y ⇐⇒ f(x) ≤E f(y).
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Function Space
Let D, E be CPOs. It is a very important fact that the set of all continuous functions
from D to E can be made into a complete partial order. The function space [D → E]
consists of continuous functions f : D → E ordered pointwise by f v g ⇐⇒ ∀d ∈
D. f(d) v g(d). This makes the function space a complete partial order. Note that,
provided E has a bottom element ⊥E , such a function space of CPOs has a bottom
element, the constantly ⊥E function ⊥[D!E] := λd ∈ D. ⊥E . Least upper bounds of
chains of functions
are given pointwise,
F i.e., a chain of functions f0 v f1 v . . . v fn v
F
. . . has lub [D!E] fn := λd ∈ D. E {fn (d)}n∈N .
It is not hard to see that the partial functions L  D are in 1-1 correspondence
with the (total) functions L → D⊥ , and that, in this case, any total function is continuous; the inclusion order between partial functions corresponds to the “pointwise
order” f v g ⇐⇒ ∀σ ∈ L. f(σ) v g(σ) between functions L → D⊥ . Because partial
functions from a CPO so does the set of functions [L → D⊥ ] ordered pointwise. This
is the reason why we assumed that, for each set S, ℵ ⊆ S, ℵ ∪ S = S and ∅ 6⊆ ℵ.

1.3

Transition Systems

The behavior of systems can be captured by transition systems. A state is an instantaneous description of the system that captures the values of the variables at a
particular instant of time. A transition describes the evolution of the system when
an action occurs by giving the state before the action occurs and the state after the
action occurs. Computations of a system can be defined in terms of its transition sequences. A computation is an infinite sequence of states where each state is obtained
from the previous state by some transition.
A Kripke structure is a kind of state transition graph with a set of states, a set of
transitions between states and a function that labels each state with the set of properties which are true in such state. Paths in a Kripke structure model computations
of the system.
Definition 1.3.1 (Kripke Structure [CGP99]) Let APKS a set of atomic propositions. We define a Kripke Structure MKS over APKS as a four tuple MKS =
(SKS , S0KS , RKS , LKS ) where
1. SKS is a finite set of states.
2. S0KS ⊆ SKS is the set of initial states.
3. RKS ⊆ SKS × SKS is a transition relation that must be total, that is, for every
state s ∈ SKS there is a state s 0 ∈ SKS such that R(s, s 0 ).
4. L : S → 2APKS is a function that labels each state with the set of atomic propositions true in that state.
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Constraint Systems

A constraint system is a system of partial information. Formally, a cylindric constraint
system (with diagonal elements) is defined as a structure hD, `, V, {∃x | x ∈ V}, {δxy |
x, y ∈ V}i where D is a non-empty set of tokens, ` ⊆ ℘(D) × D is an entailment
relation, V is an infinite set of variables, ∃x : D → D is the existential quantifier
or cylindrification operator, and δxy is a diagonal element. These components are
related each other by several properties. A constraint is a subset of D closed by
entailment and we use x = y to denote the diagonal element instead of δxy . The
relation ` and the operation ∃x may be extended to constraints. Moreover, we use t
as the least upper bound over constraints.
Since the notion of constraint system is underlying the whole thesis, next we
introduce more formally all these notions.
Definition 1.4.1 (Simple constraint system [SRP91]) Let D be a non-empty
set of tokens or primitive constraints. A simple constraint system is a structure
hD, `i where `⊆ ℘f (D) × D is an entailment relation satisfying:
C1 u ` P whenever P ∈ U,
C2 u ` Q whenever u ` P for all P ∈ v and v ` Q,
An element of ℘f (D) is called a finite constraint. We extend ` to a relation on
℘f (D) × ℘f (D) by defining
u ` v ⇐⇒ ∀P ∈ v, u ` P

(1.4.1)

We also define u ≈ v iff u ` v and v ` u.
Definition 1.4.2 (Cylindric constraint system [SRP91]) We define a cylindric
constraint system as a structure hD, `, V, {∃x | x ∈ V}i such that hD, `i is a simple
constraint system, V is an infinite set of variables or indeterminates and, for each
x ∈ V, ∃x : ℘f (D) → ℘f (D) is an operation satisfying:
E1 u ` ∃x u,
E2 u ` v implies ∃x u ` ∃x v,
E3 ∃x (u ∪ ∃x v) ≈ ∃x u ∪ ∃x v,
E4 ∃x ∃y u ≈ ∃y ∃x u.
∃x is called the existential quantifier or cylindrification operator.
A set of diagonal elements for a cylindric constraint system is a family {δxy ∈ D |
x, y ∈ V} such that
D1 ∅ ` δxx ,
D2 if y =
6 x, z then {δxz } ≈ ∃y {δxy , δyz },
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D3 if x 6= y then {δxy } ∪ ∃x (u ∪ {δxy }) ` u.
Note that [SRP91] has a couple of typos, since in D2 the finite constraint {δxz } is
incorrectly replaced by {δxy }. Moreover the condition y 6= z is missing in D2 and
x 6= y is missing in D3.
Let Id be a set of process identifiers, V a denumerable set of variables and C
a (cylindric) constraint system over V. Letters p, x and c are used to range over
process identifiers, variables and constraints respectively. With ~x we denote a finite
(possibly empty) sequence of variables in V. To simplify the proofs, we assume there
is a set B ⊆ V denumerable, such that its complement F is denumerable, too. We
call B the set of bound variables and F the set of free variables.
Given a set of variables V = {v1 , . . . , vn }, we denote with ∃V c the constraint
∃v1 · · · ∃vn c. Given a constraint c, a variable v is free in c when ∃v c 6= c. Given two
sequences ~x = {xi }i≤n and ~y = {yi }i≤n of variables, both of length n, we denote with
~x = ~y the constraint ti≤n (xi = yi ).
Definition 1.4.3 (Free variables) Let C be a constraint system over V and c a
constraint of C. A variable v is (essentially) free in c when ∃x c =
6 c. We denote with
fv (c) the set of free variables in c.
The set of free variables in c is sometimes called the dimension set of c, according to
[HMT71].
In Proposition 1.4.4 we show some properties that are satisfied by free variables.
Those properties are used to prove the results presented in the first part of the dissertation.
Proposition 1.4.4 Free variables satisfy the following conditions:
1. fv (c t d) ⊆ fv (c) ∪ fv (d);
2. fv (∃x c) ⊆ fv (c) \ {x}
Proof. We prove the points separately.
Point 1 We show that, if a variable is not in the second set, then it cannot be in the
first one. In other terms, if v ∈
/ fv (c) ∪ fv (d) then it is true that ∃v c = c and ∃v d = d,
and therefore ∃v (c t d) = c t d, i.e., v ∈
/ fv (c t d).
Point 2 We know that x ∈
/ fv (∃x .c) since ∃x ∃x c = ∃x c. Moreover, if v ∈
/ fv (c) then
∃v ∃x c = ∃x ∃v c = ∃x c, i.e., v ∈
/ fv (∃x c).

Note that the equality does not hold in general. For example fv (x = y) = {x, y} but
fv (∃y .x = y) = ∅.
Sometimes finite constraints are not enough, since we need to deal with the continuous accumulation of simple constraints.
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Definition 1.4.5 (Elements [SRP91]) We define an element c of a constraint system hD, `i as a subset of D closed by entailment, i.e., such that u ⊆f c and u ` P
implies P ∈ c. With an abuse of notation, we denote by |D| the set of elements of the
constraint system hD, `i.
Entailment and cylindrification may be extended to elements of a constraint system, according to the following definitions:
c ` d ⇐⇒ c ⊇ d
∃x c = {P | ∃x u ` P, for some u ⊆f c}

1.4.1

(1.4.2)
(1.4.3)

Cylindric semilattices

Actually, the definition of constraint system is restrictive in order to force decidability
or semi-decidability of certain operations. Cylindric semilattices are a more general
notion. Finite constraints and elements of a constraint system form two different
cylindric semilattices.
Definition 1.4.6 A cylindric semilattice is a structure hC, v, ⊥, V, {∃x | x ∈ V},
{δxy | x, y ∈ V}i such that hC, vi is an upper semilattice, ⊥ is the least element
of C, V is a set of variables, ∃x : C → C and δxy ∈ C. These are subject to the
following conditions:
E1 c w ∃x c,
E2 ∃x is monotonic,
E3 ∃x (c t ∃x d) = ∃x c t ∃x d,
E4 ∃x ∃y c = ∃y ∃x c,
D1 δxx = ⊥,
D2 if y 6= x, z then δxz = ∃y (δxy t δyz ),
D3 if x 6= y then δxy t ∃x (c t δxy ) w c.
Our definition is almost the same as the one given for cylindric algebras in [HMT71],
but we use upper semilattices instead of boolean algebras for the underlying partially
ordered set C.
Note that condition E2 for cylindric semilattices is redundant. Actually, if c v d
then ∃x c v d and therefore ∃x c t d = d. By E3
∃x d = ∃x (∃x c t d) = ∃x c t ∃x d
which means that ∃x c v ∃x d.
Note that the same does not hold in the set of axioms for constraint systems.
Actually, consider a first order language L with equality and two predicate symbols
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p and q of arity one. Let V be a denumerable set of variables and α a variable in V.
We denote with D the following set of formulas:
D = {x = y | x, y ∈ V} ∪ {p(x), q(x) | x ∈ V} ∪ {∃α p(α)}
∗
We denote with `L the entailment in the logic and with `L
the entailment under the
hypothesis ∀x.p(x) ↔ q(x).
Our purpose is to build a constraint system with set of tokens D. Given u =
∗
{φ1 , . . . , φn } ∈ ℘f (D), we define u ` φ iff φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn `L
φ. Moreover, we define

∃x u = {φ ∈ D | ∃x (φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn ) `L φ} \ {x = x | x ∈ V}
It is possible to check that, if we identify δxy with the formula x = y, all the conditions for a cylindric constraint systems are satisfies, with the only exception of E3.
Actually, if u = {q(x)} and v = {q(x), p(x)}, we have ∃x u = ∅ and ∃x v = {r}. Therefore
u ` v but ∃x u 6` ∃x v.
Given a constraint system with diagonal elements C = hD, `, V, {∃x | x ∈ V}, {δxy |
x, y ∈ V}i, we have two obvious examples of cylindric semilattices: finite constraints
and elements.
Proposition 1.4.7 Let D = ℘f (C)/≈ the equivalence class of finite constraints w.r.t.
entailment and we define [u] w [v] iff u ` v. It is the case that D is an upper
semilattice with [u] t [v] = [u ∪ v] and bottom element [∅]. The operation ∃x is
immediately extended to D by taking ∃[u] = [∃u], which can be proved to be well
defined. Then hD, v, [∅], V, {∃x | x ∈ V}, {[δxy ] | x, y ∈ V}i is a cylindric semilattice.
The proof of this proposition is simple and only involves elementary operations
with equivalence classes of finite constraints.
Proposition 1.4.8 For each X ⊆ D, we denote with X̄ the closure of X, i.e., the set
X̄ = {P | ∃u ⊆f X. u ` P}. Then (|D|, ⊆) is an upper semilattice with c t d = c ∪ d
and bottom element ∅. The structure h|D|, ⊆, ¯∅, {∃x | x ∈ V}, {{δxy } | x, y ∈ Vi is a
cylindric semilattice.
Proof. The fact that (|D|, ⊆) is an upper semilattice with given lowest upper bound
and least element is trivial. To prove the conditions regarding cylindrification and
diagonal elements, we first observe that, given u ∈ ℘f (D) and c, d ∈ |D|, the following
property holds:
u ⊆f c t d ⇐⇒ there exist v ⊆f c and w ⊆f d such that v ∪ w ` u
Now, consider the proof of the condition E3. By the definition of ∃x , P ∈ ∃x (c t ∃x d)
iff there is u ⊆f c t ∃x d such that ∃x u ` P. By the previous observation, u ⊆f c t ∃x d
iff there are v1 ⊆f c and v2 ⊆f ∃x d such that v1 ∪ v2 ` u. Finally, again by definition
of ∃x on elements, v2 ⊆f ∃x d iff there is w ⊆f d such that ∃x w ` v2 . In one formula:
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P ∈ ∃x (c t ∃x d) ⇐⇒ ∃u, v1 , v2 , w ∈ ℘f (D)
v1 ⊆f c, w ⊆f d, ∃x w ` v2 , v1 ∪ v2 ` u, ∃x u ` P
By E2 of constraint systems, this is equivalent to
P ∈ ∃x (c t ∃x d) ⇐⇒ ∃v1 , w ∈ ℘f (D). ∃x (v1 ∪ ∃x w) ` P
In the same way P ∈ ∃x ct∃x d iff there are v1 ⊆f c and w ⊆f d such that ∃x v1 ∪∃x w `
P. By definition E3 for constraint systems, these are equivalent.
Now, let us consider the proof for the condition D2. Note that u ⊆ {δxy } iff
{δxy } ` u. Therefore, by following the same idea as above
P ∈ ∃y ({δxy } t {δyz }) ⇐⇒ ∃x ({δxy } ∪ {δyz }) ` P ⇐⇒ ∃x (δxy , δyz ) ` P
By D2 for constraint systems, P ∈ ∃y ({δxy } t {δyz }) ⇐⇒ P ∈ {δxz }.
By following the same line, all the conditions required by the definition of cylindric
semilattice may be proved to hold.
We conclude this digression on constraint systems by proving that there is a precise
relation between the two cylindric semilattices considered so far.
Proposition 1.4.9 The map ¯ : D/≈ → |D| given by [u] = ū is an embedding (i.e.,
an injective homomorphism) from the algebra of finite constraints to the algebra of
elements.
Proof. The proof is simple. We only show that ¯ is an homomorphism for ∃x . We
need to prove that
∃x (u ∪ v) = ∃x (ū t v̄)
Following the same line of the previous theorem, we obtain that P ∈ ∃x (ū t v̄) iff
∃x (u ∪ v) ` P which is equivalent to P ∈ ∃x (u ∪ v).

1.4.2

Substitutions

Following the idea presented in [HMT71] for cylindric algebras, a substitution is a map
f : V → V such that dom(f) = {v ∈ V | f(v) 6= v} is finite. A renaming is a bijective
substitution. We denote a substitution f with the set {v1 /f(v1 ), . . . , vn /f(vn )} such
that {v1 , . . . , vn } = dom(f). If ~x = x1 , . . . , xn and ~y = y1 , . . . , yn , then {~x/~y} is the
substitution which maps each xi with the corresponding yi .
Definition 1.4.10 (Substitution Operator) Let c be a constraint. We denote
with c[f] a new constraint obtained by simultaneously replacing each copy of v ∈
dom(f) with the corresponding f(v). Formally, we may define
~ t ∃~x .(~
c[~x/~y] = ∃α
y=α
α = ~x t c))
~ (~

(1.4.4)

~ is a sequence of variables, of the same length of ~x and ~y, such that (fv (c) ∪
where α
~y ∪ ~x) ∩ α
~ = ∅.
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~ which satisfies this condition does not always exists, since
Note that a sequence α
it is possible to have a constraint c such that fv (c) = V.
We say that c is domain complemented when V \ fv (c) is infinite. If c is domain
complemented, then c[f] does exists for every substitution f, and the definition does
~ .A cylindric lattice
not depend from the choice of the sequence of fresh variables α
is said to be dimension complemented when, for each element c, fv (c) 6= V. For
a dimension complemented cylindric lattice, it is possible to build an analogous of
parallel substitution.
In Proposition 1.4.11 we show some properties that are satisfied by substitutions.
Again those properties are used to prove some results presented in this thesis.
Proposition 1.4.11 These are some of the properties of substitutions:
1. c[~x/~y] is well defined;
2. if c v d then c[f] v d[f];
3. if f 0 = f|fv (c) then c[f] = c[f 0 ];
4. c[f1 ][f2 ] = c[f1 ◦ f2 ];
5. if f is a renaming, then ∃f(~x) c[f] = (∃~x c)[f].
Proof. We prove the several points separately.
Point 1 Following (1.4.4), we have to prove that
~ t ∃~x .(β
~ = ~x t c)) = c2
~ t ∃~x .(~
y=α
α = ~x t c)) v ∃β
y=β
c 1 = ∃α
~ (~
~ (~
~ It is enough to prove the property when α and β are
~ and β.
for every choice of α
~ and therefore it is
disjoint. Moreover, note that fv (c1 ) ⊆ fv (c) ∪ ~y is disjoint from β
enough to prove
~ = ~x t c)
~ t ∃~x .(β
c1 v ~y = β
By using rule D2 of constraint systems (see Definition 1.4.2,
~ = ~x t c))
~ t ∃~x .(β
~ t ∃~x .(β
~ = ~x t c) = ∃α
~ tα
~ =β
~y = β
y=α
~ (~
and moreover
~ = ~x t c)) =
~ t ∃~x .(β
~ tα
~ =β
∃α
y=α
~ (~
~ = ~x t c)) w c1
~ t ∃~x .(~
~ tβ
~ tα
~ =β
α=β
y=α
∃α
~ (~

(1.4.5)

which proves the theorem.
Point 2 The second property follows from the monotonicity of t and ∃, by choosing
the same sequence α of fresh variables for both the existential quantifiers.
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Point 3 To prove the third property it is enough to show that given f = {x/y,~v/~
w}
with x ∈
/ fv (c) then c[f] = c[~v/~
w]. We try to construct the equation for this case
/ fv (c) then ∃x c = c and therefore we can say that ∃~v (∃x (α =
following (1.4.4). If x ∈
~ = ~v t c) = c 0 . Then we can
~ = ~v t c) = ∃~v (β
~ = ~v t c)) = ∃~v ((∃x α = x) t β
xtβ
see that this c 0 denotes the last part of the equation for c[f]. Moreover, we see that
~ t c 0 ) = ∃~ (β
~ =w
~ t c 0 ) = c[~v/~
~ =β
α∈
/ fv (c 0 ), and therefore c[f] = ∃β
w]
~ ∃α (y = α t w
β
which proves the theorem.
Point 4 For the proof of the fourth case, we assume f1 = {~x/~y} and f2 = {~v/~
w} and
following the same (1.4.4) we obtain
~
~ = ~v t ∃α
~ t ∃~x (~
~ t ∃~v (β
c[f1 ][f2 ] = ∃β
y=α
α = ~x t c))))
~ (~
~ (β = w
and note that f1 ◦ f2 = {~x/f2 (~y)} ] {v/f2 (v) | v ∈ dom(f2 ) \ dom(f1 )} = {~z/~t}. If we
~ disjoint, we may move ∃α
~ and β
choose α
~ outwards obtaining
~ = ~v t ~y = α
~
~ t ∃~x (~
~ t ∃~v (β
α = ~x t c)))
c[f1 ][f2 ] = ∃α
~ (β = w
~ ,β
We can distinguish ~y in the two subsets ~y1 and ~y2 being ~y1 the set of variables which
are also in ~v and ~y2 = ~y \ ~y1 . Then, since variables in ~y2 are not in the domain of
f2 , then we can put them outside the scope of such quantification obtaining
~ = ~v t ~y1 = α
~
~ 2 t ∃~v (β
~ 1 t ∃~x (~
~ t ~y2 = α
α = ~x t c)))
c[f1 ][f2 ] = ∃α
~ (β = w
~ ,β
~ ] ~y2 corresponds to ~t. Now we can also distinguish ~x in the two subsets
Note that, β
~x1 and ~x2 being ~x1 the variables which are shared with ~v. Then we have
~
~ = ~v t ~y1 = α
~1 t α
~ 2 = ~x2 t c))
~ t ~y2 = α
~ 2 t ∃~v,~x2 (β
c[f1 ][f2 ] = ∃α
~ (β = w
~ ,β
which coincides with the definition of substitution for c[f1 ◦ f2 ].
Point 5 Since c = c[f][f−1 ], for this last property it is enough to prove half of the
equality, namely that ∃~y c[~x/~y] w ∃~x c. Note that since f is a renaming, ~x and ~y
are equals when viewed as sets, therefore ~y ∩ fv (∃x c) = ∅, and it is enough to prove
c[~x/~y] w ∃~x c. It is immediate to check that c[~x/~y] w ∃~y ∃~x c = c, and this proves the
theorem.

Actually, all these properties make this notion of substitution the counterpart of
standard syntactic substitution for first order formulas. However, we have a problem.
If C is a constraint system, while the cylindric semilattice of finite constraint is domain
complemented, the same does not hold for the cylindric semilattice of elements.
In the semantics of cc and related languages, we may overcome this problem by
partitioning the set V of variables into two infinite sets F of free variables and a set
B of bound variables. Constraints in programs and environments are only allowed
to take free variables in F, so that substitution may be defined. Obviously, we must
be careful that semantic definitions do not produce unsafe constraint with some free
variable in B.
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1.5

Closure Operators

set S ⊆ C which is
Let (C, ≤) be a complete lattice, a partial Moore family in C is a V
meet closed for non-empty set, i.e., such that if ∅ 6= X ⊆ S, then C ∈ S. A partial
closure operator in C is a partial map ρ : C → C such that, if c ∈ C and ρ(c) is
defined, then:
• ρ(c) w c (ρ is extensive);
• ρ(ρ(c)) = ρ(c) (ρ is idempotent);
• if c 0 v c, ρ(c 0 ) v ρ(c), (ρ is monotone).
With every partial Moore family S ⊆ C, we may associate a partial closure operator
S̄ : C → C as follows:
V
{c 0 ∈ C | c 0 ≥ c} if {c 0 ∈ C | c 0 ≥ c} 6= ∅,
S̄(c) =
(1.5.1)
ℵ
otherwise.
On the contrary, for each partial closure operator ρ : C → C, we associate a partial
Moore family given by the set of fixpoints of ρ. These two transformations are one
the inverse of the other, and define an isomorphism between partial closure operators
ordered pointwise and partial Moore families ordered by containment.
A Moore family in C is a partial Moore family which contains the greatest element
in C, and a closure operator is a partial closure operator which is defined for every
element of C. The correspondence viewed above restricts naturally to Moore families
and closure operators.

2
The tcc language
Concurrent constraint programming was first introduced by Vijay Saraswat in 1989
[Sar89] as a simple and powerful model of concurrent systems (see also [Sar93]). In
this model the concept of store as valuation of von Neumann is replaced by the
notion of store as constraint: constraints are accumulated in a store providing partial
information about the possible values that variables can take. The formal definition
of this programming paradigm can be found in [SR90, SRP91, Sar93].
In this chapter we describe a language which was presented a few years later by
Saraswat, Jagadeesan and Gupta as an evolution of the cc model: the timed concurrent
constraint programming (tcc) language. tcc was defined in [SJG94a, SJG94b] basically
by adding the notion of time to the model. The fundamental contribution of the
tcc model is to augment the ability of constraint programming to detect positive
information with the ability to detect negative information, i.e., to detect the absence
of some signal or information. Such negative information is crucial to model reactive
and real-time computations (see [HMP92]).
In particular, tcc extends the deterministic fragment of the cc paradigm with
agents that are able to model the temporal behavior and also notions such as timeout
and preemption. The notion of timeout is defined as the ability to wait for a specific
signal and, if a limit of time is reached and such signal is not present, then an exception
program is executed. Another interesting behavior of reactive sytems is preemption
which is defined as the ability to abort a process when a specific signal is detected.
Actually, in the case of tcc it is captured the notion of weak preemption, i.e., it is not
possible to abort a process in the same time instant when the signal is detected but in
the following one. In the more refined model presented in [SJG96] it was introduced
an appropriate framework to model the strong preemption behavior.
It is important to remark that timed concurrent constraint programming was developed as a simple model for determinate, timed, and reactive systems. Using this
declarative model the typical advantages of the declarative paradigm are gained. For
example, programming in this model is more intuitive and reasoning with the derived
languages is easier than with imperative languages. Another important property is
that the specification is executable, that is what you prove is what you execute. Moreover, the language supports hierarchical and modular construction of specifications
(programs). Finally, construction and analysis of programs and specifications is easier
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since this is a deterministic language.
In the next sections we present the syntax and the semantics of the language. We
also discuss the main characteristics of the language.

2.1

Syntax

The original syntax of tcc given in [SJG94a] is presented in Figure 2.1. If the reader
is familiar with the cc framework it is easy to see that we can divide the constructs1
of the language into two categories. The first category corresponds to the agents
inherited from the deterministic fragment of cc. We call such constructs concurrent
constraint (cc) constructs. The second category is composed of those constructs that
cause “extension over time” and we call these constructs timing constructs.
(Agents)

(Procedure Calls)
(Declarations)
(Programs)

A ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
g ::
D ::
|
P ::

c
now c then A
now c else A
next A
abort
skip
A || A
XbA
g
p(t1 , . . . , tn )
g :: A
D.D
{D.A}

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Tell
Timed Positive Ask
Timed Negative Ask
Unit Delay
Abort
Skip
Parallel composition
Hiding
Procedure call

– Definition
– Conjunction

Figure 2.1: Syntax for tcc programs.
Intuitively, the execution of a tcc program evolves by steps: in each step it is
accumulated all the information that can be generated by the cc constructs. When
no more information can be generated by the cc constructs we say that it has been
reached a resting point (or quiescent point). Thus, when a resting point is reached
the execution of the program moves to the following time instant by executing the
timing constructs. During that passage from one time instant to the following one,
all the information accumulated since that moment is removed. Then the process is
repeated by starting a new computation of the cc constructs generated by the timing
constructs with the empty store.
Tell , Parallel Composition and Timed Positive Ask agents are cc constructs. We
say that they are instantaneous agents, i.e., agents which do not cause extension over
time. In particular, Parallel Composition is the explicit representation of concurrency
in the language, the Timed Positive Ask agent allows the synchronization of processes
and the Tell agent represents the state evolution of the system.
1 In

this thesis we use equivalently the terms “construct”, “agent”, and “operator”.
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The second class of constructs are timing constructs. Timed Negative Ask , Unit
Delay and Abortion cause extension over time. The Unit Delay agent forces a process
to start in the next time instant. The Timed Negative Ask agent is a conditional
version of Unit Delay that allows the system to detect negative information: it causes
a process to be started in the next time instant if, on the quiescence of the current
time instant, the store was not strong enough to entail some specific information.
This means that the absence of information can cause the execution of some agent
which is a crucial point in the modeling of reactive systems. Finally, the Abortion
agent terminates the execution of all the processes in the next time instant.
Now we extend the definition of free variables given in Definition 1.4.3 to agents.
Given a tcc agent A, we denote with fv (A) the set of free variables in A, i.e., those
variables x which occur in A outside the scope of any hiding operator relative to x.
Formally we have:
fv (c) as in Definition 1.4.3
fv (A1 || A2 ) = fv (A1 ) ∪ fv (A2 )
fv (skip) = ∅
fv (abort) = ∅
fv (now c else A) = fv (A) ∪ fv (c)
fv (now c then A) = fv (A) ∪ fv (c)
fv (next A) = fv (A)
fv (xbA) = fv (A) \ {x}
With vars(A) we denote the set of variables in an agent A. With bv (A) we denote
the set of bound variables in A, i.e., the set of all the variables x such that there
is a subagent x b B in A. We say that an agent A is well formed when fv (A) ⊆ F ,
bv (A) ⊆ B and there are no two different hiding operators for the same variable. In
the following, we only consider well formed agents.
A program is a pair D.A where D is a set of definitions and A is an agent. A
definition is written as p(~x) :: Ap where p ∈ Id, Ap is an agent and fv (Ap ) ⊆ ~x. We
make two assumptions over programs:
1. in each program, for each process identifier there is only one different definition,
and
2. every occurrence of an agent t(~y) inside a definition p(~x) :: Ap is within the
scope of a next A or now c else A construct.
We only consider well formed programs. Note that the restriction to fv (Ap ) ⊆ ~x
is important if we want the correspondence between operational and denotational
semantics to hold. This is due to the fact that the operational semantics follows the
rule of static scoping, while the denotational semantics follows the rule of dynamic
scoping (already pointed out in [NPV02a]). The easiest way to solve the problem is to
apply the above said restriction about the free variables which occur in a definition.
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The restriction concerning the occurrences of agents of the form t(~y) is needed to
avoid recursion within a fixed time instant. In this way, the behavior of the program
in a time instant is simple enough to be described by finite state automata.
Given ~x = x1 . . . xn , ~y = y1 . . . yn , if f is the substitution {~x/~y}, we define the
new agent A[f] obtained by applying f to all the constraints c occurring in A and
by replacing each xi with the corresponding yi in the procedure calls and hiding
operators. Note that, at this level, we do not require A[f] to preserve bound variables,
and therefore we have that (xbp(x, y))[x/z] = zbp(z, y). Quite often, we do not want
to distinguish between agents which only differs for the name of bound variables.
Therefore, we define the relation ∼p of α-conversion as the smallest congruence w.r.t.
the syntactic operators that define agents such that
A[x/z] ∼p A 0 [x 0 /z] ∧ z 6= x, x 0 ∧ z ∈
/ vars(A) ∪ vars(A 0 ) =⇒ xbA ∼p x 0 bA 0
Then, we can apply a substitution f to the class [A]∼p as [A]∼p [f] = B[f] where B ∼p A
and bv (B) ∩ vars(f) = ∅. Given a sequence of variables ~y, we write p(~x) :: Ap ~y D
when p(~x) :: Ap0 ∈ D, Ap ∼p Ap0 and bv (Ap0 ) ∩ (~x ∪ ~y) = ∅.
It is important to remark some questions about the definition of the tcc language.
Note that each occurrence of a recursive call must be preceded by a timing construct.
In other words, the recursion within a time instant is not allowed. This restriction
provide the authors the possibility to ensure that the time necessary to reach a quiescence point is finite. Thus, it is true that a resting point is always reached.
Moreover, in [SJG94a, SJG96] the definition of other possible operators based in
the constructs presented in Figure 2.1 can be found. Those constructs are typically
used in other frameworks (such as Esterel [Ber00], Lustre [HCRP91] or Signal
[GGBM91]) whose scope is similar to the one of tcc language: to model reactive
systems. For example, it can be defined the always A construct which execute the
agent A at each time instant. Other examples are the now c then A else B, multiple
prioritized waits, whenever c do A or do A watching c agents. All these constructs are
defined using the operators showed in Figure 2.1. Thus we could always transform a
complex program that uses these new operators into a simpler one which uses only
basic operators.

2.2

Operational Semantics

The operational semantics of the language was defined in [SJG94a] by extending the
operational semantics of cc. The semantics were presented as two transition relations
defined over configurations. A configuration was defined as a multiset of agents. In
this section we show the operational semantics of the language in a bit different way.
In this thesis a configuration is defined as a set of variables and a multiset of agents
instead of a single multiset of agents.
This is because [SJG94a] does not consider the problem of defining a suitable
notion of observable behavior, problem which is only addressed in [SJG94b] where
the set of new introduced variables is implicitly calculated from a derivation. The
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two operational semantics are equivalent but we prefer this new notation which is
cleaner and simplifies the proofs of the results presented in Chapter 3. Actually, this
new notation for the operational semantics is inspired in the operational semantics
given in [NPV02b] for the ntcc language, which can be seen as an evolution of tcc.
The idea is that given a program specification D.A, the initial configuration is
defined as h∅, Ai. Then all the cc operators are executed following the transition
relation →D defined in Figure 2.2 (i.e., agents behave according to the transition
relation →D without passing of time). Due to the syntactic restrictions on the agents,
all the →D -derivations from a configuration hV, Γ i are finite, so that we eventually
reach a resting point. Once the resting point is reached no further information may be
adjoined in the current time instant, thus we can deduce the negative information. At
that point we move to the following time instant by executing the timing constructs
in the configuration. All the information obtained in the previous time instant is
removed. Then the process is repeated: the cc constructs are executed to reach the
following resting point.
Next we describe formally all these intuitions. The operational semantics are
defined as the minimal relation generated by the transition rules showed in Figure 2.2.
Note that due to space problems the denominator of the last rule is showed in two
different lines.
Given a set of definitions D, we define the transition systems →D and
D over configurations with the following rules:
Rskip :
Rabort :
R|| :
Rb :
Rdef

hV, Γ
hV, Γ
hV, Γ
hV, Γ
: hV, Γ

] skipi →D hV, Γ i
] aborti →D hV, aborti
] A1 || A2 i →D hV, Γ ] A1 ] A2 i
] xbAi →D hV ∪ {y}, Γ ] A[x/y]i where y ∈ F is fresh
] p(~y)i →D hV, Γ ] AP [~x/~y]i where p(~x) :: AP ∈ D

σ(Γ ) ` c
hV, Γ ] now c then Ai →D hV, Γ ] Ai
σ(Γ ) ` c
:
hV, Γ ] now c else Ai →D hV, Γ i

Rthen :
Relse
R

:
hV, ∆ ] {{next Bj | j ≤ m}} ] {{now ci else Ai | ci ≤ n}}i 6→D
hV, ∆ ] {{now ci else Ai | ci ≤ n}} ] {{next Bj | j ≤ m}}i D
hV, {{Ai | i ≤ n}} ] {{Bj | j ≤ m}}i
D

Figure 2.2: Operational semantics of the tcc language
Thus, from now we define a configuration Ω as a pair hV, Γ i where V is a finite set
of variables and Γ is a multiset of agents. Intuitively, the set V contains those variables
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in V which are local to the agents in Γ and should not be affected by the environment.
given a multiset of agents Γ , σ(Γ ) is defined as the sub-multiset of constraints in Γ
called the store. Moreover, with ] we denote multiset union and we also use Γ ] A
as a short form for Γ ] {{A}}.
In Figure 2.2 you can see two different transition relations: the first one (→D )
represents the transitions within a time instant whereas the second transition relation
( D ) represents the pass from one time instant to the following one. Moreover, in the
definition of rule R D , ∆ ranges over multisets of agents that do not contain timing
agents.
Given a transition hV, Γ i →D hV 0 , Γ 0 i, the agent in the left-hand side which is
rewritten is called the principal agent. An agent A in hV, Γ i is active when there is an
outgoing transition such that A is the principal agent. A configuration hV, Γ i without
outgoing →D -transitions is called resting point (or quiescent point).
The assumption that agents are well formed plays a role in Rdef , where it ensures
that ~y ∩ bv (AP ) = ∅ and ~x ∩ bv (AP ) = ∅, and in Rb , where it ensures that x ∈
/ bv (A),
so that the assumption regarding the use of substitutions with agents is respected.
Now we present a third transition relation: the input-output relation =⇒D :
hV, Γ ] ∃V ci →∗D hW, ∆i
hV, Γ i

(c,ct∃W σ(∆))
=⇒D

D

hW, ∆ 0 i

(2.2.1)

hW, ∆ 0 i

(c,c 0 )

Intuitively, hV, Γ i =⇒ D hW, ∆i is interpreted as follows: starting from a configuration
hV, Γ i and an input constraint c, it is produced an output constraint c 0 and the
system moves to the state hW, ∆i in the next time instant. The reader can see how
it is necessary a non-banal mechanism to handle the existential quantification of the
underlying constraint system.
The transition system →D is not deterministic neither confluent, due to the rule
for x b which introduces new fresh variables. As an immediate consequence, the
same holds for =⇒D . However, if we consider configurations modulo renaming, we
obtain confluent transition systems (and deterministic, in the case of =⇒D ). The key
property that makes true this assertion is that transitions commute with renaming
according to the results presented below.
First of all, Lemma 2.2.1 shows that the transition relation →D commutes with
renaming. This makes such transition relation deterministic.
Lemma 2.2.1 If it is true that hV, Γ i →∗ hV 0 , ∆i and f is a renaming of free variables,
then hf(V), f(Γ )i →∗ hf(V 0 ), f(∆)i
Proof. The proof is done by case over the principal agent. Here we just show the
proof for the now c then A and xbA agents which are the most interesting cases. The
rest of the cases can be proved in a similar way.
For the Positive Ask construct, we assume hV, Γ ] now c then Ai → hV, Γ ] Ai with
σ(Γ ) ` c. Then σ(Γ )[f] ` c[f] by the second property of Proposition 1.4.11. Note that
σ(Γ )[f] = σ(Γ [f]) thus hf(V), Γ [f] ] now c[f] then A[f]i → hf(V), Γ [f] ] A[f]i. Moreover,
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by inductive hypothesis there is a derivation hf(V), Γ [f] ] A[f]i → hf(V 0 ), ∆[f]i. This
proves the case for the Positive Ask agent.
For the second considered case we assume hV, Γ ] xbAi → hV ∪ y, Γ ] A[x/y]i →∗
0
hV , ∆i. Note that hf(V), Γ [f] ] x b A[f]i → hf(V) ∪ {f(y)}, Γ [f] ] A[f][x/f(y)]i. We
know that f(y) ∈
/ fv (A), therefore A[f][x/f(y)] = A[f ] x/y] =
/ fv (A[f]) and x ∈
A[x/y][f]. Moreover, by inductive hypothesis we have a derivation hf(V)∪{f(y)}, Γ [f]]
A[x/y][f]i →∗ hf(V 0 ), ∆[f]i. This proves the second considered case.
The transition relation D can be seen as a function (in [NPV02b] semantics it
is introduced in that way) where timing constructs produce a different multiset of
agents. We can see that the set of variables V is not modified when we apply the rule
for the D relation. This makes possible to show the second result:
Lemma 2.2.2 If it is true that hV, Γ i
then hf(V), f(Γ )i
hf(V), f(∆)i.

hV, ∆i and f is a renaming of free variables,

Proof. This result is a direct consequence of monotonicity of renaming showed in
Proposition 1.4.11.
Finally, the most important result is Theorem 2.2.3 which involves the input-output
transition relation. We show that also this transition relation commutes with renaming.
(c,c 0 )

Theorem 2.2.3 If hV, Γ i =⇒ hV 0 , Γ 0 i and f is a renaming of variables in F, then
hf(V), f(Γ )i

f(c),f(c 0 )

=⇒

hf(V 0 ), f(Γ 0 )i.
(c,c 0 )

Proof. We assume that hV, Γ i =⇒ hV 0 , Γ 0 i. Following the semantics defined in
(2.2.1) this assumption means that hV, Γ ] ∃V ci →∗ hV 0 , ∆i
hV 0 , Γ 0 i and c 0 =
c t ∃V 0 σ(∆). By Lemmas 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we can say that, if f 0 = f|V 0 , we have a
derivation
hf 0 (V), Γ [f 0 ] ] (∃V c)[f 0 ]i →∗ hf 0 (V 0 ), ∆[f 0 ]i

hf 0 (V 0 ), Γ 00 [f 0 ]i
(c,c 00 )

Note that (∃V c)[f 0 ] = ∃V c and therefore we obtain hW, Γ [f 0 ]i =⇒ hW 00 , Γ 00 [f 0 ]i
where c 00 = c t ∃W 00 Γ 00 [f 0 ]. Note that ∃W 00 Γ 00 [f 0 ] = ∃V 00 Γ 00 and therefore c 00 = c 0 . By
induction we complete the proof.
Now, we can consider the equivalence relation ∼c over configurations such that
hV, Γ i ∼c hU, ∆i ⇐⇒ ∃f renaming s.t.
dom(f) ⊆ U ∪ V, f(V) = U and f(Γ ) = ∆

(2.2.2)

hV, Γ i ∼c hU, ∆i means that the two configurations only differ in the name of the local
variables in V and U. Then we can say that =⇒D , viewed as a transition system over
equivalence classes of configurations, is deterministic. Therefore, this justifies the fact
we are talking of tcc as a deterministic language.
In the following, we omit the index D from the transition relations when it is not
relevant.
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2.2.1

Observable Behaviors

Once we have presented the operational semantics for the tcc language, we must to
define what we want to observe in a system. We are not interested in the internal machinery of the system given by the transition relations → and . The only interesting
thing is the interaction of the system with the environment, given by =⇒. From this
point of view, the only thing that we can observe is the sequence of constraints given
as input or emitted as output.
We call observation a finite (possibly empty) sequence of constraints and we denote
with Obs the set of all observations. Concatenation of observations s and s 0 is denoted
by s · s 0 , while  is the empty sequence. If s ∈ Obs, x ∈ V and f a substitution, we
denote with ∃x s and s[f] the pointwise extension of the corresponding operations on
constraints. l (s) denotes the length of the observation s.
An observation represents a sequence of input or output constraints along the
(s,s 0 )

time. If s = c1 , . . . , cn and s 0 = c10 , . . . , cn0 , we write hV, Γ i =⇒∗ hW, ∆i for
(c1 ,c 0 )

(c2 ,c 0 )

(cn ,c 0 )

hV0 , Γ0 i =⇒1 hV1 , Γ1 i =⇒2 · · · =⇒n hVn , Γn i
where V0 = V, Γ0 = Γ , Vn = W and Γn = ∆.
Let us define an ordering between observations, given by
c1 . . . cn ≤obs d1 . . . dm ⇐⇒ m ≤ n ∧ ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m. ci v di

(2.2.3)

This is a sort of pointwise extension of entailment between constraints, with the
proviso that an aborted process is like a process which always emits false, the greatest
element of C.
Observations satisfy some basic properties and we show them by the following
results:
Lemma 2.2.4 (Obs, ≤obs ) has a least upper bound for each nonempty set. The greatest element is . Let β be the longest common prefix of all the α’s. If {αi }i∈I ⊆ Obs,
then we can define two cases
• for each i ∈ I, αi = β · ci · γi for some ci ∈ C and γi ∈ Obs the following is
true:
_
G
αi = β · ( ci )
i

• otherwise

i

_
i

αi = β

W
Proof. The fact that  is the greatest element is trivial. Now we prove that i αi ,
as we have defined it, is the lowest upper bound. For each i ∈ I, αi ≤obs β is obvious
by the definition, thus β is an upper bound.
Now we must prove that this is the least upper bound. We proceedWby contradiction. Suppose that weFhave an upper bound γ which is greater than i αi . We call
γ = e1 . . . em and β · ( i ci ) = d1 . . . dn . Then there are two cases:
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F
• if γ 6≤obs β · ( i ci ) then m > n or ∃j ∈ {1 . . . m} s.t. dj 6v ej . If m > n then γ
is not an upper bound. On the other way, if there exists dj 6v ej then it is not
satisfied the condition over the common prefix.
• The case for γ 6≤obs β is trivially proved in a similar way.

The second property of observables that we can show is presented in the following
lemma. It proves the existence of the greatest lower bound for each bounded set of
observables.
Lemma 2.2.5 (Obs, ≤obs ) has a greatest lower bound for each bounded set.V The
greatest element is . If H ⊆ Obs has a lowerd bound, then we can define H =
c1 . . . cn where n = max{l (α) | α ∈ H} and ci = H[i].
Proof. First of all, note that n does exist since H is bounded. It means that there
exists β such that β ≤obs α for each α ∈ H. Therefore l (β) ≥ l (α) for each α ∈ H.

The most complete form of observation that we can perform on the system is the
relation between input and output constraints. Given a program D.A, we define the
input-output behavior


0
(s,s )

io(D.A) =

(s, s 0 ) | ∃hV, Γ i. h∅, Ai =⇒∗ hV, Γ i

(2.2.4)

However, we can define a weaker form of observation. If we only observe the output
constraints, we obtain what generally are called strongest postconditions. Formally
sp(D.A) = {s ∈ Obs | ∃s 0 ∈ Obs. (s 0 , s) ∈ io(D.A)}

2.3

(2.2.5)

Denotational Semantics

In this section we describe the denotational semantics presented in [SJG94a]. In that
work, the authors extended the denotational semantics of cc to the new constructs.
Observations of a program are defined as the set of resting points or strongest postconditions. A model of tcc is defined as a sequence of models of cc.
If s, s 0 ∈ Obs, we write s  s 0 to denote that s is a prefix of s 0 . Let P be a
subset of Obs and s ∈ P. We denote with P after s the set {s 0 ∈ Obs | s · s 0 ∈ P}. In
Definition 2.3.1 the notion of tcc process is defined.
Definition 2.3.1 ([SJG94b]) A process is a subset P of Obs which respects the
following conditions:
•  ∈ P,
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• it is prefixed closed (i.e. if s ∈ P and s 0  s, then s 0 ∈ P);
• it is determinate, i.e. for each s ∈ P, P after s is determinate.
We denote with Proc the set of all the processes. Letters P or Q range over
processes.
In Figure 2.3 the denotational semantics are described by means of semantic equations. [c] stands for the constraint generated by a set of tokens c. Note that in this
description of the denotational semantics there is no rule for the Procedure Call. In
[SJG94a] the authors do not consider the problem including such agents. In Chapter 3 we introduce the new denotational semantics where an environment is defined
in order to enrich the semantics by handling the Procedure Call agent.
JskipK
JabortK
JcK
JA || BK
JxbAK
Jnow c then AK
Jnow c else AK
Jnext AK

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Obs
{}
{} ∪ {d · s ∈ Obs | d ⊇ [c]}
{s ∈ Obs | s ∈ JAKe ∧ JBK}
{s ∈ Obs | ∃X.s = ∃X.t, for some t ∈ JAK}
{} ∪ {d · s ∈ Obs | d ⊇ [c] ⇒ d · s ∈ JAK}
{} ∪ {d · s ∈ Obs | d 6⊇ [c] ⇒ s ∈ JAK}
{} ∪ {d · s ∈ Obs | s ∈ JAK}

Figure 2.3: Denotational Semantics of tcc ([SJG94a])
The skip agent does nothing, thus every sequence of constraints is included in
its denotational semantics. The abort agent causes the termination of all concurrent
processes, hence the only observation that can be made of it is . The denotations of
the Tell agent contains the empty sequence and the set of sequences where c is the
first element. The Parallel agent simply combines two agents, thus the denotational
semantics contains all the sequences which belong to both the semantics of the single
agents. The semantics of the hiding operator is defined in a similar way as in [SRP91]
but in Chapter 3 we will show why this definition is not appropriate. The denotational semantics of the Positive Ask agent contains all sequences satisfying that the
constraint c is in the first element of the sequence and the whole sequence is in the
denotational semantics of the agent A. The last two agents in Figure 2.3 are the two
timing constructs of the language: Negative Ask and Unit Delay. The semantics for
the former is quite similar to the Positive Ask case: it contains all sequences whose
first element do not contain c and the sequence s (i.e., the sequence not including the
first element) is in the denotational semantics of A. The semantics of the latter construct contains all sequences which, discarding its first element, are in the denotations
of the agent A.
The problem with the semantics in [SJG94a] is that it is not fully abstract w.r.t.
the operational semantics although the opposite is stated in [SJG94a, Theorem 3.1].
We fix this problem in the following chapter by defining a new denotational semantics.

2.4. Applications

2.4
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Applications

The tcc language is suitable for specifying systems where timing is important, for
example small reactive systems such as controllers or embedded systems. However,
the definition of new constructs derived from the basic ones showed in Figure 2.1
is necessary in order to ease to the user the specification of systems. For example,
in [SJG94a, SJG94b] you can find how something similar to the watchdog construct
of the popular Esterel ([Ber00]) can be defined. A watchdog is a process which
executes an agent A while a condition c is not entailed. When such condition is
satisfied, then the process A is terminated.
There are other interesting constructs such as the extended wait behavior, the
suspension-activation primitives or the multiform time. The extended wait agent
executes a process A while a condition is entailed by the store, whereas the suspensionactivation primitives allow the programmer to control the execution of a process and
to suspend or activate it depending on some conditions. Finally, the multiform time
makes able to synchronize a process w.r.t. some constraint, i.e., we execute the agent
A only when the constraint c is entailed by the store.
Some applications that can be implemented using tcc are a mouse controller, or an
automatic teller machine. These systems have been yet specified in the literature by
using the tcc language. Furthermore, the tcc language can be extended with defaults
that makes possible to maintain defaults values for some variables.
As we have said before, different approaches have been defined in the last years
as extensions over time of the cc paradigm. In particular tcc was defined mainly for
embedded systems. However, each language was created to specify a different class
of systems. For example, the tccp language that we introduce in Chapter 4 is more
appropriate to model systems where the non determinism is crucial. Such systems
usually are more complex than the embedded systems.
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3
New semantics for tcc
There are several advantages in endowing a programming language with a good denotational semantics. First of all, the denotational semantics is typically better suited
than the operational one for comparing different languages and/or different programs,
since it naturally abstracts from differences in the syntax [Win93]. This is especially
true for a language such as tcc whose operational semantics is given by three different transition systems. In comparison, the denotational semantics is obtained by
a standard fixpoint computation over a cpo. This also simplifies the goal of proving program properties by static analysis, using standard techniques such as abstract
interpretation [CC77]. However, it is important for the denotational semantics to exactly capture the set of observations we are interested in, otherwise it can only provide
limited benefits. For example, a static analysis based on the standard denotational
semantics for tcc can only be used to prove safety properties, since we start from an
over-approximation of the real set of strongest postconditions.
Denotational semantics can also help in the effort of understanding more in detail
the logical meaning of tcc programs. The existence of particular relations between
the semantic operators (for example, the fact that an operator is the right/left adjoint
to some other) can shed some light on the logic which is behind the language.
As we have seen in Chapter 2, the first timed concurrent constraint language was
introduced in [SJG94a, SJG94b] with the name of tcc. The problem with tcc is that,
although both a denotational and an operational semantics is provided, they do not
correspond when the hiding operator is used together with the now c else A construct,
which discovers negative information.
This flaw is not discussed in [SJG94b] and actually [SJG94a] incorrectly states the
opposite, i.e., that the denotational semantics is fully abstract w.r.t. the operational
one. The problem is illustrated in a slightly different language in [NPV02b, Example
5]. In such work, authors also prove that the denotational and operational semantics do coincide if we consider only locally independent processes (see [NPV02b] for
details). However, not all tcc processes are locally independent.
A locally independent process has the property that the construct now c else A
never occurs within the scope of a hiding operator which bounds a free variable in
c. However, this condition severely limits the freedom of building modular systems.
Actually, it means that two systems (or two modules in the same system) cannot
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communicate freely through a common private variable: if they try to detect negative information regarding that variable, their denotational and operational semantics
differ. For example, the tcc1 program in [NPV02a] which solves the Post’s correspondence problem is not locally independent.
In this chapter we show that the problem is essentially due to the definition of the
denotational semantics corresponding to the hiding operator. The semantics provided
in [SJG94b, SJG94a, NPV02b] are essentially the same as the semantics in [SRP91]
for cc, just extended over time. However, in [SRP91] there is no way of detecting
negative information, so that the extended definition only works when now c else A
is not used. In this work, without changing the semantic domain, we define a new
semantic operator for hiding: so patched, the semantics is fully abstract w.r.t. the
operational behavior.
At the end of this chapter we provide an initial study of the expressive power of
the now c else A construct by the point of view of the denotational semantics.

3.1

New denotational semantics

The denotational semantics given in [SJG94a] is only an over approximation of the
real operational behavior. We will show in this section that the problem lies in the
denotational treatment of the hiding operator, and that a different definition gives rise
to a denotational semantics which is fully-abstract w.r.t. the observable of strongest
postconditions.
We use partially the definitions of Section 2.3. If s, s 0 ∈ Obs, we write s  s 0 to
denote that s is a prefix of s 0 . Let P be a subset of Obs and s ∈ P. We denote with
P after s the set {s 0 ∈ Obs | s · s 0 ∈ P}. Moreover, we denote with P[1] = {c ∈ C | c · s ∈
P}. Then we can redefine what a process is:
Definition 3.1.1 A process is a subset P of Obs which fulfill the following conditions:
•  ∈ P,
• it is prefixed closed (i.e., if s ∈ P and s 0  s, then s 0 ∈ P);
• it is determinate, i.e., for each s ∈ P, (P after s)[1] is a partial Moore family.
We denote with Proc the set of all the processes. If P is a process and s ∈ Obs,
we denote with P[1] the partial closure operator on C whose set of fixpoints is P[1].
We can view a process P as an operator P̄ over Obs by defining

c 0 · (P after c 0 )(s 0 ) if s = c · s 0 and c 0 = P[1](c) is defined,
(3.1.1)
P̄(s) =

otherwise.
1 Actually, it is a program written in the deterministic fragment of ntcc, which can be immediately
translated to tcc.
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The idea is that, in deterministic tcc, it is possible to recover the input-output behavior
of an agent from its postconditions. If P is the set of postconditions of an agent, then
P̄ is the corresponding input-output behavior. This is formalized by the following
result:
Theorem 3.1.2 Given a program D.A, sp(D.A) ∈ Proc and sp(D.A) = io(D.A).
Proof. Here we only present the sketch of the proof. We must show on one hand that
sp(D.A) is a process. This is obvious by the definition of sp(D.A) and processes. In
addition, we have to show that the closure of sp(D.A) coincides with the input-output
behavior. Due to the deterministic nature of processes, the partial closure operator
and their definitions, it can be trivially proved.
Given a sequence s, we denote with l (s) its length. Given a process P, the divergences of P are those sequences s such that l (P̄(s)) < l (s). The set of divergences
of P is denoted by d (P). We write P̄(s) ↑ when s is a divergence for P and P̄(s) ↓
otherwise. Note that if P ⊆ Q then d (Q) ⊆ d (P).
Processes can be ordered by inclusion or by the following divergence ordering. We
say
P ≤div Q ⇐⇒ P ⊆ Q ⊆ P ∪ d (P)
(3.1.2)
(Proc, ≤div ) is a cpo. The least element is the process {}, while the join of chains is
given by union. A similar ordering has been already used in [SRP91] for cc.
In [SJG94a, NPV02b] inclusion is the order relation used to compute the denotational semantics as the least fixpoint of the semantic operators. However, we will
need to use the more refined divergence ordering since the semantic operator that we
are going to introduce for the hiding agent, is not monotone w.r.t. inclusion.
Processes satisfy some additional interesting properties. In Proposition 3.1.3 we
show that processes are idempotent and extensive over (Obs, ≤div ). Moreover, in
Lemma 3.1.4 we prove a weak form of monotonicity for processes. These properties
will be very useful for the definition of the new semantics for hiding.
Proposition 3.1.3 Let P be a process, then P̄ is idempotent and extensive over
(Obs, ≤obs ).
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of an observation α and we prove that
P̄(α) ≥obs α.
If α = , by definition P̄(α) =  ≥obs . Otherwise, if α = c · α 0 then we have two
cases:
• P̄(α) = c 0 · P after c 0 (α 0 ) where c 0 = P[1](c). Since P[1] is a partial closure
operator, then c 0 w c. By inductive hypothesis, P after c 0 (α 0 ) ≥obs α 0 . It is
immediate to check that P̄(α) ≥obs c · α 0 = α.
• P[1](c) is not defined. Then P̄(α) =  ≥obs α.
We now prove by induction on the length of the observations, that P̄(P̄(α)) = P̄(α).
The base case for α =  is trivial. Otherwise, α = c · α 0 and we have two cases:
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• P̄(α) = c 0 · P after c 0 (α 0 ) where c 0 = P[1](c). Since P[1] is a partial closure
operator, then it is idempotent on c and c 0 = P[1](c 0 ). Therefore P̄(P̄(α)) =
c 0 · P after c 0 (P after c 0 (α 0 )). By inductive hypothesis we have P̄(P̄(α)) = c 0 ·
P after c 0 (α 0 ) = P̄(α).
• if P[1](c) is not defined then P̄(α) =  and P̄(P̄(α)) =  = P̄(α).

Note that P̄ is not monotone w.r.t. ≤obs . For example consider P = {, c, c ·
true, true} with c A true. If α = c · true and β = true · true, we have P̄(α) = c · true
and P̄(β) = true. Note that β <obs α but P̄(β) >obs P̄(α). However, P̄ enjoys the
weak form of monotonicity shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1.4 If α ≤obs β ≤obs P̄(α), then P̄(β) = P̄(α).
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of α. If α =  and  ≤obs β, then
β =  and the property trivially holds. Otherwise, α = c · α 0 and there are two cases:
• P̄(α) = c 0 · P after c 0 (α 0 ) where c 0 = P[1](c). Since α ≤obs β ≤obs P̄(α), then
β = c 00 · β 0 which c v c 00 v c 0 . Since P[1] is a partial closure operator, then
P[1](c 00 ) = c and therefore P̄(β) = c 0 · P after c 0 (β 0 ). Moreover, α ≤obs β 0 ≤obs
P̄(α), and the thesis follows by inductive hypothesis.
• if P[1](c) is not defined, then P̄(α) = . Therefore, either β =  or β = c 0 · β 0
with c 0 w c. In the first case, it trivially holds. P̄(β) = . In the latter, since
P[1] is a partial closure operator, then P[1](c 0 ) is undefined, and P̄(β) =  too.

Moreover, we can say that it is not true that if P ⊆ Q then P(α) ≥obs Q(α) for each
α ∈ Obs. Assume given c0 , c1 ∈ C with c0 @ c1 and P = {, c1 , c1 · c1 }, Q = P ∪ {c0 }.
Then for α = c0 · c1 we have P̄(α) = c1 · c1 and Q̄(α) = c0 and it is not true that
c1 · c1 ≥obs c0 .
In order to handle recursion, we define the concept of environment as a mapping
from process identifiers to processes. We denote with Env the set of all the envi~ = α1 . . . αn . . . of variables. Each
ronments. We also consider an infinite sequence α
process identifier p of arity n is mapped by the environment in a process on the free
variables α1 , . . . , αn , so that the formal parameters of the definition of p are not rel~
evant. When we write a substitution {~x/~
α} or {~
α/~x}, we are actually denoting with α
not the entire infinite sequence, but the initial prefix which has the same length as ~x.
Therefore, the denotational semantics of an agent A is a map
JAK : Env → Proc
defined by induction on the structure of the agents in Figure 3.1
The cases are similar to those defined in Figure 2.3. For further details on the
way the denotational semantic works you can see [SJG94a]. Since we explicitly deal
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JcKe
JskipKe
JabortKe
JA || BKe
JxbAKe
Jp(~x)Ke
Jnow c then AKe
Jnow c else AKe
Jnext AKe

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
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{} ∪ {d · s ∈ Obs | d w c}
Obs
{}
{s ∈ Obs | s ∈ JAKe ∩ JBKe }
∃x JAKe
e(p)[~
α/~x]
{} ∪ {d · s ∈ Obs | d w c ⇒ d · s ∈ JAKe }
{} ∪ {d · s ∈ Obs | d 6w c ⇒ s ∈ JAKe }
{} ∪ {d · s ∈ Obs | s ∈ JAKe }

Figure 3.1: New Denotational Semantics of tcc
with recursion, we need to add an environment to all the semantic functions. Thus,
there are two main differences between both the old and the new semantics, one is the
fact that we handle recursion, and the other is that we give a different denotational
semantics for the Hiding construct.
Next we explicitly analyze the case of the existential quantifier, which differs from
the ways it is treated in the literature. We have defined
JxbAKe = ∃x JAKe
where we define the existential quantification over processes as
∃x P = {s | ∃x .s = ∃x .P̄(s 0 ), s 0 ∈ Obs, ∃x.s 0 = s 0 }

(3.1.3)

The intuitive idea is that s is an output sequence for ∃x P iff there exists an input
sequence s 0 , which does not contain any information about x (i.e., ∃x s 0 = s 0 ), such
that the output of P on s 0 is equal to s, modulo constraints over x. The key differences
w.r.t. the treatment of existential quantifiers in [SJG94a, NPV02b] is that we consider
P as an input-output operator, so that we can isolate the particular output sequences
which come as the results from input sequences without information on x.
The operator ∃x defined in (3.1.3) can be presented in an alternative form, which
is probably less intuitive but easier to handle. This is given by the following result:
Proposition 3.1.5 If P is a process then
∃x P = {s ∈ Obs | ∃x .s = ∃x .P̄(∃x .s)}

Proof. If s ∈ ∃x P there exists s 0 ∈ Obs such that ∃x s 0 = s 0 and ∃x s = ∃x P̄(s 0 ).
Then, since we know by Proposition 3.1.3 that P̄ is extensive, ∃x .s ≥obs ∃x .s 0 = s 0 and
moreover ∃x s ≤obs P̄(s 0 ). Therefore, by Lemma 3.1.4, ∃x .P̄(∃x .s) = ∃x .P̄(s 0 ) = ∃x s.
The converse implication is trivial. If ∃x s = ∃x P̄(∃x s) it is enough to take s 0 = ∃x s
to obtain s ∈ ∃x P according to the definition.
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Using this characterization we can easily prove that Jx b AKe is a process when
JAKe is a process.
Proposition 3.1.6 ∃x P is a process when P is a process.
Proof. First of all, we know that  ∈ ∃x P since P̄(∃x ) = P̄() = . Then, if s ∈ ∃x P
we can say that ∃x s = ∃x P̄(∃x s). If we take s = t1 · t2 with t1 of length n, then it is
true that ∃x t1 = ∃x P̄(∃x t1 ) and therefore t1 ∈ ∃x P.
Finally, if s ∈ ∃x P, we need to prove (∃x P after s)[1] is a partial Moore family.
Therefore consider S ⊆ ∃x P after s and assume S is not empty. If c ∈ S then s ·c ∈ ∃x P
and therefore ∃x P̄(∃x s · ∃x c) = ∃x s · ∃x c. If we denote with ρ = P after P̄(∃x s), this
means that ∃xdρ(∃x c) = ∃xdc. We only need to prove that given a family {ci }i∈I ⊆ S we
have ∃x ρ(∃x ( ci )) = ∃x ci but this is a direct consequence of the meet-additivity
of ∃x and upper closure operators. Thus, the theorem is proved.
We can define some additional properties that are satisfied by processes:
Lemma 3.1.7 The following properties are satisfied:
1. If P ⊆ Q then Jnow c else PKe ⊆ Jnow c else QKe .
2. If P ⊆ Q then Jnow c then PKe ⊆ Jnow c then QKe .
3. If P ⊆ Q then Jnext PKe ⊆ Jnext QKe
4. If P1 ⊆ Q1 and P2 ⊆ Q2 then P1 ∩ P2 ⊆ Q1 ∩ Q2 .
where we are abusing notation by using processes inside the semantic brackets instead
of agents.
Proof. Trivially follows from the definitions.
Note that it is not true in general that P ⊆ Q implies ∃x P ⊆ ∃x Q. For example,
consider P = {, x = 0, x = 0·true} and Q = P ∪{x = 0∨x = 1}. Then true ·true ∈ ∃x P
since ∃x P̄(true · true) = ∃x (x = 0 · true) = true · true. However ∃x Q̄(true · true) =
∃x (x = 0 ∨ x = 1) = true 6= true · true. This is the reason why we have introduced
the ≤div ordering.
To define the semantics of a program, we first extend the ordering given by ≤div
over processes pointwise to environments. Then, given a program D.A, we define a
map from environments to environments given by

JAp Ke [~x/~
α] if p(~x) :: Ap ∈ D
JDKe = λp.
e(p)
otherwise
Then, the semantics of a program D.A is defined as
JD.AK = JAKlfpJDK

3.1. New denotational semantics
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Since here we use fixed points, to make sense of this definition, we need to prove that
all the semantic operators for agents are monotonic. In order to reach our purpose,
we first prove some results that are used in such proof. In Lemma 3.1.8 we show
that if P ≤div Q, then for each sequence of observables, the closure of both processes
coincides or it is a divergence.
Lemma 3.1.8 If P ≤div Q then, for each s ∈ Obs, either P̄(s) = Q̄(s) or P̄(s) ↑.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the length of s. If s =  the property is
trivial. Otherwise s = c · s 0 and there are two cases:
• P̄(s) = c 0 · P after c 0 (s 0 ) where c 0 = P[1](c). Since P ⊆ Q ⊆ d (P), and c 0 is
not a divergence for P[1], then Q[1] ⊆ P[1] ∪ {c 00 | c 00 A c 0 }. It follows that
c 0 = Q[1](c) and therefore Q̄(s) = c 0 · Q after c 0 (s 0 ). It is enough to prove that
P after c 0 ≤div Q after c 0 . It trivially holds P after c 0 ⊆ Q after c 0 since P ⊆ Q.
Moreover, if t ∈ (Q \ P) after c 0 then c 0 · t ∈ Q \ P ⊆ d (P) and therefore
t ∈ d (P after c 0 ) since P̄(c 0 ) ↓. The thesis follows by induction.
• P[1](c) is not defined, hence P̄(s) ↑.

The next step is to prove that processes form a cpo. It is proved in Lemma 3.1.10.
However, we first prove the following result which will be used in the proof of such
lemma.
T
S
Lemma 3.1.9 If {Pi }i≤α is a chain2 of processes, then d ( i Pi ) = i d (Pi ).
T
S
Proof. Let P = i Pi . Since P ≥div Pi it is obvious that d (P) ⊆ i d (Pi ). We want
to prove the other inequality, i.e.,
\
d (Pi )
d (P) ⊇
i

/ d (P) implies there exists i such that
We actually prove the opposite, i.e., that s ∈
s∈
/ d (Pi ). The proof is by induction on the length of s.
/ d (P) then
For s =  the property is trivially true. Otherwise s = s 0 · c. Since s ∈
0
s ∈
/ d (Pi ). Since P ≥div Pi , it is also
/ d (P) and therefore there exists i such that s 0 ∈
the case that P̄(s 0 ) = P̄i (s 0 ). Moreover, P̄(s) = P̄(s 0 )·d where d = P after P̄(s 0 )(c) w c.
This implies that there exists j such that P̄(s) ∈ Pj . Given h ≥ max(i, j), we have
P̄h (s) = P̄(s 0 ) · Ph after P̄(s 0 )(c)
Since P̄(s) ∈ Ph , then d ∈ (Ph after P̄(s 0 ))[1] and therefore Ph after P̄(s 0 )(c) ↓. This
completes the proof.
Lemma 3.1.10 (Proc, ≤div ) is a cpo.
2 See

Chapter 1 for the definition of chain.
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Proof. We first prove that ≤div is a partial order. The reflexive and anti-symmetric
properties are obvious. Now assume P ≤div Q and Q ≤div R. Note that d (Q) ⊆ d (P)
since if P̄(s) ↓ then Q̄(s) ↓ by Lemma 3.1.8. Therefore P ⊆ R and R ⊆ Q ∪ d (Q) ⊆
P ∪ d (P) ∪ d (Q) = P ∪ d (P), whence P ≤div R.
Note that d ({}) = Obs \ {}. Therefore, for each process
P, {} ≤div P. Given
S
a chain {Pi }i≤α of processes, we want to prove that P = i Pi is their lowest upper
bound.
First we prove that it is a process. Closure by prefix and containment of  are
obvious. We only need to prove that if s ∈ P, then P after s is determinate. First of
/ Pk after s, it means that s · c ∈ d (Pk ).
all, note that if h ≥ k, c ∈ Ph after s but c ∈
As a result, if s · d ∈ Pk , then c 6v d.
Now, consider S ⊆ P after s and let Si = S ∩ Pi after s for each i ≤ α. Let k be
the first index such that Sd
the condition
k 6= ∅ and h ≥ k. Byd
d of determinacy and the
observation before either Sk ∈ Ph after s or Skd6≤div Sh . However, the second
condition
not possible
d is d
d since Sk ⊇dSh , therefore Sk ∈ Ph after s for each k ≥ h.
Since S = h≤i≤α Si , we have S ∈ Ph after s ⊆ P after s.
Now, to prove that we really have a lowest upper bound, we begin to check that
Pi ≤div P for each i ≤ α. It is obvious that Pi ⊆ P. Moreover, if s ∈ P \ Pi then s ∈ Pj
for some j ≥ i and therefore s ∈ d (Pi ). Therefore P is an un upper bound. We need
to prove
S If R is a process such that Pi ≤div R for each i ≤ α, we have
S it is the least.
R ⊇ i Pi . If s ∈ R \ i Pi , then s ∈ d (Pi ) and, by Lemma 3.1.9, this means s ∈ d (P),
which is all that we need to state that P ≤div R.
We can finally prove that the existential quantification is monotone and continuous. These properties are presented in Theorem 3.1.11 and Theorem 3.1.12. These
results allow us to define the denotational semantics of programs in terms of fixed
points.
Theorem 3.1.11 (Existential Quantification is Monotonic) If P ≤div Q then
∃x P ≤div ∃x Q.
Proof. Note that if P ⊆ Q, then P(s) ≥div Q(s) for each s ∈ Obs. Therefore,
if we assume that s ∈ ∃x P, then we have ∃x .Q(∃x s) ≤div ∃x .P(∃x s) = ∃x s. The
opposite inequality is obvious from the extensibility of Q. We now prove that ∃x Q ⊆
∃x P ∪ d (∃x P). Assume s ∈ ∃x Q \ ∃x P. Then ∃x s = ∃x Q(∃x s) <div ∃x P(∃x s). Since
P(∃x s) =
6 Q(∃x s), then P(∃x s) has a length strictly less than n, the length of ∃x s.
Therefore, for each s 0 ≥obs s, P(∃x s 0 ) has a length strictly less than n. Since
(∃x P)(s) =

l

{s 0 ≥obs s | ∃x s 0 = ∃x P(∃x s 0 )}

each of the s 0 we consider for computing the meet has a length less then n, and
therefore the same holds for (∃x P)(s) too. This proves that s is a divergence for ∃x .P.
Finally, we can say that the existential quantification is continuous.
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Theorem 3.1.12 (Existential Quantification is Continuous) ∃x is continuous
in (Proc, ≤div ).
Proof. We already proved it is monotone. To show continuity, assume {Pi }i≤α is a
chain in Proc. We want to prove that
[
[
∃x Pi ⊆
∃ x Pi
i

i

S

Let P = i Pi and assume s ∈ ∃x P. It means that ∃x s = ∃x P̄(∃x s). We want to prove
that there exists an i ≤ α such that ∃x s = ∃x P̄i (∃x s). By Lemma 3.1.8, it is enough
to prove that there exists i ≤ α such that P̄i (∃x s) ↓. But this immediately follows
from Lemma 3.1.9.
Moreover, we can prove the following properties for the new semantics which,
together with the previous result allow us to prove that the semantics of processes
are continuous.
Lemma 3.1.13 The following properties are satisfied:
1. If P ≤div Q then Jnow c else PKe ≤div Jnow c else QKe .
2. If P ≤div Q then Jnow c then PKe ≤div Jnow c then QKe .
3. If P ≤div Q then Jnext PKe ≤div Jnext QKe
4. If P1 ≤div Q1 and P2 ≤div Q2 then P1 ∩ P2 ≤div Q1 ∩ Q2 .
where we are abusing notation by using processes inside the semantic brackets instead
of agents.
Proof. We prove each sentence separately:
Point 1 The monotonicity w.r.t. ⊆ is obvious. We proceed by contradiction, thus
assume that s = d · s 0 ∈ Jnow c else Q Ke \ Jnow c else PKe . If d 6` c then s 0 ∈ Q \ P,
and therefore P(s 0 ) ↑. As a result, for each s 00 ≥obs s, if s 00 ∈ Jnow c else PKe then or
s 00 ≥obs P(s) and therefore l(s 00 ) ≤ l(s), or s 00 = d · s 000 and s 000 ≥obs s 0 . Therefore,
Jnow c else PKe (s 0 ) ↑. In case d ` c or s = , then s ∈ Jnow c else PKe and this is
against our assumptions.
Point 2 The monotonicity w.r.t. ⊆ is obvious. We proceed in a similar way as in
the previous case, thus assume that s = d · s 0 ∈ Jnow c then QKe \ Jnow c then PKe .
If d ` c then s ∈ Q \ P, and therefore P(s) ↑. As a result, for each s 0 ≥obs s,
if s 0 ∈ Jnow c then PKe then s 0 ≥obs P(s) and therefore l(s 0 ) ≤ l(s). Therefore,
Jnow c then PKe (s) ↑. In case d 6` c or s = , then s ∈ Jnow c then P 0 Ke and this is
against our assumptions.
Point 3 The monotonicity w.r.t. ⊆ is obvious. We assume s = d · s 0 in Jnext QKe \
Jnext PKe . Then s 0 ∈ Q \ P and therefore P(s 0 ) ↑. As an immediate consequence,
Jnext PKe (s 0 ) ↑.
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Point 4 The monotonicity w.r.t. ⊆ is obvious. If s ∈ (Q1 ∩ Q2 ) \ (P1 ∩ P2 ) then
wither s ∈
/ P1 or s ∈
/ P2 . Assume without loss of generality that s ∈
/ P1 . Then P1 (s) ↑,
i.e., for each s 0 ≥obs s with s 0 ∈ P1 , l(s 0 ) < l(s). But this implies that for each s 0 ≥ s
with s 0 ∈ P1 ∩ P2 , we have l(s 0 ) < l(s), and therefore (P1 ∩ P2 )(s) ↑.

Thus, as we have proved that the semantics for each construct are monotonic, now
we can say that the semantics of a program are continuous. This is what establishes
Theorem 3.1.14.
Theorem 3.1.14 If A is agent, JAK from (Env, ≤div ) to (Proc, ≤div ) is continuous.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1.12 and Lemma 3.1.13.
Note that, as we anticipated before, this theorem does not hold if we replace ≤div
with ⊆, since ∃x is not monotone w.r.t. ⊆. For example consider P = {, x = 0, x = 0 ·
true} and Q = P∪{x = 0∨x = 1}. Then true·true ∈ ∃x P since ∃x P̄(true·true) = ∃x (x =
0·true) = true ·true. However ∃x Q̄(true ·true) = ∃x (x = 0∨x = 1) = true =
6 true ·true.
/ ∃x Q. Note that although P ⊆ Q, x = 0 ∨ x = 1 ∈
Therefore true · true ∈
/ d (P), since
P̄(x = 0 ∨ x = 1) = (x = 0). Therefore P 6≤div Q.

3.2

Correctness and Completeness

In this section we show the correctness and completeness of the new denotational semantics. Thus, we show that the new denotational semantics defined is fully abstract
w.r.t. the observable of strongest postconditions.
First of all, we define the strongest postconditions of a set of definitions. Given a
set of definitions D, we denote with sp(D) the environment such that

sp(D.p(~x))[~x/~
α] if p(~x) :: AP ∈ D
sp(D)(p) =
{}
otherwise
We also define the strongest postcondition of a configuration hV, Γ i in the obvious
way, i.e.,
(s 0 ,s)

sp(D.hV, Γ i) = {s | ∃hV 0 , Γ 0 i ∃s 0 ∈ Obs. hV, Γ i =⇒ ∗ hV 0 , Γ 0 i}
Given a configuration hV, Γ i, we define a corresponding agent

∃V A1 || . . . || An if Γ = A1 ] . . . ] An
a(hV, Γ i) =
skip
if Γ =ø

(3.2.1)

Note that a(h∅, Ai) = A.
The correctness of the denotational semantics is given by a theorem, but we first
need to prove some lemma that is used in the proof of such theorem. The main
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intermediate result for the proof of correctness is Lemma 3.2.6 which relates the
behavior of the operational semantics and the one of the denotational ones.
The first step towards correctness is Lemma 3.2.1. It tells us that, if a variable
is not in the set of free variables of an agent Γ , then we can existentially quantify by
such variable a constraint that appears concurrently to the agent Γ .
Lemma 3.2.1 If hV, Γ ] ci → hV 0 , Γ 0 ] ci and x ∈
/ fv (Γ ), then hV, Γ ] ∃x ci → hV 0 , Γ 0 ]
∃x ci.
Proof. If x ∈
/ fv (Γ ) then Γ = ∃x Γ . There are two possibilities, if V = V 0 then we
know that x ∈
/ fv (Γ 0 ), thus the theorem holds. In the other case, if V ⊂ V 0 then we
know that there is some y and fv (Γ 0 ) = fv (Γ ) \ {y} thus x ∈
/ fv (Γ 0 ) and the theorem
also holds.
Lemma 3.2.2 allows us to define the parallel composition of two agents that have
no shared variables as the union of its sets of variables and the union of multisets of
agents.
(s,s)

(s,s)

Lemma 3.2.2 If hV1 , Γ1 i =⇒ ∗ hV10 , Γ10 i and hV2 , Γ2 i =⇒ ∗ hV20 , Γ20 i with V10 ∩ V20 = ∅,
(s,s)

V10 ∩ fv (Γ1 ) = V20 ∩ fv (Γ2 ) = ∅, then hV1 ∪ V2 , Γ1 ] Γ2 i =⇒ ∗ hV10 ∪ V20 , Γ10 ] Γ20 i.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of s. If s = , then V10 = V1 , Γ10 = Γ1 ,
(,)

V20 = V2 , Γ20 = Γ2 and it trivially holds that hV1 ∪ V2 , Γ1 ] Γ2 i =⇒ ∗ hV1 ∪ V2 , Γ1 ] Γ2 i.
Now, if we assume that s = c · s 0 , then there is a sequence
hV1 , Γ1 ] ∃V1 ci →∗ hW1 , ∆1 ] ∃V1 ci

hW1 , ∆10 i

(s 0 ,s 0 )

such that hW1 , ∆10 i =⇒ ∗ hV10 , Γ10 i, and a corresponding derivation for hV2 , Γ2 i. Since
agents are well formed and by the Lemma 3.2.1, we can paste the two →∗ sequences
together to obtain
hV1 , Γ1 ] Γ2 ] ∃V1 ∪V2 ci →∗ hW1 , ∆1 ] ∃V1 ∪V2 c ] Γ2 i →∗ hW1 ∪ W2 , ∆1 ] ∆2 ] ∃V1 ∪V2 ci
For such combined sequence, we need to prove that there is no any active agent in
∆1 ] ∆2 . Assume that the agent A ∈ ∆1 is active, i.e.,
hW1 ∪ W2 , A ] ∆10 ] ∆2 ] ∃V1 ∪V2 ci → hW, Θ ] ∆10 ] ∆2 ] ∃V1 ∪V2 ci
where ∆1 = A ] ∆10 . Now we prove that in that case, A is an active agent also
for hW1 , ∆1 ] ∃V1 ci dealing to a contradiction with the initial conditions. The only
non trivial case is when A = now d then B or A = now d else B. In the first case
case, it holds that σ(∆1 ) t σ(∆2 ) t ∃V1 ∪V2 c ` d. Therefore, it is also the case that
∃V2 σ(∆1 ) t ∃V2 σ(∆2 ) t ∃V2 ∪V1 c ` ∃V2 d. However, since agents are well formed, then
∃V2 d = d, ∃V2 σ(∆1 ) = σ(∆1 ) and c t ∃V2 σ(∆2 ) = c t ∃V1 σ(∆1 ). Henceforth, we have
σ(∆1 ) ` d and therefore A is active in hW1 , ∆1 i. As a result, we have
hW1 ∪ W2 , ∆1 ] ∆2 ] ∃V1 ∪V2 ci

∆10 ] ∆20
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and therefore

(c,c)

hV1 ∪ V2 , Γ1 ] Γ2 i =⇒ hW1 ∪ W2 , ∆10 ] ∆20 i
By inductive hypothesis follows the thesis.
The case for A = now d else B it holds that σ(∆1 ) t σ(∆2 ) t ∃V1 ∪V2 c 6` d and
following a similar idea, we proof the thesis.
The following two results associate the notion of postcondition and closure operator. The first one is relative to agents whereas the second one defines the substitution
for postconditions.
(s,s 0 )

Lemma 3.2.3 If P = sp(D.A) then P̄(s) = s 0 iff h∅, Ai =⇒ ∗ .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of s and s 0 . When the length is
zero the property is trivial. Otherwise, assume P̄(c · s) = c 0 · s 0 , and we proceed by
induction on the structure of A. It is not possible that A = abort, otherwise P = {}
(s,s)

and P̄(s) ↑. If A = skip then P = Obs and therefore P̄(s) = s and h∅, Ai =⇒ ∗ for
each s ∈ Obs.
Lemma 3.2.4 sp(D.p(~y)) = sp(D.p(~x))[~x/~y].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of the derivation. We start by proving
sp(D.p(~y)) ⊆ sp(D.p(~x))[~x/~y]. Given s ∈ sp(D.p(~y)), the case s =  is trivial. Note
that h∅, p(~y)i → h∅, Ap [~z/~y]i while h∅, p(~x)i → h∅, Ap [~z/~x]i. By the Theorem 2.2.3,
since Ap [~z/~y] = Ap [~z/~x][~x/~y], we have s ∈ sp(D.p(~y)) = sp(D.p(~x))[~x/~y].
In Lemma 3.2.5 we show that the introduction of a fresh variable in the configuration which is not contained in the set of variables of the program does not introduce
new transitions.
(c,c 0 )

Lemma 3.2.5 If hV, Γ i =⇒ hW, ∆i with x ∈
/ W, x ∈
/ fv (c), then hV ∪ x, Γ i
hW ∪ x, ∆i.

(c,∃x c 0 )

=⇒

Proof. It is trivial to check that if hV, Γ i → hW, ∆i with x ∈
/ W, then hV ∪ x, Γ i →
hW ∪ x, ∆i. The same holds for the relation

(c,c 0 )

. If hV, Γ i =⇒ hW, ∆i it means that

hV, Γ ] ∃V ci → hW, Γ 0 i

∆.

where c 0 = ∃V c t ∃W σ(∆). Since x ∈
/ fv (c) then ∃V c = ∃V∪x c and therefore we have
hV ∪ x, Γ ] ∃V∪x ci → hW ∪ x, Γ 0 i

∆.

which implies
hV ∪ x, Γ i

(c,∃V ct∃W∪x σ(∆))

=⇒

hW ∪ x, ∆i

But since ∃V c t ∃W∪x = ∃x (∃V c t ∃W c = ∃x c 0 ) we have the thesis.
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Now we present the main lemma for the proof of correctness. The Lemma 3.2.6
says that the denotational semantics of an agent A where the environment e is the
strongest postconditions of a set of definitions, corresponds with the postconditions of
the program D.A composed by such set of definitions and the agent A. Moreover, if
we use the closure operator, we have the input-output behavior of the program D.A.
Lemma 3.2.6 If e = sp(D) then Ja(hV, Γ i)Ke = sp(D.hV, Γ i).
Proof. First of all, note that the only transition starting from hV, ∅i are those of the
form
(c,c)
hV, ∅i =⇒ hV, ∅i
Now, the proof proceed by structural inductions on the agent A:
c h∅, ci (d,dtc)
=⇒ h∅, ∅i is the only possible =⇒-transition. Given the previous observation, sp(D.c) = {d t c · s | d ∈ C, s ∈ Obs} = JcKe .
skip The only possible transition starting from h∅, skipi is h∅, skipi (c,c)
=⇒ h∅, ∅i for every
c ∈ C. Therefore sp(D. skip) = Obs = JskipKe .
abort h∅, aborti → h∅, aborti is the only possible transition from h∅, aborti. Therefore,
there is no =⇒ transition starting from the same configuration, which means that
sp(D. abort) = {} = JabortKe .
now c else A1 Assume that we have a specific derivation starting from the configu(d,d)

ration h∅, now c else A1 i, i.e., h∅, now c else A1 i =⇒ h∅, ∆i. There are two cases, i.e.,
either d ` c and therefore there is an active agent in the starting configuration, or
d 6` c. In the first case,
(d,d)

h∅, now c else A1 i =⇒ h∅, ∅i
while in the latter
(d,d)

h∅, now c else A1 i =⇒ h∅, A1 i
Since by inductive hypothesis, JA1 Ke = sp(D.A1 ), we have that Jnow c else A1 Ke =
sp(D. now c else A1 ) by definition of J Ke .
now c then A1 Assume that we have a specific derivation starting from the config(d,d)

uration h∅, now c then A1 i, i.e., h∅, now c then A1 i =⇒ hW, ∆i. There are two cases,
i.e., either d ` c and therefore there is an active agent in the starting configuration,
or d 6` c. In the first case,
h∅, d ] now c else A1 i → h∅, d ] A1 i →∗ hW, ∆ 0 i
(d,d)

∆

This mean that also h∅, A1 i =⇒ hW, ∆i. This means that d·s ∈ sp(D.A1 ). Moreover,
since the first → transition from h∅, d ] now c else A1 i is forced, the converse is also
true, i.e., if d · s ∈ sp(D.A1 ), then d · s ∈ sp(D. now c then A1 ).
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In the second case, i.e., d 6` c, we have
(d,d)

h∅, d ] now c else A1 i =⇒ h∅, ∅i
and therefore d · · · s ∈ sp(D. now c else A1 ) for any s ∈ Obs. By the definition of
J Ke , we have Jnow c else A1 Ke = sp(D. now c else A1 ).
next A1 The only derivation starting from h∅, next A1 i is
(c,c)

h∅, next A1 i =⇒ h∅, A1 i
for any c ∈ C. Therefore, it follows sp(D. next A1 ) = Jnext A1 Ke .
α)) and
p(~x)) Assume p(~y) :: AP ∈ D. Then e(p) = sp(D.p(~
~ Ke ∩ sp(p(~
Jp(~y)Ke = ∃α
y=α
α)))
~ (J~
while sp(D.p(~y)) = sp(D.p(~x))[x/y].
A1 || A2 If s ∈ JA1 || A2 Ke then s ∈ JA1 Ke and s ∈ JA2 Ke . By inductive hypothesis,
(s,s)

s ∈ sp(D.A1 ) ∩ sp(D.A2 ). We have two sequences ξ1 : h∅, A1 i =⇒ hV1 , Γ1 i and
(s,s)

ξ2 : h∅, A2 i =⇒ hV2 , Γ2 i and by Theorem 2.2.3 (on renaming) we can choose V1 and
V2 to be disjoint and renamed apart from the free variables in Γ1 and Γ2 . By the
Lemma 3.2.2 we have
(s,s)

h∅, A1 || A2 i → h∅, A1 ] A2 i =⇒ ∗ hV1 ∪ V2 , Γ1 ] Γ2 i
and this proves that JAKe ⊆ sp(D.A). For the converse inequality, note that if s ∈
sp(D.A) then s ∈ sp(D.A1 ) and s ∈ sp(D.A2 ) and therefore
xbA1 If s ∈ Jx b A1 Ke , then ∃x s = ∃x P̄(∃x s) where P = JA1 Ke . By inductive
hypothesis, if s 0 = P̄(∃x s), then h∅, A1 i

(∃x s,s 0 )

=⇒ . Therefore, since h∅, A t ∃x si →

hy, A1 [x/y] t ∃x si for y fresh, then we know that hx, A1 i
holds for h∅, Ai too.
(s,s 0 )

(∃x s,∃x s 0 )∗

=⇒

and the same

(∃x s,s 00 )

On the converse, assume h∅, Ai =⇒ ∗ . Then, hx, A1 i =⇒ such that s 0 = ∃x s 00 .
If s 0 = s then ∃x s 00 = s 0 = s and therefore ∃x s 00 = ∃x s. This means s 0 ∈ JAKe .

Thanks to this last result and the fact that all the operators are monotonic w.r.t.
≤div (see Theorem 3.1.14), we obtain the required result of correctness.
Theorem 3.2.7 For all the programs D.A, JD.AK ≤ sp(D.A).
Proof. This is a direct consequence from the Lemma 3.2.6 and Theorem 3.1.14
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For the proof of completeness, the following lemmata prove that operational steps
may be simulated in the denotational semantics. First of all we show three intermediate results. In Lemma 3.2.8 it is proved that, given a transition of the transition
relation −→, the denotations corresponding to the target configuration are included
in the denotations of the source agent.
Lemma 3.2.8 Given a set of declarations D, if hV, Ai → hV 0 , A 0 i then JD.∃V 0 A 0 K ⊆
JD.∃V AK.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of A. Here we show the most
interesting cases, i.e., the cases for the Parallel and the Procedure Agent constructs.
abort . Then hV, A ] aborti → hV, aborti. The result is a direct consequence of the
fact that JA ] abortK = ∅ = JabortK.
A1 || A2 . Trivial.
p(~x) . Then hV, A ] p(~y)i → hV, A ] Ap [~x/~y]. Note that Jp(~y)Ke = e(p)[~
α/~y].
Since e = lfpJDK, then e(p) = JAp Ke [~x/~
α] and therefore Jp(~y)K = JAp Ke [~x/~
α][~
α/~y] =
JAp Ke [~x/~y].

Secondly, in Lemma 3.2.9 we show that for the transition relation which describes
the passage of time, the denotations corresponding to the source configuration and
its store are included in the denotations of the target configuration.
Lemma 3.2.9 Given a program D.A, if hV, Ai
JD.∃V AK.

hV, A 0 i then, JD.∃V 0 A 0 K ⊇ σ(A) ·

Finally, in Lemma 3.2.10 we show that for each observable s in the denotations of
the target agent, the observable for the source configuration is defined as the strongpostcondition and the observable s
(c,c)

Lemma 3.2.10 Given a program D.A, if hV, Ai =⇒ hV 0 , A 0 i then it is true that for
each s ∈ JD.∃V 0 A 0 K, c · s ∈ JD.∃V AK.
(c,c)

Proof. If hV, Ai =⇒ hV 0 , A 0 i then hV, A ] ∃V ci →∗ hV 0 , A 00 i
hV 0 , A 0 i with c t
∃V 0 σ(A 00 ) = c, i.e., ∃V 0 σ(A 00 ) v c. Given s ∈ JD.∃V 0 A 0 K, by Lemma 3.2.9,
As a direct consequence of the previous lemmata, we have the following result.
(s,s)

Lemma 3.2.11 Given a set of definitions D, if hV, Ai =⇒ ∗ hV 0 , A 0 i, then for each
s 0 ∈ JD.a(hV 0 , A 0 i)K, s · s 0 ∈ JD.a(hV, Ai)K.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of s. If s =  then V 0 = V and A 0 = A
(c,c)

(s 0 ,s 0 )

and the result is trivial. Otherwise s = c · s 0 and hV, Ai =⇒ hV 00 , A 00 i =⇒ ∗ hV 0 , A 0 i.
By inductive hypothesis, for each s 00 ∈ JD.∃V 0 A 0 K, s 0 · s 00 ∈ semD.∃V 00 A 00 . By
Lemma 3.2.10, this implies s · s 00 = c · s 0 · s 00 ∈ JD.∃V AK and this proves the thesis.
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Therefore, now we can prove that the strongest-postconditions of given program
are included in its denotational semantics.
Theorem 3.2.12 For all the programs D.A, sp(D.A) ⊆ JD.AK.
Proof. This is a direct consequence from Lemma 3.2.11.
Finally, by Theorems 3.2.12 and 3.2.7 we have the final result
Corollary 3.2.13 Given a program D.A, we have sp(D.A) = JAK and io(D.A) =
JAK.
This states that the denotational semantics is fully-abstract w.r.t. strongest postconditions and input-output observables.

3.2.1

On the Expressive Power of tcc

The language tcc is derived from deterministic concurrent constraint programming
model by adding time and detection of negative information. It is interesting to
examine the impact of these extensions on the expressive power of the language. In
this section we present an initial analysis, focusing on the impact of the now c else A
construct.
Therefore, let us consider tcc without the now c else A operator. In this case, the
agent which is executed at time n + 1 does not depend from the negative information
discovered at time n.
We may extend v pointwise on observations, by defining
c1 . . . cn v d1 . . . dm ⇐⇒ m = n ∧ ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m. ci v di

(3.2.2)

Then, we can formalize the idea that a process does not use negative information by
the following result
Definition 3.2.14 A process P is monotonic when, given s, s 0 ∈ P, if s v s 0 then
P after s ⊇ P after s 0 .
Note that this is not always the case in the general tcc. For example, consider the
process
P = Jnow c else cKe
for c 6= true and an environment e. Then true v c but true ∈ P after c while
true ∈
/ P after true. We may prove that in tcc without now c else A, all the processes
are monotonic.
Theorem 3.2.15 Let A be an agent and D a set of declarations built without the
operator now c else A. Then JD.AK is a monotonic process.
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There is also an alternative characterization of monotonicity. This requires to
use the ≤obs ordering presented in (2.2.3). This is a sort of pointwise extension of
entailment between constraints, with the proviso that an aborted process is like a
process which always emits false, the greatest element of C.
It is the case that (Obs, ≤obs ) is a complete sup-semilattice without least element. Given a process P, P̄ is extensive and idempotent over (Obs, ≤obs ). In general,
however, it is not monotone. We can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2.16 If P is monotonic then P̄ is monotonic (hence it is a closure operator) over (Obs, ≤obs ).
Therefore a monotone tcc process may be viewed as a cc agent in an extended constraint system which includes a notion of time.
Another interesting thing of monotonic processes is that if P is monotonic then
∃x P = {s | ∃x s = ∃x s 0 ∧ s 0 ∈ P}. This is indeed the definition given in [SJG94a,
NPV02b], and it makes for a further justification of the fact that the denotational
semantics of [NPV02b] corresponds to the operational semantics in the case of locally
independent processes.

3.3

Related Works

Now, we come back to the original semantics for tcc presented in [SJG94a]. Apart
from the absence of environments, omitted to simplify the presentation, the major
difference with our semantics is in the definition of the operator ∃x :
∃x P = {s ∈ Obs | ∃x s = ∃x t for some t ∈ P}

(3.3.1)

As we have said before, this is essentially the same definition which appears in
[SRP91], just extended over time. However, in [SRP91] there was no way of detecting negative information. Now that we have this feature, the use of ∃x as in
(3.3.1) gives a denotational semantics which does not correspond to the operational
one, but only approximate it from the above.
In the rest of this section we denote with ∃x our definition of the hiding operator
˜x the one given in (3.3.1). We also use J K and {{ }} for the corresponding
and with ∃
denotational semantics.
Let us consider the agent
A = xb(now x = a else y = b)
We omit environment from the semantic braces since we do not have definitions.
We have that {{A}} = {{skip}}. Actually, for each s ∈ Obs, if s =  then s ∈
{{now x = a˜else y = b}} by definition. Otherwise, s = d · s 0 and consider s 00 =
(∃x.(dtx = a))·s 0 . Then ∃x.s = ∃x.d·∃x.s 0 = ∃x.s 00 and s 00 ∈ {{now x = a else y = b}}.
Therefore s ∈ {{A}}. But skip and A are not observationally equivalent. Actually,
h∅, Ai

(true,true)

=⇒

h{x 0 }, y = bi

(true,y=b)

=⇒

h∅, ∅i
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while
h∅, skipi

(true,true)

=⇒

h∅, ∅i

(true,true)

=⇒

h∅, ∅i

Therefore true · true ∈ sp(skip) while true · true ∈
/ sp(A).
Note that [SJG94b] actually defines a slightly different notion of input-output
behavior than ours. The observations of a program G1 such that fv (G1 ) = V for the
input sequence (c1 , . . . , cn ) is
d

O(G1 )(c1 , . . . , cn ) = (δV.d1 , . . . , δV.dn ),
if Gi || ci −→ Ri+1 , σ(Ri ) = di , Ri

Gi+1 , 1 ≤ i < n

where δV .c quantifies over all the variables which are not in V. But again, according
to this definition, we have
O(xb(now x = a else y = b))(true) = (δy.y = b) = (y = b)
and
O(skip)(true) = (δx.true) = (true)
Other semantics for timed cc languages may be found in [NPV02b, BGM00]. In
[NPV02b] the language ntcc is introduced, which is a non-deterministic extension
of tcc. The semantics is similar to that of [SJG94a], and it is always based on the
strongest postconditions. As a consequence, it has the same problem of tcc w.r.t. the
bad interaction between the hiding operator and the detection of negative information.
However, due to the presence of non-determinism, we do not think that our idea can
be applied to ntcc directly. In [BGM00] a new language is presented, but based on a
different point of view, since the passing of time is implicit at every transition step,
and not explicitly introduced by syntactic constructs. The authors provide both an
operational and a denotational semantics, which are proved to be equal. Moreover,
the language is monotonic, thus it is quite different in nature from tcc.
In [BKPR92] it is presented a general construct for locality in languages based
on asynchronous communication. An uniform semantic description of local variables
(in imperative languages) and hiding of logical variables (in concurrent constraint
languages) is introduced. The semantics defined for tccp follows the idea presented in
such work. The problem to apply such kind of semantics to the tcc language comes
from the non monotonicity of tcc.
In particular, in [BKPR92] the correctness of the denotational semantics depends
on the fact that sequences of stores are connected. Under these conditions of monotonicity, the denotational semantics are fully abstract. Sequences of tcc are not connected, thus the uniform framework described in [BKPR92] cannot be applied to this
language. We have shown that a possible solution is the semantics presented in this
thesis.

4
The tccp language
The second programming language considered in this thesis is the timed concurrent
constraint programming (tccp) language that was developed in [BGM00] by F. de
Boer et al.. It was designed as a framework which allows one to model reactive and
real-time systems. Thus, it is possible to specify and to verify distributed, concurrent
systems. For these systems, the notion of time is a crucial question. tccp is based
on the cc paradigm [Sar89, SR90, SRP91] that was presented as a general concurrent
computational model. In [BGM00] the authors added the time concept to the cc
paradigm obtaining an extension similar to the language of the approach presented
in Chapter 2.
In cc there are some agents that add information into a store or check whether a
constraint is entailed by the store. Thus, computations evolve as an accumulation of
information into a global store. In tccp the agents defined for cc are inherited and it is
introduced a discrete global clock . It is assumed that ask and tell actions take one timeunit and the parallel operator is interpreted in terms of maximal parallelism. Thus,
computation evolves in steps of one time-unit. Another question is the time response
of the constraint solver: it is assumed that a consult to the constraint solver takes
a constant time, independently of the size of the store. In practice some restrictions
(mentioned below) are taken in order to ensure that these hypothesis are reasonable
(the reader can see [BGM00] for details).
To model reactive systems it is necessary to have the ability for describing notions
as timeout or preemption. In tccp, this capability is introduced with the definition of
a new operator (with respect to cc)
now c then A else B
which tests if, in the current time instant, the store entails the constraint c and if it
occurs, then in the same time instant it executes A; otherwise, it executes B (in the
same time instant). It is necessary to fix a limit for the number of nested agents of
this kind in order to ensure the bounded time response of the constraint solver. For
recursive programs, such limit is ensured by the presence of the procedure call, since
we assume that the evaluation of such a call takes one unit of time.
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Syntax

The tccp language is parametric to an underlying constraint system. Thus, since now
we assume that C = hC, ≤, t, true, false, V, ∃i is the underlying constraint system for
tccp where hC, ≤, t, true, falsei is a complete algebraic lattice, t is the lub operation,
and true, false are the least and the greatest elements of C, respectively. Moreover,
V is a (denumerable) set of variables with typical elements x, y, z . . .. Finally, given
x ∈ V, ∃x : C → C is the cylindrification operator (see Definition 1.4.2).
Then, given a cylindric constraint system C, we show the syntax of the agents
of the language in Figure 4.1. We assume that c and ci are finite constraints (i.e.,
algebraic elements) in C. Moreover, a tccp process is an object of the form D.A where
D is a set of procedure declarations of the form p(x) : − A and A is an agent.
(Agents)

A ::=
|
|
|
|
|
|

tell(c)
abort
Pn

i=1 ask(ci ) → Ai
now c then A else B
A || B
∃x A
p(x)

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Tell
Stop
Choice
Conditional
Parallel
Hiding
Procedure Call

Figure 4.1: tccp syntax [BGM00]
The Parallel, Hiding and Procedure Call agents are inherited from the cc model
and behave in the same way. Thus, the Parallel agent represents the concurrency
of the model and the Hiding operator makes a variable local to some process. The
Procedure Call behaves as usually.
Now we consider the rest of the constructs introduced in Figure 4.1. We can
observe two additional agents which were present in the cc model, but here these
agents have a different semantics. In tccp, these two agents cause extension over
time. The Tell agent adds the information c to the store, but this information is able
to other agents only in the following time instant. This means that the tell action
takes one unit of time. The same thing occurs with the Choice agent. Thus, we
can
Pn say that the ask action takes also one unit of time since when we execute the
i=1 ask(ci ) → Ai agent, we cannot start the execution of the Ai since the next
time instant is reached.
Finally, the Conditional agent is the new agent introduced in the model in order
to capture negative information. It behaves in a single instant of time in the sense
that the condition is checked and in the same instant of time the execution of the
corresponding agent is started. In particular, if the guard is satisfied, then A will be
executed, otherwise the agent B will be executed. If we have two nested conditional
agents, then the guards are recursively checked within the same time instant. This is
the reason why we need a restriction about the maximum number of nested conditional
agents.
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Operational Semantics

In Figure 4.2 it is shown the operational semantics for tccp as described in [BGM00].
Each transition step takes one unit of time. In a configuration there are two components: a set of agents and a constraint representing the store. Therefore, the transition
relation −→⊆ Conf × Conf is the least relation that satisfies the rules in Figure 4.2.
We can say that the transition relation characterizes the (temporal) evolution of the
system.
R1

htell(c), di −→ habort, c t di

R2

h

R3

hA,di−→hA 0 ,d 0 i
hnow c then A else B,di−→hA 0 ,d 0 i

d`c

R4

hA,di6−→
hnow c then A else B,di−→hA,di

d`c

R5

hB,di−→hB 0 ,d 0 i
hnow c then A else B,di−→hB 0 ,d 0 i

d 6` c

R6

hB,di6−→
hnow c then A else B,di−→hB,di

d 6` c

R7

hA,ci−→hA 0 ,c 0 i hB,ci−→hB 0 ,d 0 i
hA||B,ci−→hA 0 ||B 0 ,c 0 td 0 i

R8

hA,ci−→hA 0 ,c 0 i hB,ci6−→
hA||B,ci−→hA 0 ||B,c 0 i

R9

hA,ci−→hA 0 ,c 0 i hB,ci6−→
hA||A,ci−→hB||A 0 ,c 0 i

R10

hA,dt∃x ci−→hB,d 0 i
d
h∃ xA,ci−→h∃d 0 xB,ct∃x d 0 i

Pn
i=1

ask(ci ) → Ai , di −→ hAj , di

R11 hp(x), ci −→ hA, ci

j ∈ [1, n] and d ` cj

p(x) : −A ∈ D

Figure 4.2: Operational semantics for tccp language extracted from [BGM00]
Note that, differently from the tcc language, in tccp there is only one transition relation in the operational semantics. This makes easier to underestand the operational
behaviour of the language. Since tccp considers the maximal parallelism mechanism
in order to deal with concurrency, we must assume that there are as many processors
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as needed to execute a program. This behavior is described by means of rules R7, R8
and R9. In these rules, the reader can see that whenever it is possible, we execute
two agents concurrently. Otherwise we execute only one.
Rules R3, R4, R5 and R6 describe the operational semantics for the conditional
agent. As the reader can observe, it depends on the store and on the initial configuration. Rule R10 shows the semantics for the Hiding operator. Intuitively, the rule
says that, if there exists a transition hA, d t ∃x ci −→ hB, d 0 i, then d 0 is the local
information produced by A. Moreover, the rule says that this local information d 0
must be hidden from the main process.

4.3

Applications

Using the basic constructs presented in Figure 4.1 it is possible to define other derived
constructs. Such constructs make easier to the user to use the language. They make
more intuitive the specification of systems which behave as timeouts or watchdogs.
For example, in [BGM00] it is introduced a construct that behaves as the Choice
agent since a timeout is reached:
n
X

ask(ci ) → Ai time-out(m) B

i=1

It says that, before the time limit m is reached the process behaves in the same way as
the Choice construct. However, after waiting for m time units, if no guard is enabled,
then this agent behaves as B.
Another additional primitive was presented in [BGM00] by using the basic constructs. The watchdog agent is the typical preemption primitive and it is used to
interrupt the activity of a process when some signal is presented.
do A watching c
The reader can find more details about the semantics of this agent (and also about
the semantics of the previous one) in the original work [BGM00]. Here we only have
shown their syntax.
It is possible to find in the literature different examples of systems that can be
modelled using the tccp language. As a first example, it is possible to model a
system controller which checks that a acknowledgment signal arrives at most each ten
time units. If it does not occur, then a recovery process is launched. Another clear
example is the one which models the railroad crossing problem. This is a very typical
problem of critical system which commonly appears in the literature (for example in
[MP95, BGM00]). All these examples make use of the different derived constructs,
thus programs become much more intuitive.
A very simple example of a tccp program which does not use derived constructs
can be seen in Figure 4.3. This program is a counter. It calculates a series of numbers
which start by Init.
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counter tccp(Init,I) ::= ∃x(tell(I = [Init | X])
|| (∃Y(Y is Init + 1)
|| counter tccp(Y,X)))
Figure 4.3: tccp example: a counter
Let us now consider a bit more elaborated example. In Figure 4.4 the reader can
observe a figure which represents the behaviour of a microwave. We can see that, for
example, if we are in a state where it is satisfied that the door of the microwave is
closed, the system is turned-off and no error has been detected, then if we open the
door, we move to the state on the top of the figure.
turn−off
open

turn−off
close

opened
off
~ error

open

turn−on
turn−on
open

close

closed
off
~ error

turn−on

turn−off

closed
on
~ error

turn−on
close

opened
on
~ error

turn−off
open
open
opened
off
error

turn−off

close

Figure 4.4: Example: the microwave system.
Now we can show the tccp program which models a part of the microwave model.
In particular, the program showed in Figure 4.5 models the part which detects if the
door is opened when the microwave is turned-on.
The whole system example is inspired in the system for a microwave control showed
in the classical literature. However, for the tccp program we have considered only a
subpart of the whole system in order to easily use it as a reference example in the
following chapters of this thesis.
The reader can observe that the program in Figure 4.5 checks with a Conditional
agent if the door is opened when the microwave is turned-on. In that case, it forces
with the Tell agents that in the following time instant, the microwave is turned-off and
an error signal is emitted. If it is not true that the door is opened and the microwave
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microwave error(Door, Button, Error) ::=
∃ D, B, E(
(now (Door = [open | D] ∧ Button = [on | B]) then
(∃ E1(tell(E = [yes | E1])) ||
∃ B1(tell(B = [off | B1])))
else
∃ E1(tell(E = [no | E1]))) ||
microwave error(D, B, E)).
Figure 4.5: Example of a tccp program: a simple error controller
is working on, then the program simply emmits (Tell agent) a signal of no error in the
following time instant. Therefore, this example corresponds to the part of the whole
system which avoid wrong behaviors (in Figure 4.4 it is represented by the two states
on the right).

4.4

tccp vs tcc

The two languages presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 comes from the same theory:
the cc model. Both the languages have been designed for modelling reactive systems
and make the assumption of the bounded asynchrony hypothesis (see [SJG94a]). The
bounded asynchrony hypothesis ensures that computations are not instantaneous but
take a bounded amount of time. However, they have some important differences.
Let us discuss the main differences between tcc and tccp. The first interesting
question that we must remark is the fact that, although both languages come from
the cc paradigm, tcc is inspired by the synchronous languages approach while tccp is
inspired by the process algebras approach. Therefore, they are essentially different
and this motivates the following more concrete differences.
In this chapter we have seen that the tccp language is non-deterministic. However,
we know that tcc is a deterministic language since it comes from the deterministic
fragment of cc. This makes tcc more appropriate to model small embedded systems
such as controllers whereas tccp is able to model more complicated systems.
Another divergence is the fact that the tcc language considers a notion of interleaving for concurrent processes while tccp makes the assumption of infinite processors
and uses the notion of maximal parallelism.
The two languages are designed for modelling different kind of systems. The
language defined by Saraswat et al. was defined for programming real-time kernels,
while the language introduced by F. de Boer et al. provides a formalism for specifying
large concurrent timed systems where non-determinism is crucial.
In Figure 4.6 we show the hierarchy of the cc languages. We can see in the top of
the figure the cc paradigm. Arrows show the different evolutions or extensions of the
cc model.
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cc [Sar89]

.
tcc [SJG94a]

↓
tccp [BGM00]

&
Default cc [SJG94b]

. &
ntcc [Val01]

↓
Default tcc [SJG96]

hybrid cc [GJS98]

Figure 4.6: Hierarchy of the cc languages
As the reader can observe, in the last years many different extensions over time
have been presented in the literature. There are approaches which extend the cc
paradigm with a notion of discrete time and there is also an extension of the model
with a notion of continuous notion of time (or dense time). The language which uses
a notion of continuous time is called the hybrid cc language, which is able to model
hybrid systems. We will present this language in Chapter 9. The other languages
that appear in the figure are languages with a notion of discrete time.
Default languages introduce the notion of default into the language in order to
handle permanent or default information. These languages allows to model strong
preemptions when it is necessary to describe more precisely the behavior of systems.
ntcc is an evolution of the tcc language presented in this thesis. Actually it can be
seen as an extension of tcc over non-determinism, thus it augments the expressiveness
of the language. [Val02] gives more details about this language.
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5
Verification Techniques
Verification techniques can be applied to both hardware and software systems. In this
thesis we focus our attention on software systems and thus programs. Program verification consists in formally proving that a program satisfies some logical specification.
If we consider as starting point the [Flo67] and [Hoa69] works, verification seemed a
very promising approach to get correct software, but after 30 years of research, there
is no general technology which can be used widely. There are two main reasons for
this:
Dimension of specifications. The idea underlying the verification process is to
compare two descriptions of the system behavior: the program itself and a
(possibly) shorter and more abstract logical specification. The problem comes
when we try to verify a complex system. In such cases, logical specifications can
be too big, thus it is difficult to define them in a correct way. Note that since
logical specifications are a reference during the verification process, it is crucial
that they are correct.
Size of the proofs. The verification process needs very large proofs. It is easy to
make errors during the proofs since they are tedious and boring. Thus it is
difficult to check them manually in a reliable way.
The ideal situation would be to have a fully automatic verification technique. Such
a verification tool or algorithm would take as input both the system and the logical
specification (that such system must satisfy) and decide if the program satisfies the
logical specification or not without the interaction of the user.
Computer science theory tells us that such algorithms cannot be defined in an
effective way for a generic class of systems but only for small subclasses (see [Sip96,
LP97, HU79, Pap94] for theoretic results). However, although this natural limitation
is always present, practical solutions have been found in the last years. The underlying
ideas are:
• it is possible to use abstraction techniques to hide or remove some details of the
system that we want to verify. In this way, we can obtain an abstract model of
the system which is simpler and can be verified in place of the original system,
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• we can also restrict the class of systems to be verified. For example, all classical
approaches to the model checking technique restrict the application domain to
finite-state systems,
• it is also possible to restrict the verification problem to the essential parts of a
program . For example, we could check only the communication protocols of a
concurrent system in place of the whole system. In this way we could say that
the most important part of the system is correct,
• we can combine automatic and non-automatic (or semi-automatic) verification
methods. For example, we can use the deductive reasoning (non automatic)
technique to verify that an abstract model preserves a specific set of properties
of the system. Then we can apply an automatic technique to verify the abstract
model.
In the following sections we describe the main features of the verification methods
first studied in the literature. The first one is theorem proving, a deductive reasoning
method principally guided by the user. The second method is testing, which is based
on the analysis of some executions of the system. Then we introduce more in detail
the approach which is used in this thesis: the model checking technique.

5.1

Theorem Proving

Usually, logic is considered as a framework for the deductive reasoning where, given a
set of formulas that describes the domain and by applying to this set some deductive
rules, the formula that must be checked is deduced. Therefore, the idea is to translate
the program into formulas and to axiomatize the set of objects used by the program.
Then we have to make the deductive proof of the program formula.
Theorem proving was the first technique to be defined for formal verification.
The idea was introduced by Floyd and Hoare in [Flo67, Hoa69]. The verification
process used by this technique is performed essentially manually, thus it can be very
difficult and errorprone. In order to solve these problems, powerful tools have been
developed to make the process semi-automatic. Theorem provers can help the user
to make correctness proofs. Some of the most popular theorem provers are Isabelle
[NPW02], PVS [ORS92] or sTeP [MAB+ 94].
Many of these tools, by using some heuristics, can suggest the user how to continue
a proof at a specific point. Furthermore, theorem provers provide a very powerful
mechanism to detect and handle incomplete proofs or even to save proofs to be used
later in other proofs.
Theorem proving has many good features. For example, it is a very reliable technique because it uses mathematics and logic theory in a very rigorous way. Moreover,
this technique is not limited to finite state systems. Theorem proving allows one to
verify programs which use lots of domains and data structures. It is even possible
to verify parametric programs (for example, programs which have a finite but not
specified number of identical processes).
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Usually, verification is not made by the programmer but by a different person, thus
it is easier to find errors than in other techniques where both the tasks are performed
by the same person. Another good thing is the fact that invariants are introduced in
the code. An invariant is a condition over system variables or program counters that
must be always satisfied during execution. Thus, invariants also allow us to perform
run-time verifications.
Finally, theorem provers can be helpful in the definition of formal semantics of
programming languages. Proofs can ease the understanding of the program that has
to be verified. For example, if a construct is difficult to integrate in the proof system,
then it could be because the construct is not well defined or because we have not
correctly understood its meaning.
The theorem proving approach has also many drawbacks. One of the most important is the fact that a lot of time and efforts are needed to complete a proof. We
could say that this is the most inefficient formal verification technique. Often, it is
necessary more time to verify a program using the deductive verification approach
than to code the program itself. Moreover, the success of the verification process
depends a lot on the intuition and capacity of the person who makes the proof: this
is a technique that must be used by people expert in mathematics and logic. The
most difficult part of the proofs is the introduction of invariants and assertions. Some
heuristics have been defined in order to make this task automatic, but in general one
has better results with hand introduced information.
Automatization can also avoid another common error. The user can use shortcuts
in order to finish the proof earlier. Therefore, pieces of code which seem trivial to
the user could be not proved. Some automatic theorem provers avoid this risk by
requiring the total verification. Another problem is that the user could introduce
too many assumptions. This fact makes the proof less general since it is restricted
to particular cases. In those cases what happens is that people adds assumptions as
axioms into the proof by guessing that they are obvious and make the proof shorter.
In conclussion, although theorem proving is very reliable due to the formalism,
many times the verified system is not the program code itself but some abstraction
of it. Therefore, we cannot immediately ensure the correctness of the verification but
it is also necessary to verify the correctness of the abstraction or simplification.

5.2

Testing

Testing (see [Mye79, Bei90, KFN93, Pat00]) is a verification method which consists in
executing the program that we want to verify and analyzing the executions (patterns)
to detect errors. Each pattern is compared with the expected result and if they do
not coincide, then an error is signed.
This technique is based on the analysis of only some of the possible executions of
the system, thus the goal is not to prove the total absence of errors in a program. For
this reason this technique cannot be considered a formal method. However, testing is
widely used to improve the quality of software.
There are many kind of proofs which are applied in different levels and phases of
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the verification process. For example, unit proofs are the lowest level proofs. These
proofs are applied to small pieces of code independently. Integration proofs check the
different pieces of code to be well integrated. In a higher level, system proofs verify the
correctness of the program in general (the global output) and finally, acceptance proofs
are made by the final user and determine if the system satisfies all its requirements.
Intuitively, low level proofs determine where an error occurs in the code, whereas
high level proofs give us an approximation of the cause of the error. Moreover, low
level proofs allow us to verify concurrently different independent pieces of code.
We can also distinguish two possible ways to do the verification. On one side
we have white box tests (see [Col00]) which are based on the analysis of the internal
details of systems. On the other, black box tests (see [Bei95]) do not consider the
internal code of the system but only its input and output data. Usually, black box
tests are used for the high level proofs (acceptance proofs for example).
As we have said before, testing is based on the fact that the number of execution
paths of a program can be very large, even infinite, thus it is impossible to analyze
all the execution paths in an efficient way. An execution path is a sequence of control
points and instructions appearing in the program source code.
The set of execution paths which are analyzed are selected by using some heuristics
or criterium. Such criterium must provide a high probability to find errors. For
example, we can choose the set of paths for which each sentence of the program code
appears in some selected execution path. Another criterium can be to require that
each arc of the flow diagram of the system appears in some analyzed path. The
quality of the testing study (text suite) can be measured depending on the coverage
of the execution paths over the program.
In the black box approach, the system is usually modelled as a graph or an automaton, then graph algorithms are applied to the model in order to generate proof
cases which will be executed in the system. In this case, the different heuristics or criterium of coverage are applied to the graph or automaton. In the white box approach
the case studies depend on the source code.
There are different classes of tools which help the user to make the proofs. Some
of them are used to generate proof cases, evaluate the coverage of the set of selected
paths, or to execute proof cases. Some of the most popular testing tools used in
the literature are GCT (Generic Coverage Tool), PET (Path Exploration Tool, see
[GP99]), TestMaster, TestPartner, TestWorks/Coverage, CodeText or
TestCenter.
Testing has many good characteristics. For example, this technique is applied
directly to the source code, thus it is not necessary to construct a model of the system
as occurs in theorem proving. This technique is widely used to improve the quality
of software since it is a very simple technique. It is not necessary to use complicate
mathematics or logic formalisms, thus any user can use it.
Testing gives a practical solution for the verification problem for large (even
infinite-state) systems with a reasonable cost. It needs less time and resources than
the deductive verification approach. Furthermore, this is a modular technique where
different pieces of code can be verified in an independent way. This fact allows the
verification to be (partially) performed before the end of the programming phase of
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the whole system.
Unfortunately, to use testing have also some disadvantages. The main drawback
coincides with the reason why it cannot be considered a formal verification technique:
testing is not an exhaustive technique, thus we cannot ensure the total absence of
errors in the system. In general, testing is less reliable than other verification methods
such as theorem proving.
Often, the source code must be manually modified in order to calculate statistics
between some variable and its values, or to make comparisons between variables.
Therefore, although the method can be to the source code, actually the original code
must be modified.
Finally, proof cases are chosen depending on different heuristics. Thus, the testing
results depend on the used heuristic. Moreover, this technique is usually applied by
the programmer of the system. The programmer could trust too much in his program
making the verification less severe.

5.3

Model Checking

The third formal verification technique that we consider is the model checking technique. Model checking was first introduced by Clarke and Emerson [CE81, EC80] and
by Quielle and Sifakis [QS82] independently. This technique has been studied deeply
in the last two decades and has become a very important research line. The reader
can find a wide overview of model checking in [CGP99, BBF+ 01].
Model checking was defined as an automatic verification technique (see [CES86]).
The method is based in a quite simple formal logic problem: to check if a specific
property (expressed as a temporal logic formula) is satisfied in a specific finite domain
(a transition system which represents the system). In other words, model checking
try to verify if any execution of a transition system is a model of the formula. Here,
by a model of a formula is intended a sequence of states which satisfies a given
specification. We have to remark that usually, in the model checking literature, the
word model states for the transition system which represents the system that must
be verified.
In fact, in order to check if a program satisfies a specific property it is sufficient to
check the corresponding temporal formula over the transition system. States of the
transition systems represent all the possible states of the program whereas transitions
from one state to another represent the execution of a program instruction.
Transition systems used in model checking are generic models of the system. These
models usually are non-deterministic. The non-determinism of the transition system
comes from the concurrency (which is modelled by interleaving) or from the absence of
information about the behavior of some component of the system or its environment.
For example, an arbitrary value provided by the environment can be modelled by a
non-deterministic choice of such value.
Concurrent systems can be very complicated, thus model and verify them manually can be too hard. The development of formal and (fully) automatic verification
methods such as model checking is essential. Basically, model checking consists in an
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exhaustive analysis of the state-space of the system. This exhaustive analysis implies
that we can apply it only to finite state systems.
Therefore, model checking does not intend to be a general method. It was thought
to be applied, for example, to systems that have a short description for states; systems
for which control is more important than data as hardware, or concurrent protocols,
process control systems or, more generally, reactive systems (see [Pnu86]).
Reactive systems are defined as those system which interacts along the time with
their environment. Many times these systems do not terminate but runs forever, thus
a reactive systems cannot be modelled by its input-output behavior since there is no
a final result.
It is also possible to apply this verification technique to a more complex class
of systems: hybrid systems. These systems evolve continuously over time but are
controlled by a discrete component. The reader can find more details about hybrid
systems and its verification in [HMP92, HHWT95].
Classical model checking can be divided into three main tasks. The first task
consists in converting the design of the system into a formalism that can be handled
by a model checker. In the classical literature state transition graphs are used for such
first task. The second task is to specify those properties that the system must satisfy.
For this purpose classical logical formalism such as temporal logics are used. Finally,
the third task is the verification itself. Theoretically it is an automatic process, but in
practice some human assistance is needed in order to interpret the verification results.
If we obtain a negative result, the model checker provides a counterexample. The user
can analyze the error trace and identify where the error is localized.

5.3.1

The state explosion problem

The main problem of the model checking technique is that the state-space of a concurrent system can be huge. For example, a system with n identical processes each
of them having m states could have mn states. The number of states limits the applicability of the technique since transition systems become too big (in some cases
infinite) and it is difficult (or impossible) to build them. This question is called in
the literature the state explosion problem.
Many researchers had tried to mitigate the state explosion problem but there is no
a generic solution for the problem. Here we introduce some of the different strategies
presented in the literature.
In particular, the different approaches can be classified in two categories: (1) those
techniques which try to build only the part of the state-space needed to check the
property, and (2) those symbolic approaches that represent symbolically the states
instead of enumerate them explicitly.
Some of the approaches in the first category are the following:
• partial order reduction techniques ([God90, Val90, Pel93]) try to avoid the representation of all the possible sequences of states. The key idea is the commutativity between concurrent transitions when they are equivalent under a specific
property,
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• on-the-fly approaches ([JJ91, CVWY92, Cou99]) build only the section of the
state-space which is needed to check the temporal formula. Here we can say
that the construction of the state-space is guided by the property.
• symmetry ([ES93]) takes advantage of the permutations on the components of a
state which provoke the same executions for a specific property. The approach
is based on the fact that some executions cannot be distinguished when we
interchange some of its concurrent processes. A unique representant of each
equivalent class (under permutation) is used.
Abstraction can be introduced in both the categories. If the method verifies a
simpler model which is obtained by removing some irrelevant details depending on
the property, then we can say that abstraction is a technique of the first category.
However, if the classical model is constructed and then, an abstraction is applied to
such model in order to reduce the size of the transition system, then we classify such
method into the second category.
The second line of research that tries to solve the state explosion problem is the
symbolic model checking approach ([McM93, BCM+ 92]). The idea of this technique
is to represent implicitly the states and transitions of the transition system which
models the program. Usually, the implicit representation used in literature are the
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [Bry92, Bry].
In his PhD thesis ([McM93]), McMillan introduced the symbolic model checking.
The symbolic representation was based in the Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams
(OBDDs) defined in [Bry]. OBDDs are essentially an efficient codification of boolean
formulas. The key idea is that temporal formulas can be checked directly over the
implicit representation of the system. This approach uses the branching temporal
logic CTL (Computation Tree Logic [BAMP83]) to specify the property.
Symbolic model checking allows us to handle very complex systems. In particular,
the initial algorithms were able to verify systems with more than 1020 states. Following refinements allowed scientists to verify systems up to 10120 states. However,
the problem remains in general the same, and still infinite-state systems cannot be
verified.

5.3.2

Complexity

There are two major families of temporal logics used in the model checking literature:
the branching time temporal logic and the linear time temporal logic.
In the branching time temporal logic approach (see [CE81, CES86]), the temporal
operators of the logic consider all the possible successors or any of them. For example,
it is possible to say that “in some future state” a property will be satisfied, or that
“in all the reachable states” a property will be true.
The linear time temporal logic approach (see [LP85, VW86]) was defined to describe linear sequences of states, thus each state has only one successor. The problem
of model checking for linear time logic consists in verifying that all the linear sequences that can be generated by the transition system satisfy the linear temporal
logic formula.
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The model checking algorithm for the branching-time logic CTL presented in
[CES86] is linear in the product of the length of the formula and the size of the state
transition graph. Thus, first model checking algorithms were able to analyze systems
with 104 or 105 states. On another way, model checking for CTL* or LTL is a more
complex problem since they are PSPACE-complete problems.
This last result could be surprising for the reader because CTL* is a more expressive logic than LTL but it can be explained by the fact that in both cases model
checking algorithms must construct all the models of the systems in order to verify
the property.
Finally, we can say that the linear approach is the most appropriate when we
want to verify properties of executions of the program. However, if we want to verify
properties of the structure of the program, then the branching approach is the more
suitable. In [Wol87] and [Eme90] the reader can find more details in the adequacy of
each approach.

5.3.3

Model checking characteristics

Model checking has many good features. The most important one is the fact that it
is an automatic verification technique. Usually, the model must be constructed manually, thus in general we cannot say that the process is fully automatic. Nevertheless,
the user must make quite less manual work than using other verification methods.
Another good thing of model checking is that it is possible to combine abstract
interpretation with the model checking technique. Note that the complexity of the
automatic verification of software is huge, thus abstractions could reduce the cost of
the verification process.
Furthermore, it is quite easy to implement tools. Model checking is based on
simple ideas, thus it is easy to define algorithms which implement them. There
have been defined many software tools (model checkers) which allow us to verify
many properties. These model checker are developed ad-hoc by defining optimized
algorithms for each particular class of systems. Therefore, it is very important to chose
the right tool for the verification of a specific property and program. Some model
checkers used in the formal verification community are Spin [Hol91, Hol97], SMV
[CMCHG96], VIS [Vg96], COSPAN/FormalCheck [HK90], Murphi [DDHY92]
or PEP [Gra97, Gra99].
Usually, model checking algorithms provide a counterexample in the case that the
formula is not satisfied by the system. The counterexample consists of an execution of
the system which does not satisfy, and it allows the user to debug the original system.
Often it is more interesting a counterexample provided by the model checking tool
than the verification of the property itself.
Finally, it is important to remark that it is easy to use a model checker. Moreover,
it can be used repeated times over the same program in order to check different
properties obtaining very useful information about the system. Model checking can
be viewed as a “detailed” debugging tool.
Although the state explosion problem is the main problem of the model checking
technique, there are other drawbacks. The first one could be the fact that the system
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must be (manually) modelled in the language handled by the model checker. Sometimes there exists an automatic parser from the source code to the syntax used by
the model checker. However, some optimizations and heuristics integrated in some
tools can be used only when the user models the system by himself. He could also
introduce some abstractions in the system.
Moreover, as for the deductive verification approach, it is usually verified a simplification of the program in place of the original system. Thus, the output of the model
checker must be carefully analyzed since the model can be an over-approximation or
under-approximation of the system and the result could be dishonest. Counterexamples are very important since they allow the user to check the correctness of the
result.
In some cases the user must provide some parameters for the configuration of the
model checking tool. Therefore, the user must have some knowledge about the tool
and algorithms in order to use them. Termination of the verification process is not
guaranteed by all the tools in the literature. In addition, it is difficult to know a priori
if the tool is able to check a specific property for a given system. This is in part due
to the high variation on the state-space of a single system when verifying different
properties.

5.4

Infinite state model checking

As we have said before, model checking was introduced to verify finite-state systems,
but there is a special interest in the application of this technique to infinite-state systems. The reader can find very promising approaches to deal with the state explosion
and infinite-state problems in the literature.
For example, an important research line proposes the use of abstract interpretation
([Dam96, CC77, CC92]) in order to obtain an abstract version of the system which
is finite and computationally treatable; another approach, that is mostly applied
to timed automata, calculates a quotient of the infinite set of states obtaining an
equivalent automata with a finite number of states (see [AD90] for details).
The infinite-state approaches can also be classified into two categories. Firstly, we
have those approaches that work symbolically by exploring the infinite state-space.
Some of these approaches define abstractions to construct a finite model of the system
which can be automatically verified (see [CGL94, LGS+ 95]).
Secondly, there exists approaches which are based on the symbolic reachability
analysis. Intuitively, these approaches reduce the state-space when they analyze the
model of the system. Essentially, a finite representation of the set of all reachable
configurations of the system is calculated (see [ACH+ 95, CH78, BEM97, BG96]). It
is defined a finite quotient of the large (infinite) set of states of the systems obtaining
a (equivalent) finite state system.
The first kind of approaches can be viewed as representation approaches while
the second ones can be viewed as reduction approaches. Intuitively, representation
approaches try to represent the system behavior using a compact formalism. Reduction approaches take the model of the system and try to analyze only the subset of
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states which is necessary for the verification of the property. Many times the subset of
states that must be analyzed is determined by the property and the system itself. The
reader can observe that this classification is in someway similar to the one presented
in Section 5.3.1.
For example, the quotientation technique used for timed automata can be classified
as a reduction technique while the abstract interpretation can be seen as a representation or a reduction technique since it can be used to construct an abstract model of
the system (representation approach) or we can apply abstract interpretation to the
(classic) model of the system (reduction approach). The final objective of all these
approaches is to reduce the large state-space to a finite number of states.
There are other methods which do not follow this classification. The approaches
that use regular languages and regular relations are considered in the so called regular
model checking method ([PS00, KMM+ 97, BJNT00]). In [AAB+ 99] the reader can
find an approach which consists on combining the notion of abstraction and the notion
of symbolic reachability in order to define a method to verify infinite state systems.

5.5

Model checking for the cc paradigm

The cc paradigm has some interesting features which allow us to define a model
checking algorithm for reactive and hybrid systems. We consider two languages which
have a notion of time in their semantics. We use a time interval (provided by the
user) in order to restrict the state-space of the system. The fact that the time is in
the semantics makes reasonable the use of such restriction since the user knows how
much time is needed to have a response from the system.
The reader could think that the restriction to an interval of time could make the
algorithm incomplete in many cases. Note that it does not occur since many times
such limit of time is not reached (obviously the user must provide a reasonable time
interval). Moreover, if the limit is reached we obtain an over-approximation of the
system thus some properties can still be checked. The idea to limit the verification
to a limit of time is not new. It has been used in different approaches, for example
in [AHWT97]. Also interval logics that play a similar role are widely used in the
literature (the reader can find an example in [KRM+ 93]).
The tccp model checking problem consists in applying the model checking technique to tccp programs. The idea is to use the notion of constraint which is underlying
the language in order to have a compact model of the system first, and second, to
handle the model directly to verify properties.
First of all, as we have said, we use constraints in the automatic construction of
the model. Constraints represent in a compact way a set of possible values that a
variable can take (i.e., a set of states if we use the classical notion of state). Then, in
the second phase we take advantage of constraints for specifying the property which
we want to verify by using a logic that is defined to handle constraints. Such logic is
presented in [BGM01] and is able to work over constraints in a very intuitive way.
The last phase of the model checking technique consists in defining an algorithm
that determines if the system satisfies the property. We use the two outputs of the
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previous phases to adapt the classical algorithm defined for LTL to our framework. We
essentially follow the same steps of the original algorithm. Note that this is possible
because we use a logic that works over constraints, thus allows us to verify properties
directly over the tccp Structure defined. If we use a classical temporal logic, we must
transform the tccp Structure into a Kripke Structure over which temporal formulas
can be checked.
The problem for hcc is similar to the problem for tccp. The idea is the same, i.e.,
to define a structure able to represent the system behavior and to check properties
over such structure. However, as a first step we have constructed the model and we
have transformed such model into a linear time automaton which can be given as
input to a classical model checker such as HyTech.
Therefore, although we can model any hybrid system using our hcc Structure, in
this thesis we have limited ourselves to linear hybrid systems since HyTech is able
to handle only such subclass of hybrid systems.
Note that in our approach we automatize the construction of the model while in
almost classical approaches it is constructed by hand.
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6

A model for tccp programs
In this chapter we describe in detail the first phase of our model checking approach.
The idea is to automatize the construction of the model of the system from the
specification. In other words, we take a program written in tccp, and a model of
the system behavior is constructed in an automatic way. As we have said before,
in [FPV00a, FPV00b] it was presented a method to construct a structure as a first
step towards the definition of a model checking technique for tcc. Nevertheless, the
structure defined in [FPV00a, FPV00b] to model tcc programs was quite different
from the structure defined in this work. Let us now introduce the necessary notions
for the construction of our model.

6.1

Labelling

First of all, we need a labelled version of the specification in order to construct the
model of the system automatically. We adapt the idea introduced by Manna and
Pnueli in [MP95] to our framework: a different label is assigned to each occurrence of
an agent. Labels allow us to identify in which point of the execution of the program
we are. The presence or absence of a label determines if the associated agent can be
executed or not during the computation.
The labelling process consists on the introduction of a different label for each
occurrence of a language construct. Thus, we take a tccp program and modify it by
adding labels:
Definition 6.1.1 Let P be a specification, the labelled version Pl of P is defined as
follows:
• If P = abort then Pl = labort abort.
• If P = tell(c) then Pl = ltell tell(c).
Pn
Pn
• If P = i=1 ask(ci ) → Ai then Pl = lask i=1 lask(ci ) ask(ci ) → lAi .
• If P = now c then A else B then Pl = lnow now c then Al else Bl .
• If P = A || B then Pl = l|| (Al || Bl ).
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• If P = ∃x A then Pl = le ∃x Al .
• If P = p(x) then Pl = lp p(x).
Thus, we explore the tccp specification and each time that we find an occurrence of a
construct we introduce a new label which identify such point of the program. There
will be one different label for each occurrence of an agent.
In Figure 6.1 we show the labelled version of the microwave errpr detection program example showed in Figure 4.5. Note that the structure of the program has not
changed, simply some labels have been added.
{l0 } microwave error(Door, Button, Error) ::=
{le1 } ∃ D, B, E(
{l||1 } ({lc } now (Door = [open | D] ∧ Button = [on | B]) then
{l||2 } ({le2 } ∃ E1({lt1 } tell(E = [yes | E1])) ||
{le3 } ∃ B1({lt2 } tell(B = [off | B1])))
else
{le4 } ∃ E1({lt3 } tell(E = [no | E1]))) ||
{lp } microwave error(D, B, E)).
Figure 6.1: Example of a labelled tccp program: a simple error controller

6.2

The tccp Structure

The main point of the modelling phase is to construct the structure which models the
system behavior. We define a new graph structure to represent the system. The tccp
Structure is defined as a variant of the Kripke Structure. The main difference between
the two structures is that the definition of a state in the Kripke Structure follows the
classical notion of state (a state is defined as a valuation of the set of variables of the
system) whereas in our structure, a state consists of a conjunction of constraints and
can be seen as a set of classical states.
First of all we remark the similarities between the classical graph structure used
in the literature (for example the Kripke Structure1 defined in [CGP99]) and the
structure defined for this approach.
Intuitively, a Kripke Structure is a finite graph structure where there could be
many initial nodes and each node is always related to another one (or to itself).
Moreover, each state has associated a set of atomic propositions which are true in
such state.
We now define our graph structure: the tccp Structure, which allows us to model
the behavior of systems specified in tccp. First of all we define what the set AP of
atomic propositions is:
1 See

Chapter 1 for the formal definition.
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Definition 6.2.1 The set AP of atomic propositions is defined as the set of elements2
of the Cylindric Constraint System of the tccp language considered3 .
In the rest of the paper we abuse of notation by identifying the meaning of the
terms constraint, atomic proposition and element. Now we define what a state of the
tccp Structure is:
Definition 6.2.2 (tccp State) Let AP be the atomic propositions in the tccp syntax
and L be the set of all possible labels generated to label the original specification of the
system. We define the set of states as S ⊆ 2AP × 2L
Finally, we define the tccp Structure. Observe that it is very similar to a Kripke
Structure. Actually, the only differences are the definition of state (in Definition 6.2.2)
and the two labelling functions C and T which replace the labelling function LKS of
Definition 1.3.1.
Definition 6.2.3 (tccp Structure) Let AP be a set of atomic propositions, we define a tccp Structure M over AP as a five tuple M = (S, S0 , R, C, T ) where
1. S is a finite set of states.
2. S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states.
3. R ⊆ S × S is a transition relation.
4. C : S → 2AP is the function that returns the set of atomic propositions in a
given state.
5. T : S → 2L as the function that returns the set of labels in a given state.
We assume that a transition in the graph represents an increment of one time-unit
in the system. Intuitively, C labels a state with the set of constraints true in such
state. In other words, this function represents the information that we know in a
specific instant (i.e., the store of the system). T labels each state with the set of
labels associated to agents that must be executed in the following time instant. In
other words, T represents the point of execution in each instant (or state).
When two states s and s 0 are related by relation R(s, s 0 ), it means that it is
possible to reach the state s 0 from the state s by executing the agents associated to
the labels in T (s) with the store C(s) deriving as a result the store C(s 0 ) and the
point of execution T (s 0 ).
Given a tccp Structure T , we define tr(T ) as the set of sequences of states of T
starting from an initial state and which are related following the order in the sequence:
tr = {s | s = s0 · s1 · · · sn · · · ∧ s0 ∈ S0 ∧ ∀i ≥ 0, ∃R(si , si+1 )}
2 See

(6.2.1)

Definition 1.4.5.
that tccp is parametric w.r.t. a Cylindric Constraint System, see Chapter 4 for details.
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Construction of the model

Now we explain how the tccp Structure is constructed from a labelled specification S
in an automatic way. This is the main point of the construction of the model of the
system. The resulting graph will represent the behavior of the system.
The main procedure is showed in Figure 6.2. Given a tccp declaration D of the form
p(x) :: lA A, the function construct(D) returns a tccp Structure Q = hS, S0 , R, C, T i
representing the behavior of p. We simplify the treatment of functions C and T .
Although we do not mention them in the algorithm itself, these functions corresponds
to the two components of the state structure of the algorithm. We also write R(n, n 0 )
to describe that nodes n and n 0 are related.
In the algorithm showed in Figure 6.2 the tccp Structure is initialized and the set of
initial states is created. Then the function construct ag (in Figure 6.3) is called. This
functions iteratively completes the construction. Functions instant() and follows() are
defined below. The ℵ value is a possible value of the elements in inf.
construct(input D : tccp declaration, output hS, S0 , R, C, T i : tccp Structure)
state :
st : store;
` : set label;
n[] : state;
inf[] : store;
lab[] : set label;
m, j : int;
inf = instant(true, lA );
lab = follows(lA );
m = sizeof(inf);
for j = 1 to m
if inf[j] <> ℵ then
n[j] = create node(inf[j], lab[j]);
S 0 = S 0 ∪ n[j];
S00 = S 0 ;
construct ag(S 0 , S00 , R 0 , C 0 , T 0 , n);
S = S 0 ; S0 = S00 ; R = R 0 ;
C = C 0; T 0 = T ;
Figure 6.2: Description of the construction algorithm
Intuitively, the construction evolves as follows. A process is composed by a set of
clauses and a goal. A specification is the set of clauses of a process. In this section
of the chapter we describe how a specification (or declaration) can be transformed
in a set of tccp Structures. Actually, for each different clause we construct a tccp
Structure which is labelled with a unique name. This name can be used as one of the
labels introduced in the labelling phase when a procedure call agent is analyzed.
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construct ag(input/output S[] : state; input S0 [], n[] : state
input/output R : relation, C, T : function)
state :
st : store;
` : set of labels;
stat1, stat2 : state;
s[], acc[] : state
inf[] : store;
lab[] : set of labels;
j,k,m : int;
acc = n;
j = 0;
while acc <> ∅ do
stat1 = select(acc);
acc = remove(acc, stat1);
inf = instant(stat1.st, stat1.`);
lab = follows(stat1.`);
m = sizeof(inf);
for k=1 to m
if inf[k] <> ℵ then
s[j] = create node(inf[k], lab[k]);
if (s[j] = stat2 ∧ stat2 ∈ S) then
R(stat1, stat2);
else
R(stat1, s[j]);
j = j + 1;
S = S∪{s[j]};
acc = acc ∪ {s[j]};
Figure 6.3: Description of the construction algorithm for agents

We also define follows(ll) and instant(c, ll) which are functions used during the
construction of the tccp Structure. We consider that the declaration D of the form
p(x) :: lA A is an always available public information.
Given a label ll, follows(ll) returns the list which contains the labels associated to
the agents that must be analyzed in the following time instant. Each element of the
list corresponds to a different possible behavior of the system. For example, if there
is a conditional agent, the inital part of the list corresponds to the possible behaviors
when the guard of the agent is satisfied and the final part of the list corresponds to
the case when it is not satisfied. Therefore, if two or more conditional agents are
nested, then all the possible behaviors depending on the first then part will appear
before than those of the else part in the list. Since tccp restricts the number of nested
conditional agents in a program, we can ensure that this algorithm terminates and
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list of sets of stores follows(ll : label)
`[] : set of labels;
`1 [], `2 [] : set of labels;
n, i, j : int;
textsfcase A of
// we assume that A is the agent associated with ll.
abort : `[1] = {};
skip : `[1] = {};
tell(c)
Pn : `[1] = {};
i=1 ask(ci ) → Ai : for j = 1 to n
`[j] = lAj ;
`[j + 1] = {ll};
now c then B1 else B2 : `1 = follows(lB1 );
`2 = follows(lB2 );
` = append(`1 , `2 );
B1 || B2 : ` = combine(follows(lB1 ), follows(lB2 ));
∃x B1 : ` = follows(lB1 );
p(x) : ` = {lp };
// where lp represents the label
// of the tccp Structure constructed for p
end case;
return `;
Figure 6.4: Description of the auxiliary algorithm follows(ll)
the list of sets of labels is finite.
The follows algorithm uses two addicional auxiliar functions. append and combine
are functions that implement operations over lists. In particular, append(`1 , `2 ) returns the concatenation of the two lists `1 and `2 . combine(`1 , `2 ) constructs a new
list whose elements consists of an element of `1 and an element of `2 . For example, if `1 = {{l1 }, {l2 }} and `2 = {{l3 }}, then the result of combine(`1 , `2 ) is the list
{{l1 , l3 }, {l2 , l3 }}.
Note that we always assume that each label lA is associated with the agent A.
We can show that the complexity of the algorithm showed in Figure 6.4 is exponential in the maximum number of nested agents in the specification:
Lemma 6.3.1 The time complexity for the algorithm follows(A) presented in Figure 6.4 is O(n ∗ 2m ) where m is the maximum number of nested agents and n is the
size of the resulting list.
Proof. First of all, we know that the agent A has a finite number of nested agents.
Moreover, we can see that the cost of the algorithm in the case of tell, abort, skip
agents is constant since follows(A) = {} in such cases. The cost is constant also in the
case of procedure call agents since follows(p(x)) returns a single label. For the choice
agent, the cost depends
on the number of asks contained in the agent. Therefore,
Pn
given the agent i=1 ask(ci ) → Ai , the cost will be n + 1. In addition, we know
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that the maximum number of nested recursive calls is 2m which corresponds with the
worst case: when every nested agent is a parallel or conditional agent. Note that in
that point, the functions combine or append are used. Assume that the cost of these
functions is linear in the size of the resulting list. Then, we have the time complexity
of the worst case O(n ∗ 2m ). Note that this is a theoretical case which does not occur
in practice. We think that the complexity in practical cases should be semilinear on
average.
We need also a second auxiliary function for the automatic construction of the
model. Given a store and a label, instant(c, ll) returns the information which can be
computed instantaneously (i.e., before the following time instant) by executing the
agents associated with the label ll.
list of stores instant(input st : store, ll : label)
s[]: store;
s1 [], s2 [] : store;
j: int;
case A of
// we assume that ll is associated to the agent A
abort : s[1] = true;
skip : s[1] = true;
tell(c)
Pn : s[1] = c;
i=1 ask(di ) → Ai : for j = 1 to n
s[j] = {di };
s[j+1] = {st};
now d then B1 else B2 : s1 = flat(d, instant(c t d, B1 ));
s2 = flat(d, instant(not∗ (c) t d, lB2 ));
s = append(s1 , s2 );
B1 || B2 : s = combine(instant(c, B1 ), instant(c, lB2 ))
∃x B1 : s[1] = {c[y/x]} t instant(c, lB1 ) //where y is a fresh variable
// where p(x) :: {lB1 }B1 is a
p(x) : s[1] = true;
// clause of the specification
end case;
return s;
Figure 6.5: Description of the auxiliary algorithm instant(c, ll)
Note that we have marked the negation not(c) with a star to indicate that the
semantics of negation is defined as the non satisfiability of c instead of the satisfiability
of ¬c.
Now we present the auxiliary functions that are used in the previous algorithms.
flat(st,ll) adds the constraint st to each element of the list ll returning a simple list of
stores. If st is inconsistent with any element of the list, then the value of the element
is setted to ℵ.
Note that the time complesity of flat is linear on the size of the list:
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list of stores flat(input st : store, ll[] : store)
s[]: store;
j, n: int;
n = sizeof(ll)
for j = 1 to n
if ll[j] t st = false then
s[j] = ℵ;
else
s[j] = ll[j] t st;
return s;
Figure 6.6: Description of the auxiliary algorithm flat(st,ll)
Lemma 6.3.2 The time complexity for the algorithm flat(c,ll) presented in Figure 6.6 is O(n) where n is the number of elements in the list ll.
Proof. The proof is trivial since we iterate n times over the elements of the list.
Now we can show that the complexity of the algorithm instant showed in Figure 6.5
is exponential in the maximum number of nested agents in the specification.
Lemma 6.3.3 The time complexity for the algorithm instant(c,A) presented in Figure 6.5 is O(n ∗ 2m ) where m is the maximum number of nested agents and n is the
cardinality of the resulting list.
Proof. We know that the agent A as a finite number of nested agents. We also know
that if the agent is an abort, skip, tell or procedure call agent, then the cost of the
function is constant. If A is a choice agent, then we have a linear cost, in particular
we have O(n + 1) since there is an iterative loop.
Now look to the three remaining cases. For both the conditional and the parallel
agents we have two recursive calls, whereas for the hiding agent we have a single
recursive call. We assume that the combine and append functions are linear on the
size of the two lists passed as argument (i.e., we take O(n) where n is the number of
elements in the resulting list). Therefore, since we know that also the flat function
is linear, we can say that the upperbound for the global complexity of the algorithm
is O(n ∗ 2m ) where m is the maximum number of nested agents. Note that this is a
theoretical case which does not occur in practice. We think that the complexity in
practical cases should be semilinear on average.
Now we can analyze the complexity of the construct algorithm. First of all, we
state the complexity for the construct ag function. Then we define the global complexity of the algorithm.
Lemma 6.3.4 The time complexity for the algorithm construct ag(S, S0 , n, R, C, T )
presented in Figure 6.3 is O(c ∗ n ∗ 2m ) where m is the maximum number of nested
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agents and c is the number of states in the model and n is the number of elements in
inf.
Proof. By Lemma 6.3.3 and Lemma 6.3.1 we know the complexity of the auxiliary
functions. Moreover, we know that select and remove takes linear time and we assume that create node has constant complexity. We know that the while loop will be
executed c times, where c is the number of different states in the model.
We can see that each time the while is executed, we have one procedure call to
each auxiliary function. Moreover, we have a for loop which is executed n times
where n is the size of the inf list. Therefore, the cost of the for loop is O(n) and
the cost of the while loop is 2c ∗ (n ∗ 2m ). We ensure the finiteness of the number
of states since we know that there is a finite number of combinations of labels and
constraints (which appear in the specification) modulo renaming.
Lemma 6.3.5 The time complexity for the algorithm construct(D) presented in Figure 6.2 is O((c + 1) ∗ (2n ∗ 2m ) where m is the maximum number of nested agents
and n is the cardinality of the resulting list.
Proof. We know the cost of the auxiliary algorithms. Following the structure of the
algorithm, we can see that there is one call to the construct ag function. In addition,
we have a procedure call to the algorithm instant and follows. Then, we have to add
the cost of such algorithms: O(2n ∗ 2m + c ∗ (2n ∗ 2m )). We have also a for loop which
is executed n times where n is the number of elements in inf. Therefore, we obtain
the global complexity given in this result.
Formally, the same construction showed in the algorithms above can be described
as a function ρd . This function, given a tccp Structure and a declaration, constructs
the resulting tccp Structure by using the function ρa .
Definition 6.3.6 (Function ρd ) Given a procedure declaration D of the form p(x) ::
A where A is a tccp agent, and a tccp Structure Q = hS, S0 , R, C, T i, we define the
function ρd : D × Q × Q 0 where Q 0 = hS 0 , S0 , R 0 , C 0 , T 0 i is another tccp Structure as
follows:
S = S0 = {s0 }, C(s0 ) = true, T (s0 ) = lA
refp = ρa (A, Q, s0 )
Definition 6.3.7 (Function ρa ) Let A be a tccp agent and Q = hS, S0 , R, C, T i a
tccp Structure. Given s ∈ S, we define the function ρa : A × T × S × T where
Q 0 = hS 0 , S0 , R 0 , C 0 , T 0 i is another tccp Structure as follows:
ρa (A, Q, s) =
if A ≡ abort then
S 0 = S ∪ {s 0 }, R 0 = R ∪ {R(s, s 0 )} ∪ {R(s 0 , s 0 )}, C(s 0 ) = C(s), T (s 0 ) = ∅
if A ≡ tell(c) then
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if

if

if

if

if

S0 P
= S ∪ {s 0 }, R 0 = R ∪ {R(s, s 0 )}, C(s 0 ) = C(s) t c, T (s 0 ) = T (s)\{ltell }
n
A ≡ i=1 ask(ci ) → Ai then
0
S = S ∪ {si0 | ci is consistent with C(s)} ∪ {s 0 },
R 0 = R ∪ {R(s, si0 )} ∪ {R(s, s 0 )}, C(si0 ) = C(s 0 ) = C(s),
T (si0 ) = (T (s)\{lchoice ) ∪ lAi , T (s 0 ) = T (s)
A ≡ now c then B else C then
β1 = instant(C(s), B), β2 = instant(C(s), C), S 0 = S ∪ {s1 , s2 },
R 0 = R ∪ {R(s, s1 ), R(s, s2 )}C(s1 ) = C(s) t β1 , C(s2 ) = C(s) t β2 ,
T (s1 ) = (T (s)\{lcond }) ∪ follows(()B), T (s2 ) = T (s)\{lcond }) ∪ follows(()C)
A ≡ B || C then
S 0 = S ∪ {s 0 }, R 0 = R ∪ {R(s, s 0 )},
C(s 0 ) = C(s) t instant(C(s), B) t instant(C(s), C),
T (s 0 ) = (T (s)\{lpar }) ∪ follows(B) ∪ follows(C)
A ≡ ∃xB then
S 0 = S ∪ {s 0 }, R 0 = R ∪ {R(s, s 0 )}, C(s 0 ) = C(s)[y/x] t instant(C(s), B),
T (s 0 ) = (T (s)\{lexists }) ∪ follows(B)
A ≡ p(x) then
S 0 = S ∪ {s 0 }, R 0 = R ∪ {R(s, s 0 )}, C(s 0 ) = C(s)[y/x],
T (s 0 ) = (T (s)\{lp }) ∪ refp

As we have seen, each time an agent is analyzed some action are executed. In the
following description we show the intuitions behind the formal definitions:
Stop S ≡ abort. When we find a abort agent, we add no information to the store,
insert a self-loop over the new node and remove all the labels since the construction must be concluded.
Tell S ≡ tell(c). The new information c is introduced into the store and the label
associated to S is removed from the labels to be executed.
Pn
Choice S ≡ i=1 ask(ci ) → Ai . This agent leads to a set of corresponding branches
in the graph. We introduce at most m + 1 branches with m ≤ n, one for
each possible successful ask guard. Note that if a ci condition is not consistent
with the store C(s) then the corresponding branch will not be generated. For
each new node si0 , we define the transition R(s, si0 ) and we define an extra arc
R(s, sm+1 ) that corresponds to the case when the store does not entail any
condition ci but the execution of concurrent agents proceed (if there are no
concurrent agents or there exists but they cannot proceed, then sm+1 = s thus
a loop is introduced). Moreover, we do not introduce any additional information
into the store and the labels are updated.
Conditional S ≡ now c then A else B. The construction process in this case follows
the same idea as for the choice operator: we define two new nodes (s10 and s20 )
that correspond to the two possible behaviors. The construction is similar for
the two branches. The first branch corresponds to the case where the store
entails c. It is introduced into the store the information that the agent A can
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generate in a single time instant. Also the set of labels is updated. The second
branch is defined in a similar way.
Parallel S ≡ A || B. When a parallel agent is analyzed, the new node generated
depends on the execution of the agents A and B in the present time instant.
This means that the new store is defined as the union of the information obtained
from the execution of A and B (if it is possible to execute them). Also the set
of labels depends on these two agents.
Hiding S ≡ ∃x A. The behavior of the hiding agent is modelled in the graph
construction by the introduction of the necessary renaming of variables in the
store C(s 0 ).
Procedure Call S ≡ p(X1 , . . . , Xn ). When a procedure call is reached we finish
the process by introducing in s 0 a reference to the initial node of the tccp
Structure for p. If there are more agents that must be analyzed, then we continue
by considering the tccp Structure already generated for such clause (with the
necessary renaming of variables). We link the current node s with a simplified
copy of this piece of structure. The simplification consists in eliminating the
branches whose condition is inconsistent with the constraints derived by the
other (parallel) agents. Thus, the new node s 0 depends on the execution of the
other concurrent agents and the body of the clause for p.
If there are two (or more) procedure calls in parallel the process is similar and
as many nodes as different possible behaviors are generated.
In order to illustrate the construction process, in Figure 6.7 we present the construction of the tccp Structure for the program in Figure 6.1. Remember that this
program simply detects if the door is open when the microwaves works and in that
case turn-off the system and emits an error signal.
We can see how, for the first time instant, two nodes corresponding to the two
possible behaviors of the conditional agent have been generated in the specification
(n1 and n2). Now look at the node n1 where we have that L(n1) = {lt1, lt2, lp}. This
means that in order to continue with the graph construction we have to try to execute
the agents associated to such labels. The two tell agents update the store with the
information that an error combination has been encountered and in the next time
instant a stop signal will be present. This is important because when we try to
execute the procedure call associated to lp, only one of the two possible branches can
be followed.
When we generate new nodes and the corresponding connecting arcs we should
consider formulas which are renamed apart. For the sake of simplicity we do not show
explicitly the renamings applied in the construction of our example graph. Note that
if we find a node equal to another one, a cycle will be formed in the graph and the
construction following this branch will terminate.
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n2

n1
lt1, lt2, lp

lt3, lp
{~(Door = [open|D]

{(Door = [open|D]
Button = [on|B]),

Button = [on|B]),

D, B, E, B1, E1}

n3

lt3, lp

D, B, E}

n4
lt3, lp

{E = [yes|E1],

{E = [no|E1],

B=[off|B1],

~ (D = [open|D’]

~ (D = [open|D’]

B = [on|B’]),

B = [on|B’]),

D’, B’, E’}

D’, B’, E’}

Figure 6.7: Construction of the tccp Structures for the example showed in Figure 4.5

6.4

Correctness and Completeness

In this section we prove the correctness and completeness of the automatic construction of the model. We first introduce a formal definition for the function which takes
the information from the states of the tccp Structure. We define st the set of sequences
of the form {t | t = c1 · c2 · · · cn · · · where ci is a conjunction of AP.
Definition 6.4.1 Given a tccp Structure T , we define the function δ : tr(T ) → st as
follows:

if s = s0 ,
C(s0 )
δ(s) =
(6.4.1)
C(s0 ) · δ(s 0 ) if s = s0 · s 0 ,
where tr(T ) is defined following (6.2.1). The extension of δ over set of sequences
is made in the obvious way.
Now with the following theorem, we show that the above graph construction is
correct and complete.
Theorem 6.4.2 Let T be the tccp Structure corresponding to the tccp specification
S. Then the construction T is correct since
δ(tr(T )) ≡ JSK
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where δ is the function introduced in Definition 6.4.1, tr(T ) is defined following (6.2.1)
and JSK is the operational semantic of the tccp specification S.
Proof. First of all we define the equivalence relation ∼ between configurations of the
operational semantics presented in Figure 4.2 and graph states. We identify σ(Γ ) with
the store in the configuration Γ . In the graph this store is represented by the function
C. Then, we say that a configuration Γ corresponds to a tccp state s if C(s) ` σ(Γ )
and σ(Γ ) ` C(s). A path in the tccp Structure will correspond to a trace in the
operational semantics if each state of the path has a corresponding configuration in
the operational semantics and such corresponding configurations form a trace in the
semantics.
We have to prove that all paths in the tccp Structure generated from the specification T have an equivalent trace in the operational semantics of T and viceversa.
We proceed by structural induction on the language constructs and the length of the
path.
Tell S = tell(c). We have π ∈ tr(T ) with π = s0 , s1 , . . ., C(s0 ) = d and T (s0 ) = {ltell }.
On the other side, we have the trace γ ∈ JSK with γ = γ0 , γ1 , . . . and γ0 = hS, di.
Assume that s0 and γ0 corresponds. By the definition of the construction of the
structure and the operational semantics we have that C(s1 ) = {c ∪ d}, T (s1 ) = {}
and γ1 = h∅, c ∪ di which correspond, thus δ(s) ∼ JSK.
Pn
Choice S = i=1 ask(ci ) → Ai . We have π ∈ tr(T ) with π = s0 , s1 , . . ., C(s0 ) = d
and T (s0 ) = {lchoice }. Then, we have the trace γ ∈ JSK with γ = γ0 , γ1 , . . .
and γ0 = hS, di. Assume that s0 ∼ γ0 . By definition of the construction of
the structure and the operational semantics we have two cases: the first case
is when there is no ci such that d ` ci , then in the construction of the tccp
Structure there will be a loop, thus s1 = s0 whereas in the operational semantics
there is no possible transition. The second case is when there exists a ci such
that d ` ci . This means that we have C(s1 ) = {d} and T (s1 ) = {lAi }. On
the other side, we have γ1 = hAi , di. By the (structural) inductive hypothesis,
δ(Ai ) = JAi K thus, since s1 and γ1 correspond in both the cases, we derive that
δ(S) = JSK.
Conditional S = now c then A else B. We have that π ∈ tr(T ) with π = s0 , s1 , . . .,
C(s0 ) = d and T (s0 ) = {lcond }. On the other side, we have the trace γ ∈ JSK
with γ = γ0 , γ1 , . . . and γ0 = hS, di. Assume that s0 ∼ γ0 . By definition of
the construction of the structure and the operational semantics we have two
possible behaviors. In the first case C(s1 ) = {d ∪ ρ(A)}4 and T (s1 ) = follows(A).
On the other side, we have γ1 = hA 0 , d 0 i where A 0 is the agent reached by
the execution of A and d 0 the new store with the information added by the
execution of A. By the (structural) inductive hypothesis, δ(A) = JAK thus,
since s1 and γ1 correspond, we derive that δ(S) = JSK. The case when d 6` c is
similar to this one.
4 When we write (A) we abuse of the notation and we mean the store that is produced in one
time instant by the execution of the agent A, following the definition.
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Parallel S = A || B. We have π ∈ tr(T ) with π = s0 , s1 , . . ., C(s0 ) = d and T (s0 ) =
{lpar }. On the other side, we have the trace γ ∈ JSK with γ = γ0 , γ1 , . . . and γ0 =
hS, di. Assume that s0 ∼ γ0 . By definition of the construction of the structure
and the operational semantics we have that C(s1 ) = {d ∪ ρ(A) ∪ ρ(B)} and
T (s1 ) = {follows(A) ∪ follows(B)}. On the other side, we have γ1 = hA 0 || B 0 , d 0 i
where A 0 (B 0 ) is the agent reached by the execution of A (B) and d 0 is the
new store with the information added by the execution of A and B. By the
(structural) inductive hypothesis, δ(A) = JAK and δ(B) = JBK. Thus, since s1
and γ1 correspond, we derive that δ(S) = JSK.
Exists S = ∃x A. We have π ∈ tr(T ) with π = s0 , s1 , . . ., C(s0 ) = d and T (s0 ) =
{lexists }. On the other side, we have the trace γ ∈ JSK with γ = γ0 , γ1 , . . . and
γ0 = hS, ci. Assume that s0 ∼ γ0 . We know that C(s1 ) = {d ∪ ρ(A[y/x])}. Note
that ρ(A[y/x]) represents the information generated in one time step by the
agent A[y/x] which is the result to the application of the substitution y/x to
the agent A and T (s1 ) = follows(A). y is a fresh variable, thus the information
generated by A involving such variable will not affect the rest of the system.
0

Now, following the operational semantics we know that γ1 = h∃e xB, c t ∃x e 0 i
and we also know that hA, ∃x ci → hB, e 0 i. Thus, we can identify e 0 with the
information generated from the agent A. ∃x e 0 corresponds to the information
generated A which is visible for the concurrent agents.
By the (structural) inductive hypothesis, δ(A) ⊆ JAK and δ(B) ⊆ JBK. Thus,
since s1 and γ1 correspond, we derive that δ(S) ⊆ JSK.
Procedure Call S = p(X). Let π 0 = s1 , s2 , . . . be the postfix of π ∈ tr(T ) with
π = s0 , s1 , . . . and C(s0 ) = d and T (s0 ) = {lp }. Let γ 0 = γ1 , γ2 , . . . be the
postfix of γ ∈ JSK with γ = γ0 , γ1 , . . . and γ0 = hS, di. We have that s1 = n
where n is the first node of the tccp Structure constructed for p(X). We have
that C(s1 ) = C(s0 ) and T (s1 ) = lA where p(X) :: A is a clause in the program.
On the other side we have that γ1 = hA, di. We have that the length of π 0 and
γ 0 is n − 1, so by the inductive hypothesis we have that δ(A) = JAK. Since we
have shown that the node and the configuration obtained in one step correspond
and are the initial node and state of π 0 and γ 0 , then we have that δ(S) = JSK.
Thus, we have shown that if γ ≡ hA, ci −→ hA 0 , c 0 i ≡ γ 0 and the state s and the
configuration γ correspond, then ∃ R(s, s 0 ) and s 0 and γ 0 correspond.

6.5

The tcc approach

As we have said before, in [FPV00a, FPV00b] was introduced a method to apply the
model checking technique to the tcc language. Actually, in those works was defined
the modelling phase in detail, giving only a brief description of the specification and
the algorithmic phase. In Section 4.4 we have described the main differences between
these two languages.
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In this section we confront the structure defined to model the behavior of tcc
programs (tcc Structure) and the tccp Structure. The tcc Structure was defined as
follows:
Definition 6.5.1 Let AP be a set of atomic propositions. A tcc Structure M over
AP is a 5-tuple M = (S, S0 , T, R, L), where
1. S is a finite set of states.
2. S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states.
3. T = {t, n} is the set of possible type of transitions. t denotes a temporal transition while n denotes a normal transition.
4. R ⊆ S × S × T is a transition relation that must be total, that is, for every state
s ∈ S there is a state s 0 ∈ S such that R(s, s 0 , t) or R(s, s 0 , n).
5. L : S → 2AP is a function that labels each state with the set of atomic propositions true in that state.
The reader can observe how in this structure there are two kind of transitions: the
timed transitions and the normal transitions. The set of states of the tcc Structure
were defined in a similar way as for the tccp Structure and can also be seen as sets of
classical states for a Kripke Structure.
However, classical model checking algorithms cannot be applied to tcc Structures.
First of all because tcc Structures have two kind of transitions, and secondly because
the algorithms cannot handle the notion of state of the graph structure. Note that
in the tccp approach we have only one kind of transition relation, thus we have only
one problem: how to handle states.
Another main difference between the tcc and the tccp Structure lies in the interpretation of branching points. Branching points in tcc Structures are caused by the
interleaving nature of the model. The normal transitions are instantaneous in the
sense that do not cause the pass of time. The branching points of the tccp Structure
due to conditional agents can be viewed as the branching points which could appear
in the quiescence points of the tcc Structure, i.e., when passing from one time instant
to the following one. However, branching points of the tccp Structure due to Choice
agents cannot be identified with anything in the tcc Structure since the tcc model is
deterministic.
In [FPV00a, FPV00b] it was defined a method to solve the problems appeared
to apply the model checking technique to tcc Structures. In such approach the user
must also introduce the time interval over which the verification must be done. Again,
such time interval becomes reasonable because the notion of time is defined into the
semantics of the language. Using such time interval and the initial value of variables,
it was defined a transformation of the tcc Structure into a Kripke Structure. This
transformation eliminates the two kind of transitions and unfolds the possible values
of variables in the states of the tcc Structure.
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The reader can imagine that at this point, the problem was the huge number
of states of the transformed structure. Essentially, we loss the possibility to take
advantage of the compact representation that can provide the notion of constraint.
As we will see in the next chapters, in the tccp approach it is not necessary to
eliminate the kind of transitions (since there is only one type). More important is
the fact that it is not necessary to unfold the possible values of variables in order to
define a model checking method. Actually, we use a temporal logic which is able to
handle the tccp states.

7
The specification of the
property
In this chapter we describe in detail the second phase of our model checking approach.
Once we have a model that represents the system behavior, we have to specify the
property that we want to verify. In many classical approaches (see [CES86, McM93,
CGL96]) different temporal logic formalisms are used for such purpose. Some of the
most popular logics used for model checking are CTL, CTL* or LTL.
First to introduce the logic used in our approach, we describe briefly the different
logics used in the literature and its characteristics in order to compare the logic used
in this approach with the classical temporal logics.

7.1

Temporal Logics

Temporal logics were designed by philosophers to study linguistic construct involving
the flow of time. Later, in [Pri67], Prior revived the temporal logic theory. The idea
was first introduced into the computer science field by Amir Pnueli [Pnu77, Pnu79]
to be used to formally verify concurrent systems. In these first works it was showed
that it is not sufficient to formally prove properties such as termination in order
to guarantee the correctness of a program. Temporal properties such as liveness
properties must be also checked (see [Pnu79]).
Temporal logic can be seen as an instance of modal logic. Modal logic (see
[HC68, Che80]) can be defined as the study of context-dependent properties such
as necessity and possibility. The meaning of expressions depends on a specific context. Modal operators are defined in order to combine the different expressions. Thus,
the underlying language of modal logic consists of a first-order language extended by
some formation rules for modal operators. Usually, the collection of contexts is called
the set of possible worlds.
For temporal logic, the set of possible worlds can be considered as a linearly
ordered set. Usually, semantics of temporal logics are given using Kripke Structures
(described in Chapter 1). There is an ordering relation over the set of possible worlds
called the accessibility relation associated with each modal (or temporal) operator.
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This relation associates a set of pairs of possible worlds with each modal operator.
There are two main families of temporal logics: linear time temporal logics and
branching time temporal logics. The branching time approach adopts a tree structured time where every time instant may have several immediate successors which
correspond to different futures. Linear time logic has a notion of time which is linear,
thus each time instant can have only one immediate successor.
The idea of branching time logics was presented in [Abr79]. Then the Unified
Branching Time System and the Computational Tree Logic (CTL) logics were defined
in [BAMP81, BAMP83] and [CE81, CES83, CES86] respectively. In 1986, Emerson
and Halpen gave the definition of CTL* (see [EH83, EH86]). On another way, LTL
is the most popular linear time logic. In this section we will briefly present the LTL,
CTL and CTL* logics.
For each different logic, different kind of properties can be expressed. Intuitively,
using the linear time logic we can express that something is true at the current state,
in the next state or that it will be true until other thing becomes true eventually.
We will explain what are these something and other thing later. On the other side,
using the branching time approach we could say that at every state along every
computation something is false, or that for every computation there exists a state
along the computation at which something is true.
Computation Tree Logic CTL*. Given a computation tree, the CTL* logic
shows all the possible executions starting from an initial state. A computation tree
consists in, given a Kripke Structure and an initial state, to unfold the structure into
a infinite tree with the initial state as root. The CTL* formulas are composed of
path quantifiers and temporal operators. A path quantifier is used to describe the
branching structures in the computation tree. There are two path quantifiers: the A
quantifier, which denotes “for all computation paths”, and the E quantifier, which
denotes “for some computation path”.
Temporal operators describe properties of paths of the tree. There are five basic
operators. The X operator denotes that a property is true in the next time instant.
The F operator tells us that a property will be eventually true (i.e., in the future).
The G operator specifies that a property holds always (globally), i.e., it is true at
every state on the path. The U operator is the until operator: given two properties,
the until operator says that there exists in the path a state where the second property
is true, and at every preceding state the first property holds. Finally, the R operator
is the dual of the U operator: it specifies that the second property holds at every
state of the path since (and including) the state where the first property is true. The
first property is not required to hold eventually.
Computation Tree Logic CTL. CTL is a restricted subset of CTL* in which
temporal operators must be preceded by a path quantifier. Thus, we can say that
there are ten basic CTL operators: AX and EX, AF and EF, AG and EG, AU
and EU, and AR and ER. However, other temporal operators can be defined from
these ones. It is easy to see that this logic is less expressive than the CTL* logic (see
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[CGP99] for example).
Linear Temporal Logic LTL. LTL can be seen as another restricted subset of
CTL*. Formulas of the LTL logic are of the form Af where f is a path formula whose
atomic propositions are the only allowed state subformulas 1 .
This logic is also less expressive than CTL* but it is not comparable with CTL
since there are properties that can be specified using LTL but not CTL and viceversa.
To summarize, we can say that CTL* embeds the LTL and the CTL logics but LTL
cannot embed CTL and also CTL cannot embed LTL.
There are other temporal logics defined in the literature, for example the ACTL*
logic is the restriction to the universal path quantifier of CTL*. The ACTL logic was
defined in a similar way from the CTL logic. Moreover, in the last years, interval logics
have been used also to verify systems in other approaches providing very interesting
results.

7.2

A logic over constraints

In this section we present the logic which we use in our model checking algorithm. This
is a temporal logic which has also the ability to handle constraints of a given constraint
system. In [BGM01], F. de Boer et al. presented a temporal logic for reasoning
about tccp programs. In particular, it is an epistemic logic with two modalities, one
representing the knowledge and the other one representing the belief . These two
modalities allow us to reason with the input-output behavior of programs.
First of all we have to introduce some notation. There are two modal operators
which denote the knowledge and the belief. In particular, given an atomic proposition
c of the underlying constraint system, K(c) and B(c) are formulas of the logic which
mean that c is known or c is belief respectively. In other words, B(c) holds if the
process assumes that the environment provides c whereas K(c) holds if the information
c is produced by the process itself.
The syntax of temporal formulas for this logic is shown below (see [BGM01] for
details):
Definition 7.2.1 Given an underlying constraint system with set of constraints C,
formulas of the temporal logic are defined by
φ ::= K(s) | B(s) | ¬φ | φ ∧ ψ | ∃xφ | a (φ) | φ U ψ
As for classical temporal logics, it is possible to define other logic operators such
as the always or eventually operators from the basic ones. For example, if we want
to express that a formula φ is satisfied at some point in the future, we write that
♦φ = true U φ. To express that a formula φ is always satisfied, we can write that
(φ) = ¬(true U ¬φ). Moreover, as usually we denote with φ → ψ the formula
¬φ ∨ (φ ∧ ψ).
1 The

reader can find the formal definitions of state formula in [CGL96, CGP99]
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We define a reaction as a pair of constraints of the form hc, di where c represents
the input provided by the environment and d corresponds to the information produced
by the process itself. Moreover, it holds that d ≥ c for every reaction, i.e., the output
always contains the input.
The truth value of temporal formulas is defined with respect to reactive sequences.
hc1 , d1 i · · · hcn , dn ihd, di denotes a reactive sequence which consists of a sequence of
reactions. Each reaction in the sequence represents a computation step performed by
an agent at time i. Intuitively each pair can be seen as the input-output behavior at
time i.
Therefore, given a reactive sequence s we can define the truth values of formulas. We first define the function first(s) which returns the first reaction of a
sequence, i.e., if s = hc1 , d1 i · · · hcn , dn ihd, di then first(s) = hc1 , d1 i. We also
define the function next(s) on reactive sequences which returns the sequence obtained by removing the first reaction of it, i.e., if s = hc1 , d1 i · · · hcn , dn ihd, di then
next(s) = hc2 , d2 i · · · hcn , dn ihd, di.
We say that hc, di |= B(e) if c ` e, i.e., the reaction “believes” the constraint e if
the first component of the reaction (c) entails e. Moreover, hc, di |= K(e) if d ` e,
i.e., the reaction hc, di “knows” the constraint e if its second component entails e.
Definition 7.2.2 (by F. de Boer et al. [BGM01]) Let s be a timed reactive sequence and φ be a temporal formula. Then we define s |= φ by:
s |= K(c)
s |= B(c)
s |= ¬φ
s |= φ1 ∧ φ2

if
if
if
if

s |= ∃xφ
s |= a (φ)

if
if
if

s |= φUψ

first(s) |= K(c)
first(s) |= B(c)
s 6|= φ
s |= φ1 and s |= φ2
s 0 |= φ for some s 0 s.t. ∃x s = ∃x s 0
next(s) |= φ
for some s 0 ≤ s, s 0 |= ψ and for all s 0 < s 00 ≤ s, s 00 |= φ

where, for a sequence s = hc1 , d1 i · · · hcn , dn i, we define the existential quantification
∃x s = h∃x c1 , ∃x d1 i · · · h∃x cn , ∃x dn i.
We say that a formula φ is valid (|= φ) if and only if for every reactive sequence
s, s |= φ holds. The reader can see that the modal operators K and B are monotonic
w.r.t. the entailment relation of the underlying constraint system.
In this thesis we use the logic presented before to reason with tccp programs.
Since in such programs the store evolves monotonically we define here the notion
of monotonically increasing reactive sequences. Let s be a reactive sequence of the
form hc1 , d1 i · · · hcn−1 , dn−1 ihcn , dn i, we say that s is monotonically increasing if it
satisfies that ci ≤ di and dj ≤ cj−1 for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} and j ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
From now we consider only monotonically increasing reactive sequences.
Therefore, whenever a constraint is believed in a specific time instant, then it will
be believed also in all the following time instants. Moreover, if a given constraint is
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known at the present time instant, then it will be known at every time instant in the
future. We can express these ideas of monotonicity by the following formulas:
B(c) →

(B(c))

(7.2.1)

K(c) →

(K(c))

(7.2.2)

In (7.2.1) is expressed the fact that if c is believed at a specific time instant, then
it will be always believed. Furthermore, in (7.2.2) we says that if a constraint c is
known at a specific time instant, then it will be always known.
Finally, we can define a relation between modal operators. In particular, in (7.2.3)
we say that if a constraint c is believed at a specific time instant, then it is also known.
Moreover, in (7.2.4) it is expressed that if the constraint c is known at a specific time
instant, then it is believed at the following one.
B(c) → K(c)

(7.2.3)

K(c) → a (B(c))

(7.2.4)

The logic presented in this section can be seen as a kind of linear temporal logic.
The reader can see that there are no quantifiers over possible paths. It is considered
that each instant of time has only one direct successor. If fact, if we compare this
logic with the classical LTL logic (see [CGP99] for example) we can see that each
temporal operator corresponds to a temporal operator from LTL.
As we have said before, when we want to reason with programs, we assume (without loss of expressivity) that at each time instant the input information corresponds
with the output of the system in the previous time instant. Note that the environment
can be modelled as a concurrent process.

7.2.1

Some examples

Here we illustrate which kind of properties we are able to specify using this logic. We
use as reference the program example in Figure 4.5. Remember that such example
models a very simplified program which controls the state of the door of a microwave.
Since we want to observe only postconditions (see Chapter 4), we can omit the
modal operators. In this part of the thesis we reason only with the output of programs,
i.e., we consider that all atomic propositions of the formulas presented from now are
known in the corresponding time instant.
We could for example check if it is true that when an error is detected, then the
microwave has been turned-off. Actually, the error would be occurred in the previous
time instant since the door was open and the microwave was working, but the program
can emit the error signal only in the following time instant, at the same time that the
microwave should be turned-off.
The formula in (7.2.5) represents such property.
¬(true U¬(Error = [no | E] ∨ (Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])))

(7.2.5)
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It could seem that it is a complicate formula but if we think in terms of the always
and eventually operators defined before, it becomes a very intuitive formula:
(Error = [no | E] ∨ (Error = [yes | X] ∧ Button = [off | Y]))
We can also model the property that the door will be eventually closed:
♦(Door = [close | D])

(7.2.6)

Let us now remark the importance of the chosen logic in this thesis. We know
that states of the tccp Structure represent only partial information. Therefore, if we
want to check properties directly in the tccp Structure, then we need a logic able to
handle partial information, as is the case of the logic presented in this chapter.
If we use any classical logic, we should consider each possible valuation of the
variable values for each tccp State. In that case we had the same problem as in
[FPV00a, FPV00b], i.e., we would not take advantage of the compact representation
of the system that constraints can provide. Finally, the model checking algorithm
would not be applicable by means of the state-explosion problem.

8
The model checking algorithm
The third and last phase of the model checking technique is to define the algorithm
which checks if a given temporal formula is satisfied by the model. The idea of the
algorithm is similar to that for the classical tableau approach to the LTL model
checking problem. The first thing is to construct the closure of the formula φ that
we want to verify.
Actually, we construct the closure of the negated formula ¬φ. We obtain such
closure in a similar way as in classical approaches. In our case, atomic propositions
are the K(c) and B(c) formulas. From this point we consider only the fragment of
the logic which uses only the first modality (the knowledge information).
In this work we want to handle properties corresponding to the strongest postcondition semantics, therefore, we can to verify formulas which use only the knowledge
modality. To reason with the belief modality we would introduce in the model the
information corresponding to the input given to agents. We could also to modify the
algorithm in order to allow it to see the information that there were in instant of time
before.
When we have the closure of the negated formula, a graph structure (called the
model checking graph) is constructed. Such structure consists of nodes of the form
(q, Φ) where q is a state of the tccp Structure and Φ is a set of formulas from the
closure of ¬φ. The constructed graph structure allows us to verify if the property is
satisfied or not by the system by using well known graph algorithms. In particular, it
is searched a path which starts from an initial state and reaches a strongly connected
component (SCC) which satisfies some properties. If such path exists, then we can say
that the property ¬φ is satisfied, thus φ is not satisfied in the model of the system.
In this section we describe all this process more in detail.
Thus, the three main phases of the algorithm are:
1. to calculate the closure of the negated formula ¬φ,
2. to construct the graph which combines the negated formula and the model of
the system (the tccp Structure constructed in Chapter 6),
3. to search for a SCC in the model checking graph.
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Note that the construction of the graph combining the formula and the model
could not terminate. During this construction we use the interval of time which the
user provides to the system. This interval imposes a time limit. If such time limit
is reached, the system aborts the construction of the graph. The idea is that if this
occurs, then we have obtained an over-approximation of the model, thus we could
still make some verifications over the finite graph calculated.

8.1

The closure of the formula

First of all, given the formula φ we have to compute the closure CL(φ). The closure
of a formula allows us to determine its truth value. Intuitively, it is the set of subformulas that can affect the truth value. This set is used classically to define tableaux
algorithms where subformulas are evaluated in order: simplest formulas are evaluated
first, then more complex formulas are considered.
are defined from the a and U temporal operators, it is sufficient
Since ♦ and
to consider the two last operators. The closure of a specific formula φ is composed
of formulas whose truth value can determine the truth value of φ. Thus, we can say
that the closure of φ (CL(φ)) is the smallest set of formulas satisfying the following
conditions:
• φ ∈ CL(φ),
• ¬φ1 ∈ CL(φ) iff φ1 ∈ CL(φ),
• if φ1 ∧ φ2 ∈ CL(φ), then φ1 , φ2 ∈ CL(φ),
• if ∃xφ1 ∈ CL(φ), then φ1 ∈ CL(φ),
• if a (φ1 ) ∈ CL(φ), then φ1 ∈ CL(φ),
• if ¬ a (φ1 ) ∈ CL(φ), then a (¬φ1 ) ∈ CL(φ),
• if φ1 U φ2 ∈ CL(φ), then φ1 , φ2 , a (φ1 Uφ2 ) ∈ CL(φ).
Note that the case for ¬ a (φ1 ) is necessary to introduce the formula a (¬φ1 ) which
cannot be generated by the other rules. Next we show an example to illustrate this
fact.
Example 8.1.1
CL( a (ψ)) ={ a (ψ)
¬ a (ψ),
ψ,
¬ψ,
a (¬φ)
}

[ by condition 1 ]
[ from the original formula, by condition 2 ]
[ from the original formula, by condition 5 ]
[ from ψ, by condition 2 ]
[ from ¬ a (ψ), by condition 6 ]
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The reader can observe that the last formula in the closure cannot be generated
(from the original one) by any other rule except the one presented in the sixth point
of the definition.
Now we show the example regarding the microwave program example. The formula
(7.2.5) for which we calculate the closure is that presented in the previous chapter.
Example 8.1.2
Taking the example showed in Figure 4.5 as reference, we construct closure of the
resulting formula from the negation of (7.2.5). Note that we assume ¬¬φ = φ. We
also change in the obvious way the disjunction operator into a conjunction:
true U (¬(Error=[no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error=[yes | E] ∧ Button=[off | B]))

(8.1.1)

Next we show the closure of the formula. Note that the size of the set of formulas in
the closure increases polynomially with the size of the formula (meaning the number
of operators in the formula).
CL(χ) = {true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])),
true,
false,
¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]),
¬(Error = [no | E]),
¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]),
¬(¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])),
Error = [no | E],
Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B],
Error = [yes | E],
Button = [off | B],
¬(Error = [yes | E]),
¬(Button = [off | B]),
a (true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]))),
¬( a (true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])))),
a (¬(true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])))),
¬(true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])))
}

The definition of the closure of the formula completes the first part of the algorithm. As we show in the next section, now we use this set of formulas to construct
the model checking graph.
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8.2

The model checking graph

Now let us define the model checking graph. Given a formula φ of the logic described
in Chapter 7, and the tccp Structure T constructed from the specification, the graph
G(φ, T ) is defined as follows
Definition 8.2.1 (Model Checking Graph) Let φ be a formula, CL(φ) the closure of φ as defined in Section 8.1 and T the tccp Structure constructed following the
algorithm described in Section 6.3. A node n of the model checking graph is formed
by a pair of the form (sn , Qn ) where sn is a state of T and Qn is a subset of CL(φ)
and the atomic propositions such that satisfies the following conditions:
• for each atomic proposition p, K(p) ∈ Qn iff p ∈ C(sn ),
• for every ∃x φ1 ∈ CL(φ), ∃x φ1 ∈ Qn iff ∃xφ1 ∈ C(sn ),
• for every φ1 ∈ CL(φ), φ1 ∈ Qn iff ¬φ1 6∈ Qn ,
• for every φ1 ∧ φ2 ∈ CL(φ), φ1 ∧ φ2 ∈ Qn iff φ1 ∈ Qn and φ2 ∈ Qn ,
• for every ¬ a (φ)1 ∈ CL(φ), ¬ a (φ)1 ∈ Qn iff a (¬)φ1 ∈ Qn ,
• for every φ1 U φ2 ∈ CL(φ), φ1 U φ2 ∈ Qn iff φ2 ∈ Qn or φ1 , a (φ1 U φ2 ) ∈ Qn .
An edge in the graph is defined as follows: there will be an edge from one node
n1 = (s1 , Q1 ) to another node n2 = (s2 , Q2 ) iff there is an arc from the node s1 to
the node s2 in the tccp Structure and for every formula a (φ)1 ∈ CL(φ), a (φ)1 ∈ Q1
iff φ1 ∈ Q2 .
Intuitively, for each node of the model checking graph, in Φ we have larger consistent set of formulas that is also consistent with the labelling function (the function
C) of the tccp Structure. Moreover, two nodes of the graph are related each other if
the temporal formulas in their Φ sets are consistent.
Next we show an example to illustrate how are constructed the nodes of the model
checking graph. Actually, we construct the graph for the negation of the property
since we intend to prove that there is no computation of the system which satisfies
the negated property. This is an equivalent problem to prove that the property is
satisfied for all the computations.
Example 8.2.2
In this example we show some nodes of the graph which would result from our program
example. We take the tccp Structure showed in Figure 6.7 and the closure set of the
formula showed in the previous section.
For each node si of the tccp Structure many nodes are generated in the model
checking graph. All these nodes have as first component the state si and the second
component consists of the different consistent sets of formulas derived from C(si ) and
the closure of the formula. Note that there could be more than one consisten set of
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formulas from the closure. Here we show two of the nodes generated for s1 and one
of the nodes generated for s2 .
n1 =(s1 , Q1 ) where
Q1 ={
Door = [open | D] ∧ Button = [on | B],
true, Error = [no | E],
¬(Button = [off | B]),
¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]),
¬(¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])),
a (true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]))),
true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]))
}
n2 =(s1 , Q2 ) where
Q2 ={
Door = [open | D] ∧ Button = [on | B],
true, Error = [yes | E],
¬(Button = [off | B]),
¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]),
¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]),
true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])),
a (true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])))
}
n3 =(s2 , Q3 ) where
Q3 ={
Error = [yes | E], Button = [off | B],
¬(Door = [open | D] ∧ Button = [on | B]),
true,
Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B],
¬(¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B])),
a (true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]))),
true U (¬(Error = [no | E]) ∧ ¬(Error = [yes | E] ∧ Button = [off | B]))
}
Then, following the definition of the model checking graph, we can define an arc
from n2 to n3 since for each formula of the form a (φ) in the closure, if it is in Q2
then φ is in Q3 .
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n1

n2

n3

Figure 8.1: A part of the model checking graph for the tccp Structure showed in
Figure 6.7 and the formula 7.2.5
In the example, a brief time interval is sufficient to have the complete graph.
During the construction we annotate how many steps are needed to reach each node
from a root note, which determines the current instant of time. If such instant of time
is equal to the time limit, then the construction is aborted and the graph obtained
since that moment is given as output of the algorithm.

8.3

The searching algorithm

We must now define the algorithm which can be applied to the constructed model
checking graph. This algorithm tells us if the system satisfies or not the formula. We
follow the idea of the classical approach: it is sufficient to prove that there is no path
satisfying the negation of the property. Thus, in order to verify the formula φ, we
construct the model checking graph using the negation of φ and the model of the
system. Then we search for a sequence such that starting from the initial node of the
graph, it goes to a self-fulfilling strongly connected component (SCC). Next we give
the formal definitions of SCC and self-fulfilling SCC.
Definition 8.3.1 (Strongly Connected Component) Given a graph G, we define a Strongly Connected Component (SCC in short) C as a maximal subgraph of G
such that every node in C is reachable from every other node in C along a directed
path entirely contained within C.
We say that C is nontrivial iff either it has more than one node or it contains one
node with a self-loop.
Then we can define a kind of strongly connected component. Actually, we will
search for SCC satisfying the following properties in our model checking algorithm.
Definition 8.3.2 (Self-fulfilling SCC) Given a model checking graph G, a selffulfilling strongly connected component C is defined as a nontrivial strongly connected
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component in G which satisfies that for every node n in C and for every φ1 U φ2 ∈ Qn ,
there exists an node m in C such that φ2 ∈ Qm , and viceversa.
Now, let G be the model checking graph generated following the steps described
in Definition 8.2.1. We say that a sequence is an eventually sequence if it is an infinite
path in G such that if there exists a node n in the path with φ1 U φ2 ∈ Qn , then
there exists another node n 0 in the same path reachable from n along the path, such
that φ2 ∈ Qn 0 .
Moreover, we can prove the following result, which says that if we find a selffulfilling strongly connected component in the corresponding model checking graph,
then the property represented by the formula is satisfied by the system. Our problem
will be to prove that such self-fulfilling SCC does not exists1 .
Theorem 8.3.3 Let φ be a formula, T a tccp Structure and G(φ, T ) the corresponding model checking graph. If there exists a path in G from an initial node which
satisfies a formula φ to a self-fulfilling strongly connected component, then the model
T satisfies the formula φ.
Proof. In order to prove this theorem we prove instead an equivalent result. We prove
that if there exists an eventually sequence starting at an initial node n = (s, Qn ) such
that the formula φ is in Qn , then the model satisfies the formula φ. This result is
equivalent to the statement of the theorem since classical results ([CGP99, MP95])
show that there exists an eventually sequence starting at a node n = (s, Qn ) if and
only if there is a path in G(φ, T ) from n to a self-fulfilling SCC. We show that we can
extend this result directly to our framework.
Assume that we have an eventually sequence n1 , n2 , . . . where n1 = (s1 , Qn1 ),
n2 = (s2 , Qn2 ), etc., starting with n1 = n. This eventually sequence starts at node
n1 with φ ∈ Qn1 . By definition, π = s1 , s2 , . . . is a path in the model T starting at
s = s1 . We want to show that π |= φ. We will prove a stronger result: for every
formula ψ in the closure of the formula φ (ψ ∈ CL(φ)) and every i ≥ 0, πi |= ψ iff
ψ ∈ Qni . We follow the classical notations and by πi with i ≥ 0 we mean the suffix of
the path π starting from the i-th component: πi = si , si+1 , . . .. The proof proceeds
by structural induction over the subformulas. There will be six cases corresponding
to the six considered operators of the logic.
1. If ψ is an atomic formula, then by Definition 8.2.1 of node ni , ψ ∈ Qni iff
ψ ∈ C(si ).
2. if ψ = ∃xχ then πi |= ψ iff ψ ∈ C(si ).
3. If ψ = ¬χ then πi |= ψ iff πi |6 = χ. By the inductive hypothesis, this holds iff
χ 6∈ Qni . By Definition 8.2.1, this guarantees that ψ ∈ Qni .
4. If ψ = χ1 ∧ χ2 then πi |= ψ iff πi |= χ1 and πi |= χ2 . By the inductive
hypothesis, this holds iff χ1 ∈ Qni and χ2 ∈ Qni . By Definition 8.2.1 this is
true iff ψ ∈ Qni .
1 Note that the results considers that the construction of the graph has terminated before reaching
the time limit provided by the user
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5. if ψ = a (χ) then πi |= ψ iff πi+1 |= χ. By the inductive hypothesis this holds iff
χ ∈ Qni+1 . Since ((si , Qni ), (si+1 , Qni+1 )) ∈ R, the above holds iff a (χ) ∈ Qni .
6. if ψ = χ1 U χ2 then by definition of an eventually sequence, there is some j ≥ i
such that χ2 ∈ Qnj . Since ψ ∈ Qni , the definition of a node implies that if
χ2 6∈ Qni , then χ1 ∈ Qni and a (ψ) ∈ Qni . In this case, the definition of
the transition relation of G implies that ψ ∈ Qni+1 . It follows that for every
i ≤ k < j, χ1 ∈ Qnk . By the inductive hypothesis, πj |= χ2 and for every
i ≤ k < j, πk |= χ1 . Hence πi |= ψ.
Since πi |= ψ, then there exists j ≥ i such that πj |= χ2 and for all i ≤ k < j,
πk |= χ1 . We take the minimum j. By the inductive hypothesis, χ2 ∈ Qnj
and for every i ≤ k < j, χ1 ∈ Qnk . Suppose ψ 6∈ Qni . Since χ1 ∈ Qni ,
by Definition 8.2.1 a (ψ) 6∈ Qni , which implies that a (¬)ψ ∈ Qni . Now by
definition of the transition relation of G, ¬ψ ∈ Qni+1 , and hence ψ 6∈ Qni+1 .
Continuing the argument inductively, we would eventually find ψ 6∈ Qnk , which
is a contradiction since χ2 ∈ Qnj .
This proves that if we have an eventually sequence, the model satisfies the formula φ.
Now we have the classical result that can be applied to the graph G. To search for an
eventually sequence, we can search for a path from the initial node n to a self-fulfilling
SCC. There are algorithms that implement this search with a complexity linear in
the size of the graph and exponential in the size of the formula.
Example 8.3.4
In our example, once we have constructed the model checking graph completely, we
apply a classical graph algorithm to search for a self-fulfilling strongly connected
component.
We can see that for our graph there is no a path satisfying this property, thus we
can say that the property is satisfied by the program.

8.4

Complexity and related works

In this section we analyze the complexity of the algorithm. We can see that the
method is quite inefficient since it is based on the tableau algorithm for LTL. Note
that such algorithm is PSPACE-complete.
However, in this complexity only the second and third phases of the model checking
method are included since the first phase, in the classical approach, is performed by
hand.
Other related works that use the notion of constraint in order to solve the automatic verification problem for infinite state systems can be found in the literature.
For example, in [DP01] and [DP99], the authors introduce a methodology to translate
concurrent systems into CLP programs and verify safety and liveness properties over
such CLP programs. [EM97] introduces a semi-decision algorithm that uses constraint
programming in order to verify 1-safe Petri nets. Actually, whereas in [DP01, DP99],
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constraints are used as an abstract representation of sets of system states, in [EM97]
constraint programming is used for solving linear constraints in the implementation
of the algorithm.
Regarding the systems that our approach is able to verify, we have seen that there
are basically two main cases. The first one is the case when we are able to verify a
system without the limitation on the time interval and the second case is when the
time limit is reached. The first case corresponds to systems whose infinite nature
comes from the fact that they use variables with an infinite domain. These systems
are somehow similar to the ones that can be verified in [DP01] for the properties of
safety. However, we don’t restrict ourselves to these properties and we consider all
properties expressible in our logic. Moreover, in the second case we consider a larger
class of systems by using the time interval “approximation”. If we reach the limit of
time imposed by the user (obviously, if the user provides a too short time interval,
then some systems of the first class end up in this second category) then we must
stop the construction of the graph G at that point. In this case we can verify the
system but we must consider that it is an approximation of the original system. We
note that there are some limitations in the tccp language since, for example, tccp is
not able to model strong preemptions while [DP01] considers a language which can
express this behavior.
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9
Hybrid cc language
Default tcc is an extension of the tcc language presented in Chapter 2. As in tcc and
tccp, this language is useful to model reactive systems. Default tcc enriches the cc
model allowing it to specify strong preemptions. A discrete notion of time is sufficient
to model reactive systems; however, if we want to model hybrid systems it is necessary
to consider a notion of time which is dense because these systems evolve continuously
over time.
Hybrid systems are the natural continuous extensions of reactive systems. They
are defined as those systems which have a continuous component that evolves along
the time but which is controlled by a discrete component. An example of such system
could be a device that maintains the temperature within an upper and lower limit,
i.e., a thermostat. Such device have a continuous component (the temperature) and
a discrete control (the temperature limits). Depending on the actual temperature
and the target temperature, the device turn-on or turn-off the air conditioning or the
heating.
Hybrid concurrent constraint programming (hcc) [GJS96, GJS98] was developed as
a paradigm for the modelling, programming and analysis of hybrid systems. hcc is an
extension of Default cc. As for the languages previously presented in this thesis, using
this methodology the typical advantages of the declarative paradigm are gained. For
example, programming in this model is more intuitive and reasoning with the derived
languages is easier, than with imperative languages. Another important property is
that the specification is executable, that is what you prove is what you execute.
Thus, hcc is a concurrent constraint language augmented with a notion of continuous time and defaults. These are the two main differences between hcc and tcc or
tccp.

9.1

Syntax

As the rest of cc languages, hcc is defined parametric to an underlying constraint
system. In this case, the constraint system used in the cc model is extended to a
continuous constraint system in order to be able to describe the continuous evolution
of states. Intuitively, the constraint system is enriched with constraints which are
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able to describe the initial value of continuous variables and the evolution of such
variables (i.e., the first derivative of the variable).
In Figure 9.1 we can see the original syntax of hcc. As in the previous cases, c
denotes a constraint of the underlying constraint system and X is a subset of variables
in V.
(Agents)

A ::=
|
|
|
|
|

c
if c then A
if c else A
new X in A
A, B
hence A

–
–
–
–
–
–

Tell
Positive Ask
Negative Ask
Hiding
Parallel Composition
Hence

Figure 9.1: Syntax for hybrid cc programs
In Figure 9.1 you can observe that the choice agent which represents the nondeterminism in the cc paradigm is not present. This means that we consider only the
deterministic fragment of cc again1 . Then a timing construct has been added: the
hence agent which behaves as “A continuously at every time instant after the current
one”. We explain this construct more in detail later. The Tell operator simply adds
c to the actual store. The Positive Ask says that if c holds now, then it behaves as A
in the present time instant. The Negative Ask is the negative version of the Positive
Ask since, if c does not hold now, then it behaves as A in the same time instant. Note
that for tcc the Timed Negative Ask construct must wait for the next time instant
in order to execute the agent A. In hcc this is not necessary since hcc considers
defaults. Finally, the Hiding operator can be seen as an existential quantification
over the variable X in the agent A, and A, B is the Parallel Composition, i.e., the
agent which imposes that both A and B are executed concurrently.
Looking at the definitions, we can see that the notion of negative information
needed to model for example timeouts is represented by the agent if c else A. The
reader can observe that this language allows the programmer to model strong preemptions since negative information and execution of the defined actions occur in the
same time instant [GJS96]. The notion of time is controlled by the hence A agent. In
particular, this agent says that the agent A is executed at each time instant after the
current one. Combining this operator with the Positive and Negative Ask agents it
is possible to define all sorts of behaviors over time. For example, a typical watchdog
can be modelled as follows:
new A in (hence (if X else A, if a then always X))
defining always A = (A, hence A).
In order to make the Hence construct implementable, in [GJSB95, GJS98] some
assumptions are made. The basic intuition behind such assumptions is that most
physical systems change “slowly”, with points of discontinuous change followed by
1 As

for the tcc language, see Chapter 2.
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periods of continuous evolution. With this in mind the stability condition is introduced
for continuous constraint systems. This condition guarantees that for every pair of
constraints c and d there is a neighborhood around 0 in which c entails d either
everywhere or nowhere. This condition implies that the store of the program cannot
change an infinite number of times during a finite time interval.
The Hiding operator can be problematic as well. In fact, in [GJSB95, GJS98] another restriction is introduced in order to avoid situations in which an infinite number
of copies of a single variable would be needed. The authors restrict the variables on
which existential quantification can be performed to those variables for which one
copy suffices for a continuous evolution. The intuition is that only quantifications
over variables for which we can permute the agent for existential quantification and
the temporal agent without changing the semantics of the system are allowed.
Intuitively, an hybrid cc computation is a sequence of alternated point and interval
phases. At each point phase, a deterministic Default cc program is executed, thus we
can calculate the store of the system in that specific time instant. In such instantaneous computation, all agents which do not contain a preemption operator (negative
ask) must be executed. Then, all preemption agents are executed, until a quiescent
point is reached, and finally the temporal agents which are in the store are executed.
The execution of the temporal operators at the end of the point phase corresponds
to the passage from the point to the interval phase. In this phase, the store is updated
executing the current Default cc program and, at the same time, it is computed the
maximum time interval in which the guard conditions of ask agents that we have to
execute do not change. Once all the temporal agents are analyzed and a time interval
has been calculated the execution moves to the next point phase by following each
possible path consistent with the value of the discrete variables (which can change at
any time instant, since they may be modified by other processes).

9.2

Operational Semantics

As we have pointed before, with the restrictions imposed to make the language implementable, the execution of a hcc program can be seen as a sequence of point and
interval phases alternately. In a point phase, the Default cc rules are applied in order
to obtain a quiescence point. In an interval phase, a new store is calculated using the
Default cc rules at the same time. The length of the interval phase is determined as
the longest interval for which the status of the asks in the program does not change.
Once we have obtained the result we move to another interval point phase.
As in tcc, the store of the program is removed when passing from one interval
phase to a point phase (actually we have seen that in the tcc model this occurs
when a time step is made). This problem is solved during the implementation of
the interpreter and we consider it when we construct the graph structure passing the
necessary information to the point phase.
The operational semantics is built on the operational semantics for Default cc
(see [SJG96]). Note that in this case we use the same definition of configuration as in
[SJG94a], i.e., a configuration is a multiset of agents and Γ, ∆, . . . denote configurations.
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Moreover, we denote with σ(Γ ) the constraints in the configuration Γ .
Actually, configurations can be point configurations or interval configurations depending on the phase where they are. A point configuration is a Default cc configuration. The Default cc agents are executed in a real instant of time representing a
discrete change. An interval configuration is a triple (c, Γ, ∆) which models the continuous behavior. c represents the initial tokens (similar to an initial condition). Γ
are the agents which are active in the interval configuration and ∆ accumulates the
information necessary to continue the execution.
In Figure 9.2 you can see the operational semantics of the language agents. The
semantics is given in terms of three kind of transitions: rule Rp!i defines the transitions from point to interval phases; rule Ri!p describes transitions from interval to
point phases and the rest of rules describe transitions within the interval phase. For
details on the operational semantics, the reader can see [GJS98]. Moreover, → is the
transition relation of Default cc2 , and δ(Γ 0 ) denotes the sub-multiset of agents of the
form hence A in Γ 0 .

Rp!i :

Rthen :
Relse :

Γ → Γ0
hcc

Γ −→ (σ(Γ 0 )init , δ(Γ 0 ), ∅)
whereσ(Γ 0 )init = {init(c) | σ(Γ 0 ) `0 init(c)}
c, cont(σ(Γ )) `r c 0
hcc

(c, (Γ, if c 0 then B), ∆) −→d,r (c, (Γ, B), ∆)
c, cont(d) 6`r c 0
hcc

(c, (Γ, if c 0 else B), ∆) −→d,r (c, (Γ, B), ∆)
hcc

R hence : (c, (Γ, hence A), ∆) −→d,r (c, (Γ, A), (∆, A, hence A))
hcc

R|| : (c, (Γ, (A, B)), ∆) −→d,r (c, (Γ, A, B), ∆)
hcc

Rnew : (c, (Γ, new X in A), ∆) −→d,r (c, (Γ, A[Y/X]), ∆)
where Y not free in c, A, ∆, Γ
hcc ∗

Ri!p :

∃d∃r > 0 (c, Γ, ∆) −→d,r (c, Γ 0 , ∆ 0 ) d = σ(Γ 0 ) Γ 0 ↓d,d
r
hcc

(c, Γ, ∆) −→ ∆ 0

Figure 9.2: Operational semantics of the hcc language
The transition relation for the interval phase is indexed by d: the constraint used
to evaluate defaults as in [SJG96], and by r: the length of the interval.
2 See

[GJS98] for the complete definition.
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verifies that the remaining conditionals (Positive or Negative
Intuitively, Γ ↓c,d
r
agents) in Γ 0 were not enabled at any time during the open interval (0, r). Moreover, the output for any time t in the interval phase depends on the variations (first
derivative) of variables, the initial value and t.

9.3

Applications

hcc is able to model hybrid systems. In the literature you can find some examples
of systems that have been modelled using hcc. For example, in [GSS95] you can find
how a photocopier paper path can be modelled as an hybrid systems using hcc. More
details about programming techniques regarding hcc can be found in [GJSB95].
In [BC01] is presented an example of how we can use the hybrid concurrent constraint programming paradigm to model biological systems. In particular is showed
how the interaction between two genes is modelled with a simple program. We show
such program in Figure 9.3. The same authors have modelled other examples and remark that hcc is a very appropriate model for this kind of applications (see [Cou01]).
x = 0; y = 0;
always {if (y < 0.8) x 0 = −0.02 ∗ x + 0.01;
if (y >= 0.8)x 0 = −0.02 ∗ x;
y 0 = 0.01 ∗ x; }
sample(x, y);
Figure 9.3: Example: Interaction of genes using hcc ([BC01]).
More recently, in [ERJ+ 03] it has been used the hybrid cc model to simulate some
biological processes. In [BC02], it is argued again the appropriateness of the hcc
language to model such processes.
The reader can find another very simple example of hcc program in Figure 9.4
which we will use as a reference problem in Chapter 10. This program models a
system that has one continuous variable x whose derivative is 1 and when it reaches
the value 1, then it is set to 0 again.
(

x = 0,
hence (if prev(x = 1) then x = 0),
hence (if prev(x = 1) else dot(x) = 1))

Figure 9.4: Example: hybrid cc program
The predicate prev asks for the value of constraints in the point where the phase
starts (the limit value of the previous phase) whereas the predicate dot asks for the
value of derivatives of the variable passed as argument. Both are defined in the
constraint system [GJS98].
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10

Hybrid cc Model Checking
In this chapter we consider the problem of formal verification for hybrid systems. In
particular our starting point is the declarative language hcc presented in the previous
chapter. The idea is very similar to the idea for the tccp approach. We define a graph
structure, called the hcc Structure, which models the system behavior as the Kripke
Structure do in the classical approaches. Although the idea of the modelling phase
of the method is the same as for the tccp case, in the case of hcc model checking
we do not try to apply a model checking algorithm directly to the graph structure
constructed.
In this first approach, once we have the model of the system, we define a transformation of the model into a linear hybrid automata. Then we can give it as input
to the HyTech model checker.
In this dissertation we only consider linear hcc systems since the HyTech tool can
handle only such subclass of hybrid systems. However, the construction of the model
has been defined in general for any hybrid system specifiable using the hcc language.

10.1

Modelling

We know that one of the first activities in verifying properties of a system is to
construct a formal model for the system. This model should capture those properties
that must be verified. As we know, both the reactive and hybrid systems cannot be
modelled by their input-output behavior. First of all it is necessary to capture the
state of the system, i.e., a description of the system that contains the values of the
variables in a specific time instant. In addition, we have to model how the state of
the system changes when an action occurs (transition of the system).
In this section we define the graph structure which is able to capture the behavior
of hybrid systems. Such kind of state transition system is inspired by the classical
notion of Kripke Structure. Later We show how we can obtain automatically the
model (the tcc Structure) of the system starting from the system specification written
in hybrid cc.
The set V represents the universal set of variables. V ⊆ V is the set of variables
that appear in the program clauses specifying the system properties and describe the
state of the program in each time instant. Variables in V are typed, where the type
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of a variable, such as boolean, integer, etc., indicates the domain D over which the
variable ranges.
We can describe sets of states and transitions by first-order formulas essentially
as usual (see [MP95, CGP99]). The only difference in our case, is the fact that
now our first-order formula representing the transition R(V, V 0 , T, A) has two extra
parameters: T expresses whether the transition corresponds to a passage, either from
point to interval phases, or from interval to point phases, or is a normal transition.
A is a proposition that tells us which agent is being executed in this transition. A is
used during the transformation into linear hybrid automaton.
The main idea of the modelling phase is that a state of our graph structure is a set
of constraints that define the value of variables and its evolution over time in the case
of real-valued variables. Moreover, in each state there is a set of labels that represent
the point of execution of the system. Labels are introduced in the original program
in a similar way as for the tccp model checking approach. We describe the labelling
process in the next subsection.
Definition 10.1.1 Let C be the set of constraints in the hcc syntax and L be the set
of all possible labels generated to label the original specification of the system. We
define the set of states as S ⊆ 2C∪L
Now we can define formally our graph (structure) capable of representing the
system behavior.
Definition 10.1.2 (Hybrid cc Structure) Let AP be a set of atomic propositions.
An Hybrid cc Structure (hcc Structure for short) M over AP is a 6-tuple M =
(S, S0 , T, A, R, L), where
1. S is a finite set of states.
2. S0 ⊆ S is the set of initial states.
3. T = {n, p, i} is the set of possible types of transitions. n denotes a normal
transition while p denotes a transition from a point to the interval phase and i
denotes a transition from an interval to a point phase.
4. A is a set of propositions representing each kind of agent.
5. R ⊆ S × S × T × A is a transition relation that must be total, in the sense that for
every state s ∈ S there is a state s 0 ∈ S and an agent A such that R(s, s 0 , n, A)
or R(s, s 0 , p, A) or R(s, s 0 , i, A).
6. L : S → 2AP is a function that labels each state with the set of atomic propositions true in that state.
A path in M from the state s is defined as an infinite sequence of states π =
s0 s1 s2 . . . such that s0 = s and R(si , si+1 , X, Y) holds for all i ≥ 0. A transition
where the third component is n (respectively p and i) is called n-arc (respectively
p-arc and i-arc).

10.2. Graph construction
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Labelling

The notion of label allows us to represent the point of execution in a state. We
introduce this information by translating the original specification into a labelled
version. This transformation consists in introducing a different label associated to
each occurrence of a constructor in the specification.
Below we show the details of this transformation. Let P be a statement, the
labelled version Pl of it is defined as follows:
• if P = c then Pl = {ltell } c.
• if P = if c then A then Pl = {lthen } if c then Al .
• if P = if c else A then Pl = {lelse } if c else Al .
• if P = (A, B) then Pl = {l|| }(Al , Bl ).
• if P = new X in A then Pl = {lnew } new X in Al .
• if P = hence A then Pl = {lhence } hence Al .
In Figure 10.1 we show the labelled version of the program showed in Figure 9.4. We
have yet pointed in the previous chapter that both the prev and the dot predicates
are defined in the constraint system underlying the hcc language. prev represents
some information which holds in the previous time instant whereas dot represents the
evolution of a real-valued variable along the time.
l|| ( lt1 X = 0,
lhence1 hence lthen (if prev(X = 1) then lt2 X = 0),
lhence2 hence lelse (if prev(X = 1) else lt3 dot(X) = 1))
Figure 10.1: Example: labelled hybrid cc program

10.2

Graph construction

In this section we describe how to derive in an automatic way an hybrid cc Structure
M = (S, S0 , T, A, R, L) from the hybrid cc program specification of the system. The
resulting structure models the system behavior.
We define the set of states as the set of all combinations of constraints that appear
in the system specification (see Definition 10.1.1). We generate states while analyzing
the program. Intuitively, in each state a collection of constraints that represents the
possible values of the variables in that time instant appears.
The constructed graph can simply be seen as a pictorial counterpart of a hybrid
cc Structure, with nodes representing the states and arcs representing the transition.
To render the fact that we have three kind of transitions (depending upon the value
of the third parameter in R) we use three different kind of lines to draw arcs.
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The initial node consists of the empty store and the set of labels corresponding
to those instructions that can be executed in the first time instant. Then a series of
actions are associated to each kind of operator of the language. The execution of such
actions produces the graph while analyzing the specification.
During the construction, we need to use some auxiliary function. In particular,
we need the function revision which, given a set of labels and a store, checks which
labels are active and which others are disabled.
The point of execution of the program is determined by the set of labels in each
state of the structure. These labels are associated to the agents that can be executed
in the next step. Each label can be active or disabled . We say that a label is active
if the conditions to execute the operator associated to it are satisfied in the store. A
label is said to be disabled if the operator represented by this label cannot be executed
in that moment because the store does not entail the necessary conditions.
Moreover, we call normal labels those labels that do not cause extension over time.
All labels representing a temporal or preemption operation are disabled whenever
there exists a normal label active in the whole system (perhaps in another state).
The idea of the process is to analyze the specification and, depending on the
execution point and on the kind of agent that is being analyzed, to generate new arcs
and nodes. In the point phase all computations are considered as instantaneous, thus
there is no an increment of time while the store is calculated. However, the time
interval calculated during interval phases is considered as the time elapsed along such
phase, thus real-valued variables change its value according to its derivatives. When
the execution moves from one interval phase to the following point phase, is updated
the time and real-valued variables of the interval phase into the point phase.
In order to make the construction finite, we use a time interval provided by the
user. Such interval imposes a constraint on the global execution time of our program.
Also for this language, the fact that the notion of time is explicitly introduced in the
semantics of the language makes reasonable the use of this time interval.
When a new node is generated there are two possibilities: it is equivalent to
another node which has been generated in a previous instant, or the new node is not
equivalent to any node generated since that instant.
Thus, we can find for the current point phase a quiescence point at the end of
the point phase which had already appeared in a previous time instant. Suppose
that such previous quiescent point is represented in the graph by the node n, then
we must connect the current node to the same nodes to which n is connected and
the construction of such branch terminates. Note that in the case that we finish the
construction before the time limit is reached we get a quite strong result. In fact,
since we did not abort the construction of the graph we can say that our graph is
complete.
If the current quiescent point had not appeared already in the graph we must
continue the construction generating a new node which will be connected by a p-arc
to the current one and which will contain the store and the execution point relative
to the initial state of the next interval phase. Note that this construction follows the
definition of the operational semantics.
In the case that we reach the time limit provided by the user, the construction is
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terminated and the model obtained is valid only for the actual verification. Therefore,
it cannot be reused for different verifications.
Let us now introduce the auxiliary functions revision, follow and localize which are
needed during the construction. They should ease the explanation of the construction
algorithm.
It is easy, given a specification and an actual agent, to decide which is the following
agent in the specification. In Figure 10.2 we define the function which is used for that
purpose. Such function calls the algorithm presented in Figure 10.3 which localize
a given agent within a specification. Moreover, the function revision is presented in
Figure 10.4. The revision algorithm determines which labels are active and which ones
are disabled.
struct agent :
label : t label;
type : {tell, positive, negative, hiding, parallel, hence, null};
B1 : agent;
B2 : agent;
follow(S : agent, e : label, labs : set of labels)
S1 : agent;
b : boolean;
localize(S, e, S1, b);
case S1.type of
tell : labs = {};
positive : labs = {S.B1 .label};
negative : labs = {S.B1 .label};
hiding : labs = {S.B1 .label};
parallel : labs = {S.B1 .label, S.B2 .label};
hence : labs = {S.label, S.B1 .label};
end case;
Figure 10.2: Algorithm follow
Next we describe the actions performed when we analyze the occurrence of each
operator. We call source node s the node from which a specific agent is executed.
Tell c. A new node s 0 is generated where the new information a is added, thus
C(s 0 ) = C(s) ∪ {c}. Moreover, we define a new arc R(s, s 0 ). In order to calculate
L(s 0 ) the follow function is executed. In this case, there is no agent to be
executed after the tell agent. Finally, the revision algorithm is applied to L(s 0 )
in order to identify the active and disabled labels.
Positive Ask if c then A. When a Positive Ask agent is analyzed, a new node s 0
is generated where the previous constraints over variables continue to hold and
the condition of the positive ask is added (C(s 0 ) = C(s) ∪ {c}). An edge that
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localize(S : agent, e : label, S 0 : agent, found : boolean)
S10 , S20 : agent;
found 1 , found 2 : boolean;
while S.label <> e ∧ S.type <> 0 null 0 do
if S.type <> 0 parallel 0 then;
localize(S.B1 , e, S 0 , found )
else
localize(S.B1 , e, S10 , found 1 );
if found 1 = true then
found = found 1 ;
S 0 = S10 ;
else
localize(S.B2 , e, S20 , found 2 );
if found 2 = true then
found = found 2 ;
S 0 = S20 ;
Figure 10.3: Algorithm localize
loops in the source node s is added to the graph in order to model the case
when the store does not entail the condition of the Positive Ask. Finally, as in
the previous case, the set of labels are calculated by executing the two functions
follow and revision. Note that the new node s 0 is generated only in the case that
the resulting store is consistent, otherwise such node is not generated.
Negative Ask if c else A. As for the positive ask agent, we have to model two
possible situations. In order to model the case when a is entailed by the store
in s (C(s)), a new node s1 is generated where, C(s1 ) = C(s) ∪ {c}. The second
possible behavior is modelled by the generation of another new node s2 where
C(s2 ) = C(s). The sets of labels for both the new nodes are calculated in
the same way as in the previous cases, first calculating the labels by using the
function follow, and then by applying revision to determine if each label is active
or disabled.
Hiding new X in A. In the graph construction, when a hiding agent is analyzed, a
new node is generated where variable X is renamed apart in the agent specification A. The information of the renaming of variables is introduced in an
auxiliary structure where we put the agents with the quantified variables renamed apart. Then the functions follow and revision are applied as usual.
Parallel (A, B). Since concurrence in hcc is interpreted as interleaving, the parallel
composition agent generates different branches of execution. In the graph construction a new node s 0 is defined. L(s 0 ) contains all the labels corresponding
to the execution branches generated by the parallel agent. It is important to
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revision(S : set of agents, Store : set of constraints, Sact : set of agents,
Sdis : set of agents)
e : agent;
T : set of agents;
while E 6= φ do
select(E, e);
E = E\e;
if (e[2]! = hence) then
if entail(Store, e.label ) then
Sact = Sact ∪ e
else
Sdis = Sdis ∪ e;
else
T = T ∪ e;
if empty(Sact ) then
Sact = T ;
Sdis = φ
else
Sdis = Sdis ∪ T ;
Figure 10.4: Algorithm revision
note that for this new node s 0 there will be as many direct descendants as active labels contains L(s 0 ). L(s 0 ) is calculated as usual by applying the functions
follow and revision.
Hence hence A. When this agent is analyzed (i.e., the label associated to it is active
since a quiescent point has been reached) a new node s 0 is generated which is
connected to the current one by a p-arc and whose store and label function are
computed according to the operational semantics of hybrid cc. Finally, follow
and revision are applied.
The i-arcs are introduced when we make the passage from an interval to a point phase.
When we finish the analysis, we obtain a graph structured as a sequence of point and
interval phases.
The following theorem proves the correctness of our graph construction.
Theorem 10.2.1 Let T be the Hybrid cc Structure constructed by the above method
from the hcc specification S. Then the construction T is correct since
δ(T ) ⊆ JSK
where δ is the function that represents the traces in T given by the sequences, starting
from the root, of program stores in each hcc node in a path and JSK represents the
operational semantic of the hybrid cc specification S in [GJS98].
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Example 10.2.2
In Figure 10.5, the reader can find the graph construction relative to the program
in Figure 9.4 (see Section 10.1.1). The reader can observe that there are three kind
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Figure 10.5: Example: Hybrid cc Structure

of arcs. The arcs depicted with continuous lines correspond to normal arcs, dotted
arcs correspond to p-arcs whereas i-arcs are illustrated with a discontinuous line.
Moreover, active labels are in bold whereas disabled ones are in normal font. The
reader can see that two different branches appear when there are two active labels at
the same moment.
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Transformation

In this section we show how it is possible to transform a hybrid cc Structure into a
hybrid automaton. In particular, we handle only linear hybrid systems transforming
them into linear hybrid automata. In the following the definition of linear hybrid
system is given and it is defined a transformation from hybrid cc Structure into linear
hybrid automaton.
There exist already several model checkers which implement verification techniques for (linear) hybrid automata. The reader can consult a very popular tool: the
HyTech model checked presented in [GNRR93, HHWT95].
An hybrid system is a discrete program within an analog environment that can
be modelled by hybrid automata. An hybrid automaton is a generalized finite-state
machine. In addition, hybrid systems allow us to represent that the global state of a
system changes continuously with the time.
Works on verification of hybrid systems are usually limited to linear hybrid automata (see [ACHH93]). Essentially, in such automata, for each variable the rate of
change with time is constant and the terms involved in the invariants, guards and
assignments are required to be linear.
Next we show the formal definition of a linear hybrid automaton (see [HHWT95]
for details). A linear expression over a set X of real-valued variables is a linear
combination of variables from X with rational coefficients. A linear inequality over
X is an inequality between linear expressions over X. A convex predicate over X is a
conjunction of linear inequalities over X; and a linear predicate is a disjunction of
convex predicates.
Definition 10.3.1 ([HHWT95]) A linear hybrid automaton A consists of the following components.
Variables. A finite ordered set X = {x1 , . . . , xn } of real-valued variables.
Locations. A finite set V of vertices called locations, used to model control modes.
Initial condition. A state predicate φ0 called the initial condition.
Location invariants. A labelling function inv that assigns to each location v ∈ V a
convex predicate inv(v) over X, the invariant of v.
Transitions. A finite multiset E of edges called transitions, used to model discrete
events. Each transition (v, v 0 ) identifies a source location v ∈ V and a target
location v 0 ∈ V.
Instantaneous actions. A labelling function jump that assigns an update set and
a jump condition to each transition e ∈ E. The update set upd(e) is a subset of
X. The jump condition jump(e) is a convex predicate over X ∪ Y 0 , where Y =
{y1 , . . . , yk } = upd(e), and Y 0 = {y10 , . . . , yk0 }. The primed variable represents
the variable value after the transition.
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Urgency flags. a partial labelling function asap that assigns the urgency flag ASAP
to some transitions in E.
Continuous activities. A labelling function rate that assigns a rate condition . to
each location v ∈ V. The rate condition rate(v) is a convex predicate over X=
.
.
.
.
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }. The variable xi denotes the rate of change (the first derivative)
of xi .
Synchronization labels. A finite set L of synchronization labels, and a labelling
function syn that assigns a synchronization label from L ∪ {τA } to each transition
in E. The internal label τA is specific to the automaton A, and does not occur
in the label set of any other automaton.
A state (v, s) of the linear hybrid automaton A consists of a location v ∈ V and a
valuation of variables s ∈ Rn . The state (v, s) is admissible if s ∈ inv(v). Control of
A may reside in location v only while inv(v) is satisfied. Only variables in upd(e) are
updated by a transition e.
We have shown that it is possible to construct automatically a model of the behavior of a hybrid system specified by using the hcc language. The model consists
in an instance of a hcc Structure, similar to a Kripke Structure. Moreover, we know
that it is possible to verify linear hybrid automata by using some popular tools such
as the HyTech model checker.
Therefore, we now can outline an algorithm which transforms a (linear) hcc Structure into a linear hybrid automaton. A linear hcc Structure is simply the structure
obtained from a linear hybrid system since in this dissertation we consider only such
subclass of hybrid systems.
Our first task is to limit the (linear) Hybrid cc Structure using the time interval
provided by the user. This is done by assigning values to variables and time intervals,
and unfolding possible cycles in the sequence of interval and point phases. With
this operation we obtain a representation with a finite number of interval and point
phases.
The main idea of this transformation is to identify the interval phases of the hybrid
cc Structure with locations in the linear hybrid automaton, and point phases with
arcs connecting locations. Obviously, an arc associated with the point phase sp will
join the locations that are associated with the previous and next interval phases,
respectively.
Let us now give some details on how we define the components of the linear hybrid
automaton. In each location we define the set of variables and derivatives of variables
according to the conditions obtained in the relative interval phase. The invariant is
the negation of the guard conditions of the ask agents defined in such interval phase.
In addition we add a constraint that imposes the maximum time interval that the
program can satisfy in such location. This limit is defined by the interval calculated
in the interval phase.
Each arc in the linear hybrid automaton corresponds to a point phase in the Hybrid
cc Structure. As have said before, an arc joins the two locations that represents the
previous and next interval phases of the respective point phase. The set of variables
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that are updated and their new values are obtained from the store calculated in the
point phase. In addition, the label associated to the arc is the label associated to the
arc that goes from the point phase to the interval phase. The set of urgent labels is
null, because this notion is not used in hcc. Finally, we do not impose restrictions in
the synchronization labels and assign a different one to each arc.
In Figure 10.6, the reader can find the linear hybrid automata obtained from the
structure in Figure 10.5 associated to the hybrid cc program in Figure 9.4.
X:=0

t=0

prev(X=0)

X:=0

dot(x)=1
X=0

inv : X<>1

prev(X=0)
dot(x)=1

a1

a2

inv : X<>1

Figure 10.6: Example: linear hybrid automaton
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11
Conclusions
In this thesis we have developed and exploited the cc paradigm. We have seen that
some languages were defined as extensions of the cc paradigm over time. In particular,
in this thesis we have considered the tcc, tccp and hcc languages. The first two
languages have a discrete notion of time allowing us to model reactive systems. The
last one has a notion of continuous time which allows us to model hybrid systems.
Note that there are other extensions of the cc paradigm. The most recent one is
the ntcc language which can be seen as an extension of the tcc model. It introduces
the non-determinism into the model.
There are three main contributions in this thesis. First of all we have defined a
fully abstract denotational semantics for the tcc model. Secondly we have defined
a model checking algorithm for tccp programs, and finally we have defined a first
approach to verify (linear) hcc programs.
Denotational Semantics for tcc
We have seen that although both denotational and operational semantics were given
when tcc was defined, they do not always coincide. The first contribution of this work
is the definition of an appropriate denotational semantics for the tcc language. Our
new denotational semantics is fully abstract w.r.t. the operational behavior of the
language. The importance of the result presented in this thesis lies in the fact that an
appropriate semantics allows us to perform very interesting analysis over languages
in a simple way. For example, it is possible to apply some classical static analysis
using abstract interpretation.
In particular, we have shown that the problem with the denotational semantics
given in the first works lies in the Hiding construct. This construct makes a variable
local to a process, but the denotational semantics for this agent is defined as in the cc
paradigm where the agent now c else A does not exist, thus the negative information
is not taken into account within the denotational semantics.
We can say that the original denotational semantics is an over-approximation of
the operational behavior of the language. Actually, the operational and the denotational semantics coincide when we do not combine the Hiding with Negative Ask
constructs. This was proved in [NPV02b].
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Therefore, we have given a new definition for the denotations of the Hiding agent.
Moreover, we have defined the necessary notions in order to handle recursion in the
semantics. In particular we have extended the semantics with a notion of environment.
We have shown that our new denotational semantics is fully abstract w.r.t. the
operational semantics, thus providing a good framework to perform analysis of the
tcc language.
We have given the operational semantics of the tcc language in a bit different way
from the original definition. However, the two definitions are equivalent. Essentially
we have redefined what a configuration is following the idea presented in [PV01] for
the ntcc language.
Finally, we have shown a first application of our new semantics to the analysis of
the expressivity power of the new construct introduced in tcc to model the timeout
or preemption behaviors. This construct is described as now c else A in the language
syntax and we have shown that the tcc language becomes a more powerful language
than the cc model.
Model Checking for tccp
We think that the second contribution of this thesis is the most significant one. We
have exploited the good features of the cc paradigm to solve the classical state explosion problem of model checking. In particular, we have considered the tccp language
defined by F. de Boer et al. in [BGM00].
We have shown in detail the model checking algorithm for the tccp language. Our
goal was to tackle the state explosion problem of model checking and solve it by taking
advantage of the features of the language. For example, we use the notion of time
defined into the semantics of the language in order to reduce the state space of the
model. We also use the notion of constraints underlying the paradigm to construct a
compact model of the system and to check properties directly over such model.
Note that the definition of a built-in notion of discrete time makes it reasonable
to restrict the model checking task to an interval of time, i.e., the interval of time
that we want to analyze. Obviously, the user should know and provide the interval
on which the verification should be carried out, but this is a reasonable assumption
since usually is the specifier who wants to verify the correctness of his software.
In particular, we have defined a graph structure similar to the Kripke Structure, called the tccp Structure. Moreover, we have defined an automatic process to
construct a tccp Structure from a tccp program which represents the operational behaviour of the program. Finally we have proved the correctness and completeness of
the automatic construction.
Then we have presented the logic defined by F. de Boer et al. in [BGM01] which
can handle constraints. Essentially, this logic is a linear logic which allows us to
check properties directly over the tccp Structure. The algorithm which performs the
verification of the system is based on the classic algorithm for the LTL logic. Moreover
we have shown that the verification algorithm is correct.
Note that we have taken advantage of the constraint notion in the different defined
phases of the model checking technique. First of all we have used it in order to define
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what a state is in the tccp Structure. The key idea is that a state of the tccp Structure
can be seen as a conjunction of constraints, i.e., as the possible values which the
variables of the system can take. We have also seen that a state of the tccp Structure
can be viewed as a set of states of a Kripke Structure.
Furthermore, the constraints are directly used in the logic that we have chosen,
thus it is not necessary to transform the tccp Structure into a Kripke Structure.
Note that classical temporal logics cannot handle tccp Structures directly since such
structures have not a complete (or explicit) information of the value of variables.
We have also shown in an intuitive way that our approach is not able to verify
all infinite-state systems, but only a subclass of such systems. We can verify a very
similar subclass of infinite-state systems as [DP99, DP01] can. However, for the other
infinite-state systems, we are able to verify an over-approximation of the system
thanks to the limitation over time intervals of our method.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first model checking algorithm for systems
specified with the tccp language. As future work we intend to study some case studies
in order to determine the appropriateness of this method instead of the classical ones.
Moreover we have to study formally which class of systems we are able to verify
without the time interval restriction.
Model Checking for hcc
The third main result presented in this thesis is the definition of a method to verify
hcc programs. We have seen that the hcc language allows us to specify hybrid systems
in general and linear hybrid systems in particular. The key idea in this case is also
to take advantage of the nature of the cc paradigm. The approach presented in this
thesis is the first attempt to apply the model checking technique to the hybrid cc
language.
In particular, we have defined a graph structure which represents the behavior of
the system specified in hcc and we have transformed it into a linear hybrid automaton
which can be given as input to the HyTech model checker. However, note that the
hcc Structure defined is able to model hybrid systems in general.
We have described the automatic algorithm which constructs the hcc Structure
automatically from the hcc program. Once we have constructed such structure we have
defined a method to transform it into a linear hybrid automaton. This transformation
is only possible when we handle linear hybrid systems which are a subclass of hybrid
systems.
Verification and Constraints
The verification techniques presented in this thesis are novel approaches. Constraints
have been used before in verification frameworks but this is the first time that a
language of the cc paradigm has been taken as the specification language of the
system.
In [FPV00b] we considered the tcc language to verify embedded systems. In such
work was defined in detail the modelling phase sketching briefly the rest of the method.
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Moreover, we presented the approach for hcc in [FPV01]. Finally, we have presented
the method to verify reactive systems specified in tccp in [FV03].
In [DP99] and [DP01] linear constraint programming is used in order to model the
system transforming the model checking problem into a constraint solving problem.
We have not transformed the model checking problem, but we have defined a model
checking algorithm which allows us to verify temporal constraint programs.
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